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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGE- AND SEX-SPECIFIC DEATH 
RATES AND QUALITY OF LIFE FACTORS IN THE SOUTH DAKOTA 
POPULATION 65 AND OVER IN 1960, 1970 AND 1980. 
Abstract 
JOYCE I. NELSON 
Thia study investigated age- and sex-specific 
death rates in South Dakota Countiea aaong the 
population 65 and over in 1960, 1970 and 1980. Census 
Bureau and Vital Statistic data were employed to answer 
the basic question of how death rates and quality of 
li£e factors were related. Quality 0£ life £actors 
included; econoaics, urbanization, health technology, 
and education, which were operationalized at the county 
level. 
A description of county quality of life factors 
and age- and sex-specifi� death rates for males and 
feaalea was presented. County death rates for the older 
population were regressed with county quality 0£ life 
factors for each of the study years. A relationship 
between quality of life factors and death rates was 
found to exist in fifteen of the thirty-three death 
rates examined. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
This study £ocuses upon death rates 0£ South 
Dakotans 65 and over. It examines the e££ect 0£ 
modernization £actors upon county age- and aex-speci£ic 
death rates in 1960, 1970 and 1980. 
A aaJor goal 0£ the science 0£ sociology is to 
develop and test theories which explain or predict 
social pheLo ena. The £ra ework 0£ modernization has 
provided £ertile ground £or such inquiries. "A country 
that has developed industrially only shows to the 
undeveloped, the image 0£ its own £uture 11 <Marx, 
1969). This statement £ro Q§§. Kapital suggests 
sensitivity to the past can assist in explaining the 
present and predicting the £uture. 
The study 0£ society originated with 
oderniz tion. "The study 0£ odernization--albeit 
under such na es as social change, industrialization, 
and the like--ha long been 0£ concern to sociologists" 
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<Morse. 1969:34). Accompanying the industrial 
revolution were new social str�ctures. Sociological 
analysis arose £rom a desire to understand these newly 
formed structures. 
Modernization is viewed as the process of economic 
and social change. Modernization introduced industrial 
production to preindustrial society. The ef£ects 0£ 
modernization have in£luenced every area 0£ social li£e 
<Robertson, 1981:613). 
Modernization has brought about many changes in 
health technology. Application 0£ this technology has 
added years to life-expectancy. and has decreased the 
number and rate 0£ pre ature deaths in all age groups. 
Since death rates are highest among the old. issues 
related to health technology e££ect them more than 
other age groups. Application 0£ this technology has 
also created ethical and policy issues with respect to 
health care delivery. As social diaensions 0£ age. 
disease and death are identi£ied. studied and 
illu ined, the definition 0£ illness and causes 0£ 
premature deaths cease to possess a unique biological 
definition; they aasu e sociological iaplications as 
well. 
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Modernization and Population 
Modernizat.on has created vast changes in the 
population. These changes are reflected in increased 
numbers 0£ people and in the age and sex distribution 
of populations throughout the li£e span. Modernization 
has fostered a climate where both quality and quantity 
0£ li£e are possible. 
Modernization and/or industrialization are maJor 
themes in population theory. As countries moved £roa 
pre-industrial to industrial societies, certain 
patterns with respect to the birth and death rates 
began to emerge. The more developed or industrialized 
nations of the world passed through si ilar stages with 
respect to births and deaths. Population pyra id�, 
which recorded the age and sex composition of these 
countries, also possessed si ilar con£igurations. 
Changes in population composition due to the three 
de ographic variables, births, deaths, and igration, 
were 0£ interest to the sociologist; and modernization 
became a maJor assuaption 0£ several de ographic 
theori a. 
Tod y, change in the birth and death r tea 0£ th 
developed countri a continue to lt r th ir popul tion 
co position. Thus, populations 0£ developed nations 
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look far different than they did a century ago. History 
an� past experience provided valuable tools to explain 
the present, and-to predict the future. 
The science of sociology atte pts to predict the 
future based upon past and present data. Present 
population proJections are based upon understandings of 
population patterns and trends derived from both 
pre-industrial and industrial societies. Given a highly 
technical society, questions before today's sociologist 
relate to the impact of post-industrial society upon 
future population configurations. 
In the past century the age distribution of the 
United States population changed dramatically. The 
greatest change has been the increaLle in the number and 
percent of persons over 65 years of age. In 1960 this 
was 9 percent and in 1980 it was 11 percent. South 
Dakota has experienced an even greater change, fro 11 
percent in 1960 to Just over 13 percent in 1980. Since 
1960 the greatest growth change has been in that 
population 85 or older. This constituted 6 percent of 
the 65 and older population in 1960 and 11 percent in 
1980. 
This study focuses upon the older population of 
South Dakota fro• 1960 to 1980, specifically on death 
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rates 0£ that population. Death rates are viewed as the 
nost significant demographi� variable with respect to 
the changing population of the industrial society. 
Zoph <1984:185) believes the falling death rate 0£ the 
twentieth century is one 0£ the most significant events 
in the world's history. Not only does it reflect maJor 
changes in the well-being of many populations. but is 
responsible £or the dramatic increase in numbers 0£ 
people. 
In the more developed countries 0£ the world 
birth rates have, in a £ew cases, dropped below death 
rates. In South Dakota there were seven counties in 
1970, and £our counties in 1980, where this pheno enon 
occurred. Study of the�e death rate patterns aay 
provide insights with respect to changing population 
patterns in post-industrial society. 
In the past five decades there has been a marked 
reduction in death rates throughout the world. Zop£ 
(1984), Weeks (1981>, and Weller (1982>, view the 
£alling death rate as being responsible £or the 
signi£icant growth 0£ world population. Most 
industrialized countries 0£ th world h ve governaent 
polici which pro ot 
care. The goal 0£ th a 
dical knowl dg and he 1th 
polici h a  b en to increaae 
longevity and thus. to further reduce the nation's rate 
0£ death. 
South Dakota Death Rates 
The population 0£ South Dakota has an age-sex 
distribution which is not explained by past 
civilizations. It has a larger elderly population than 
most states, yet it also. has a low death rate. 
Policies 0£ state government are pro-longevity. This is 
reflected in subsidies to medical education and health 
care. In South Dakota the largest nu ber 0£ deaths 
occur among to those 65 or older. 
South Dakota is known as the land 0£ 1n£1nite 
variety. This variety is re£lect d in di££erences in 
birth and death rates in each 0£ 66 counties. As 0£ 
1985, South Dakota is co posed 0£ so e 700. 000 people 
£ro many walks 0£ li£e with a variety 0£ 
characteristics and varied needs. 
This study £ocuses on county death rates 0£ that 
varied population which was 65. 75. and 85 years 0£ age 
or over in 1960, 1970 and 1980. It exaaines county 
econo ic, urbanization, h alth t chnology and ducation 
£actors with r spect to ag - and a x-speci£ic rates 0£ 
death. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study investigates the association between 
four factors with respect to quality of life: 
economics, urbanization, health technology, and 
education and death rates among the South Dakota 
population 65 and older. 
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The following problem, which is the focus of this 
investigation, is divided into seven subproblems. 
Is there a relationship between quality 0£ life £actors 
and death rates among South Dakotans 65, 75 and 85 
years of age Q.!: Q.Y.il. from 1960 to 1980? 
1. Is there � relationship between county economic 
factors and death rates among older South 
Dakotans 65 years of age Q.!: over? 
2. Is there � relationship between percent of 
county families below the poverty level and 
death rates among South Dakotans 65 years 0£ 
age QL over? 
3. Is there � relationship between county 
population density and death rates among the 
populations 65 years 0£ age or over? 
4. Is there � relationship between county growth 
g_;:_ decline and death rates a ong the 
populations 65 year 0£ age QL over? 
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5. Is there � relationship between county 
aedical resources, identi£ied as the .. :atio 0£ 
hospital and nursing home beds to county 
population, and death rates among the 
populations 65 years 0£ age Q!:. over? 
6. Is there � relationship between county 
medical manpower, identified as the ratio of 
l icensed physicians to county population and 
death rates among the populations 65 years 0£ 
age Q!:. over? 
7. Is there � relationship between county 
educational level and death rates a ong the 
populations 65 years 0£ age Q!:. over? 
This study investigates the relationship between 
quality 0£ li£e £actors aeasured by county economics; 
county density� growth and decline; medical £acilitiea 
and resources; and county educational level and death 
rates 0£ the South Dakota county population 65, 75, and 
85 years 0£ age and older £ro• 1960 to 1980. 
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Ob1ectives 0£ the Study 
The central obJective 0£ this study is to analyze 
the relationship between age- and sex-spec1£ic death 
rates 0£ the 65, 75, and 85 years or older population 
with selected economic, demographic, edical and 
educational £actors in South Dakota counties £re 1960, 
1970 and 1980. There are £our speci£ic obJectives: 
�- To analyze age- and sex-spec1£ic death rates 
£or the population 65 years or older in 
1960, 1970 and 1980 in South Dakota with 
respect to: 
a. County median £aaily income. 
b. Percent 0£ county poverty £amilies. 
2. To analyze age- and sex-speci£1c death rates 
£or the population 65 years 0£ age or older 
in 1960, 1970 and 1980 in South Dakota with 
respect to: 
a. Growth and decline counties. 
b. Population density. 
3. To analyze age- and sex-spec1£ic death rates 
£or the population 65 or older in 1960, 1970 
and 1980 in South Dakota with respect to: 
a. Ratio 0£ hospital beds to county 
population. 
b. Ratio 0£ nursing ho e beds to county 
population. 
c. Ratio 0£ licensed physicians to 
county population. 
�- To analyze age- and sex-speci£ic death rates 
£or the population 65 and older in 1960, 
1970 and 1980 in South Dakota with respect to 
county edian education level. 
Reasons £or the Study 
The process 0£ aging is 
research r l ted to this probl 
maJor reasons. 
co plex phenomenon and 
1 important £or £our 
1. The nu bers 0£ lderly people have increased 
draaatically in thi soci ty. 
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2. Transition and epidemiological transition 
theory should be compared with aging and 
modernization theory to determine if the 
explanatory and predictive qualities 0£ 
these theories are useful with respect to 
death rates in the aging populations. 
3. South Dakota is a state with a high percent 0£ 
old people. 
a. South Dakota may present a picture 0£ 
future aging patterns in other states 
with a growing elderly population. 
b. South Dakota's population 65 years or 
older is faced with potential health 
problems related to chronic disease and 
these conditions are o£ten socially 
induced. 
4. It is important to provide insights for 
current and future policy regarding the 
elderly 0£ South Dakota and the nation. 
Organization 0£ the Dissertation 
The remainder 0£ the dissertation is organized as 
follows: 
1. Chapter II reviews the selected literature pertinent 
to the subject and includes the research 
hypotheses which evolve £re that research. 
2. Chapter III includes the theoretical framework and 
research propositions. 
3. Chapter IV contains the research design and 
aethodology. 
4. Chapter V contains the findings 0£ the research. 
5. Chapter VI presents the summary, conclusions, and 
i plications 0£ of the study, and suggestions £or 
future research. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
Introduction 
This chapter includes a review 0£ studies and 
literature which provides increased understandings of 
the demographics of aging in general and aging in South 
Dakota in particular. Studies which present eapirical 
evidence with respect to age- and sex-specific death 
rates and the relationship of econo ic, demographic, 
edical and educational quality of life factors to 
these deaths are reviewed. 
The interest in older populations ste s fro the 
realization that as the number and proportion of older 
people increase so do changes in the legal, political, 
educational, fa ilial and econoaic institutions. The 
reason is that age introduces biological, but ore 
importantly, oci l change . 
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Modernization 
An important £ramework which addresses these 
social changes is odernizati�n. The thesis 0£ 
aodernization is that processes which support societal 
evolvement 0£ social and economic syste s £roa 
rural/agrarian to urban/industrial systems create 
changes in esteem and positions occupied by older 
people <Atchley, 1984:45). This £raaework guides the 
examination 0£ the historical perspective for the 
analysis of age- and sex-specific death rates. A brief 
overview of the pre- odern, 
society follows. 
Pre- odern Society 
odern and post-modern 
In general pre-industrial societies were 
characterized by high birth and death rates, hence the 
population grew slowly. Gradually these societies 
experienced improvements in premature loss of life. 
The Roman Empire had a li£e expectancy at birth 0£ 
about 22 years. In the iddle Ages in England life 
expectancy at birth waa increased by 1 1  years or 33 
years <Weeks, 1981:142>. 
To the sociologists, pr -aodern/pre-industrial 
soci ti s b cam an inter sting point 0£ contrast to 
the modern/indu trial oci ty. N w ocial tructures 
and social relation hip w r tudied fro• the 
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pre-modern and modern perspectives. The terms 
Mechanical and Organic by Durkheim, Gemeinscha£t and 
Gesellscha£t by ronnies, Status and Contract by Henry 
S. Maine, Folk and Urban by Robert Red£ield, Sacred and 
Secular by Howard P. Becker. and Communal and 
Associational by Robert Maclver, were used to describe 
the di££ering social arrangements in the pre-modern and 
the modern societies. 
Modern Society 
Modern societies developed with the ushering 0£ 
industry into a pre-modern society. There is variation 
with respect to its e ergence. Some perceive it to be 
as early as mid-eighteenth. century, and others by the 
late eighteenth century. The result was an increasingly 
more comple� societal structure. The way 0£ li£e which 
had developed over many, many centuries had changed. 
Social relationships and roles were altered. Individual 
development, which had consisted 0£ in£ancy, adulthood 
and old-age stages in the pre-industrial societies, 
was now viewed in seven stages; in£ancy, childhood, 
adolescence, young adulthood, iddle-age, young-old, 
and old-old. Power was concentrated in middle-age 
rather than old-age (Weeks, 1984:23-24). 
In the beginning 0£ thia stage, birth rates 
re ained high but death rates began to £all. Thia 
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resulted in a growth spurt in the population. In these 
modern societies birth rates also began to drop, but 
not as low as the death rates. The change in death 
rates £avored women and children. The contro1-o£ 
in£ectious diseases, sanitation and better distribution 
0£ medical care services had improved longevity. Li£e 
expectancy in England improved £rom 55 years in 1861 to 
64 years in 1940. The United States paralleled li£e 
expectancy with England. Today the death rate has 
declined to the extent that ten percent 0£ babies born 
today have a living great-great-grandmother <Weeks, 
1981:143). 
One 0£ the first people to address the e££ect 0£ 
modernization on the elderly was Simmons (1945). Hia 
cross cultural study 0£ 71 societies revealed the 
status 0£ the elderly was higher in the stable 
agricultural societies, and when the rate 0£ change 
increases the status is lowered. To Cottell (1960>, 
Rodernization constituted a shift £ro agrarian to 
high-energy industrial £orms 0£ production, which 
created change in organization 0£ society. These 
organizational changes devalued the elderly. Fisher 
(1978) proposed that old p r  ons lost their valu d 
positions because they wer sy bol 0£ an outdated 
social order <Atchl y, 1985:45-46). 
These perspectives could not answer a £unda ental 
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assumption 0£ a theory. They did not answer why these 
changes occurred. Cowgill ( 1972, 1974> developed a 
theory to explaia why the old were devalued by the 
process 0£ modernization. Cowgill's ( 1972:305) main 
points are: 
1. Demographic trends produce a higher proportion 0£ 
old people. 
2. There is a lower demand £or workers hence, young and 
old compete £or Jobs. 
3. New Jobs reduce the need £or old skills. 
4. Retirement lowers the value 0£ the old. This is 
based upon the assumption the old are no longer 
capable workers. 
Post- odern society 
Some sociologists, like Bell <1973), suggest that 
the western world is in transition £rom an 
industrial/ odern to a post-industrial/post-aodern 
society. Palo a (1979:243-45) relates, this society is 
characterized by: 
1. An econo ic sector which changes £roa goods 
producing to services. 
2. An occupational sphere which changes in the kind 0£ 
work done, £ro industri l worker to pro£ ion l 
and technical workers. 
3. Theoretical knowl dg which is the centr l source 0£ 
innovation and policy £or ation. 
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4. Technology which is used to plan and control growth. 
5. Decision making is based upon problem-solving rules 
rather than intuitive Judg ents. 
Zop£ <1984) suggests in post-industrial societies 
birth rates may actually fall below the death rate, 
this results in population decline. This phenoaenon has 
occurred in so e South Dakota counties. In 1960, no 
South Dakota counties had a death rate higher than 
their birth rate. In 1970, however, Clark, Codington, 
Fall River, Jerauld, McCook, Miner, and Turner had 
death rates higher than birth rates. In 1980 Edmunds, 
Hutchinson, Hyde, and Miner counties had a higher death 
rate than birth rate, and McPherson had birth and death 
rates which were equal. In 1983, th last vital 
statistic record at this writing, Au rora, Ed unds, 
Kingsbury, McPherson, Marshall, Miner, and Turner 
counties all had death rates which were higher than 
birth rates <South Dakota Health Statistics 1960, 1970, 
1980, 1983). 
Deaography 0£ Aging 
Weeks (1981> sugg sts, th r is no chronological 
thr shold to old ag . Much of th world d fines old a 
65 or old r. He relat th following d aographic 
charact ri tics of th elderly. In 1900, the Unit d 
States had only 3, 000,000 peopl 65 or older and in 
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1980 that figure had risen to 25. 500. 000. This was an 
eight£old increase over the last 80 years. The 
population over 80 had grown to over 2. 000. 000 or a 
seventeen-£old increase. From 1950 to 1980 the world 
population was growing at approximately 2 percent per 
year. the older population in the United States was 
growing at 2. 3 percent per year. and the population 
over 85 years was growing at 4. 2 percent per year. 
The age and sex distribution presents some 
interesting facts. As the population grows older it is 
possible and often likely. that one over 65 has parents 
living. Weeks suggests £rom society's v1ew that the age 
and sex distribution 0£ the population e££ects the type 
and level of care. Health typically deteriorates aore 
rapidly about the age 0£ 75. so viewing the distinction 
0£ older people as the young-old and the old-old <over 
80) is important. Since wo en tend to outlive men, the 
number 0£ widows e££ects the social structure 0£ the 
older population in such areas as arital status, 
living arrange ents, incoae and patterns 0£ social 
interactions. Weeks (1981:338> akes the £ollowing 13 
excellent points with respect to old-age. 
1. A &Jor con qu nee 0£ worldwid d cline in 
ortality is n increaa in the nu ber 0£ 
people surviving to old ge. 
2. Although social ge and chronological age 
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rarely seem to coincide. it has become 
customary to define an old person as one who 
is 6� or older. 
3. Biological aging refers to a decline in 
physical abilities accompanied by an 
increased risk of illness. 
4. Socially. aging carries with it a changing set 
0£ obligations and role expectations. 
5. Increased longevity. higher levels of 
education. urbanization and economic 
technology may all have contributed to the 
lowering 0£ the status of older persons in 
industrialized nations. 
6. There are currently 260 illion people in the 
world 65 and older. 
7. The population 0£ older persons in the United 
States is growing at a rapid rate. especially 
in the ages 0£ 85 and older. 
8. In most societies fe ales outnumber males at 
older ages. The exceptions are nations in 
which the social status of women tends to be 
clearly in£erior to that 0£ aen. 
9. Th old r ag a ar typically characteriz d by 
an incr ase in widowhood and an increase in 
the proportion 0£ peopl who live alone. 
10. Th upward spiral 0£ literacy and education 
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over the last £ew hundred years has meant 
that each generation 0£ older people tends to 
be less well educated than younger people. 
11. In industrialized nations old age is 
characterized by retirement £rom £ull-tiae 
employment and by a subsequent drop in 
income. 
12. Minority elders are said to be in double 
Jeopardy; they are discriminated against both 
£or the minority status and their age. 
13. In the future, societies will be much more 
in£luenced by the presence 0£ older people 
than was ever true in the past. 
Cutler and Harootyan <1975> relate what 
demography, the science 0£ population dyna ics, can and 
cannot do. They state £irst, demography is a 
macro-science, it typically £ocuses at the level 0£ 
society, it generally £ocuses on large and broad 
statistical groups within and across populations. 
Second, de ographic analysis is liaited to the kinds 0£ 
1n£erences which can be made £ro past and present 
1n£oraation with respect to population dyna ics. 
De ographers c nnot pr diet the £uture, but they 
can "proJect" £utur 0£ a population given c rtain 
basic data. In su ary, they id nti£y the £ollowing 
issues with respect to deaography 0£ the ag d: 
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1. There are now more older people in the United 
States, and some 0£ the causes 0£ increased 
numbers are the high fertility rates of �revious 
decades coupled with dramatic reductions in infant 
mortality. The same absolute number of older 
persons becomes a larger proportion 0£ the 
population when £ewer babies, children, and 
adolescents are part 0£ that population. 
2. The e££ects of a growing number and proportion 0£ 
older persons upon a society are many, and suggest 
the kinds 0£ problems upon which leaders 0£ 
society must work. 
3. The combination 0£ fixed incoMes, regularized trends 
in inflation, and a growing older population 
implies a range 0£ econo ic security problems and 
issu s. 
4. The higher ortality 0£ older ales has resulted in 
a substantially greater nu ber 0£ older fe ales. 
5. The changing educational composition 0£ the 
population, when combined with the concept 0£ 
birth cohorts 0£ older persons, shows £uture older 
people will be much better educated than past or 
even conteaporary cohort 0£ older persons. Thus, 
any 0£ our ocial and political ster otyp s 0£ 
the elderly will be out 0£ date. 
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Demography of Aging: South Dakota 
Since the £irst census in 1790 the nation's 
population of those 65 years and over has been 
increasing steadily. Atchley (1985:58) relates £rom 
1942 to 1965 that there were many changes affecting the 
aged. The population 65 or older doubled between 1940 
and 1960. The year 1960 becomes the base year for this 
investigation. In 1960, the population 65 years and 
over in the United States was 9 percent. 
percent in 1980. 
It grew to 11 
The percentages are higher in South Dakota. Those 
persons 65 years and over reached 11 percent in 1960, 
13 percent in 19BO, and are estimated to be 14 percent 
0£ the state's population in 1990. Thus, one in seven 
South Dakotans will be 65 years and over in 1990. 
In 1980, the population 65 years and over 
constituted over 20 percent 0£ the population in 
Hutchinson, Kinsgbury and Miner counties. Less than 8 
percent 0£ the 1980 population was 65 years or older 
in Bu££alo, Shannon, Todd, and Ziebach. The percent 0£ 
population 65 years and over increased fro• 1960 to 
1980 in all counties except Bu££alo, Clay, Fall River, 
Jackson, Lincoln, Meade, Shannon, Union and 
Ziebach (Nelson, 1985). (See Appendix A> 
One 0£ the ore dr aatic features 0£ the data 1s 
the percent 0£ the population 85 years and over. 
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This portion 0£ the South Dakota population is 
increasing at a more rapid rate than is that 0£ the 
nation. (See grapho in appendix A> . In 1960, within the 
age category 65 and over, 6 percent were over 85. This 
£igure reached 11 percent in 1980, and by the year 2000 
an estimated 17 percent 0£ the population 65 and over 
will be over 85. 
A distinctive trend has also appeared in the 
male-£emale distribution within this population group. 
In South Dakota the male-£eaale percentage in the 85 
years and over age group was 45 percent aale and 55 
percent £emale in 1960, 33 percent male and 67 percent 
£emale in 1980, and will be an estimated 26 percent 
nale and 74 percent £e ale in the year 2000 <U. S. Census 
0£ Population P. C. (1) 43>. 
L1£e Span, Longevity and Li£e Expectancy 
As aspects 0£ aging are considered, it is 
appropriate to review soae parameters with respect to: 
li£e span, how long one can expect the human to live; 
longevity, what one can do to increase the length 0£ 
11£e through health easures such as sanitation, 
nutrition and aedical science; and li£e expectancy, 
how long on ight xp ct or predict a child born today 
would live giv n the current h alth and li£e style in 
the odern or po t-indu trial oci ty. 
Current r aearch sugge ta the li£e span, .. the 
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maximum length of life that is biologically possible 
£or a given species 0 ., is thought to be 120 years 
<Atchley ., 1985:68). According to Weeks (1901:122) 
oldest verifiable age at death in the United States was 
114. 
Longevity ., '"the ability to resist death'" ., is 
influenced by biological and social factors (Weeks ., 
1981:122). Weeks notes the actual mortality for each 
sex appears to be social £actors governing access to 
and use 0£ preventive and curative health measures. 
This concept leads one to believe by personal means ., 
such as life style changes and access to curative 
health measures ., one�s longevity ., up to the life span 
point, can be increased. 
Life expectancy ., 0the average nuD\l'er 0£ years an 
age category is expected to live g iven the base year 
mortality rates ., .. is generally computed and interpreted 
at birth <Atchley ., 1985: 22>. In 1979 the life 
expectancy at birth £or the entire United States was 
73. 7 years ., 69. 9 years £or D\en and 77. 6 years £or 
wo en. In 1979 the United States life expectancy eant 
that 93. 8 percent 0£ males and 96. 8 percent 0£ 
£emalea could expect to live to age 40, and 71. 8 
percent 0£ ales and 84. 5 p rcent of fe ales could 
expect to live to age 65 <Atchley ., 1985: 23). 
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These changes in li:fe expectancy are more clearly 
shown in the table below. 
TABLE 1 
CHANGES IN LIFE EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH IN THE 
UNITED STATES BY RACE AND SEX <1900-1981) 
table :from page 39 Atcnley 
Race a.ad year �ed years of life 
Som sexes MaJe 
AUr.M,.,:s 
t�•· 47.J �.J 
19'4 �.6 �.7 
1968 70.2 66.6 
1981 74.l 70.J 
White 
1900 47.6 �-6 
19'4 10.5 67.4 
1968 71.l 61.5 
1981 74.9 71.0 
Bladt 
1900 3J.O 32..5 
1954 6JA 61.0 
1968 6J.7 60.l 
t981 70.J 66.l 
Black-white differenc: 
1900 14.6 14.1 
1954 7.1 6.� 
1968- 7.4 1.� 
198t 4.6 "'· 9 
Zop:f (1984:203) 
Another way to express 11:fe expectancy is 
"'survival ... In Figure 1, the survival curve :for 
pre-industrial society is depicted by line B. 
Femaie 

















Survival in industrialized countries is shown by line 
A. I represents ideal 0£ survival .  
FI GURE 1 
POPULAT ION SURVIVAL CURVES 
20 40 SO 
Haynes, 1980:360) 
ao 1 00  X 
Fro the Figure 1, it can been seen that the 
survival rate is lower than ideal. This l eads one to 
assume application 0£ technology and changes in social 
structure can assist to lower the death rate among 
older people. 
Death Rates 
This rate is co puted by the total nu ber 0£ deaths 
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in a certain place and year divided by the total 
population in that place in �hat year. This rate is 
commonly re£erred to as mortality rate. 
The measurement 0£ mortality is based upon the 
assumption that people are unable to live to their 
biologic maximum C li£e span ) ( Weeks, 1981:128). 
One 0£ the most signi£icarit reasons the death rate has 
dropped has been the improvement in the in£ant 
mortality rates since 1900. Figure 2, which £allows, 
shows the di££erence in age-specific death rates £or 
the United States between 1900 and 1978. 
F IGURE 2 
AGE - SEX SPECIFIC DEATH RATES FOR THE UNITED STATES , 
1900 AND 1978 <U. S. Bureau 0£ Census & N. C. £or H. S. > 
1 20 - 1900 
; �  - .. ---- 1978 .. ... 
� :,  100 
.s;. .&.  � .... 






..,. ..,. ..,. ..,. ..,. ..,. ,.., .,. ..., � r-,. 
,.r, J., ..., "' "' :2 N ,.., ..,. "' 
AQt' Groups 
Wel.ler (1982: 194) 
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Note the striking decline in death rates under one year 
0£ age <In£ant Mortality> £rom 1900 to 1978 . From this 
illustration it is apparent that the declining death 
rate £rom 1900 to 1978 has e££ected every age group. 
When compared to the survival curve one can assume that 
at this point in history, people still are not living 
to their biological maximum. 
FIGU RE 3 
INCREAS ING RECTANGULAR SURVIVA L  CURVE 
< Fr ies, 1980:131 as cited by Atchley, 1985:39) 
Mortality rates in the United States are low, and 
have been £alling. Fries (1980) has esti ated that by 
2035 the axi u possible survival curve <the point at 
which 95 percent 0£ all deaths will occur between the 
ages 0£ 77 and 93 year 0£ age> will have occurred with 
the average 0£ de th at age 85 <Atchley, 1985:39). 
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The table which appears below presents death rates with 
li£e expectancy and proJ ections 0£ expectancy and age­
anc sex-speci£ic death rates £or all age groups. 
TABLE 2 
DEATH RATES, LIFE EXPECTANCY AND PROJ ECTIONS , 
by sex and age: United States 1976 and 2000 
s-
,.... FemaN 
197&- 2000 Petcent 197&- 2000 Percent CJlance Chan .. 
Number of Deaths per 1. 000 Nurno. of Deaths per 1 .  000 
Resident Pos,u� ResMMnt Poctuiation 
AJI � 9.99 9.42 - 5. 7  1.4'4 6. 75 - 9.3  
Under 1 yea, 11.96 1 5 . <W  - 20.1 14.92 1 1 .74 - 2 1 . 3 
1-4 .,..,. 0.79 0. 7 1  - 10. 1 0.6-i 0. 5 5  - 1 -4 . I 
S-9 years 0.43 0.40 - 7.0  0 • .30 0.27 - 10.0 
10-14 yean 0.47 0.45 - 4.3  0.28 0.25 - 1 0 . 7  
1 5- 1 9  yean l .-49 I . SS 4.0 0.55 0.53  - 3 . 6  
20-24 years 2.04 Z. 1 3  4.4 0.66 0.63 - -4 . 5  
2�9 years 1 .90 l . 9S  2.6 o.n 0. 72 - 6 . 5  
30-34 years 2.06 Z.08 1 . 0  1 .0 1  0.94 6 .9  
35-39 years 2.14 2.68 - 2.l 1 .64 1 .52 - 7 . 3  
4G,.....W years -U6 3.94 - 5 .3  2 • .U 2.26 - 7 . -4 
45-49 yean 6.82 6.4 1  - 6.0 3 .74 3.-44 - 8 .0 
5�5"' .,..,. 10. 3 1  9.6-4 - 6. 5  5 .49 5 .03 - 8 . -4  
55-59 yean 16.27 1 5 . 17  - 6.8  8.24 1.51 - 8 . 1  
� years 24.94 l.3. 14  - 1 .2 1 2.35 1 1 . 1 1 - 9 . 5  
6>-69 yurs 36.52 3-1. 1 1  - 6.4 17.71 16 .0S - 9 . 7  
70-74 yurs 55.0.. S l .71 - 5 .9 rJ.97 27. 1 4  - 9 . -4  
75-79 yurs 1 1 . 16 i7.37 - s .s 49.12 -44. 80 - 1 0. 1 
80--,&,i& .,..,.  1 14. 14 1 09. 1 1  - -4 .4 71.83 70.45 - 1 0.6 
85 yean met owe, 113.61  1 13.20 - 0.2 1 5 1 .7 1  149 . 52 - 1 . -4  
Lit. � Rema·n·nc Lit. � 
(in yurs) (in yurs) 
At birth 61.i 69.6 1 .. 3  76. 1 n..i l . i  
1 .,..  69.0 69.6 0.9 76.2 n.J 1 . -4 
5 years 6S. Z  65.8 0.9 i2A 73 .5  u 
10 yon 60 . .3 60.9 1 . 0 67. 5  61.6 1 .6 
20 years 50.9 5 1 .5 1 .2 57.8 58.8 I .  
30 years -U .8 -l2.-4 1 . -4  4.2 -49.2 2. 1 
40 .,..,.  32 . 7  33.3 1 . 8 31.7  39. 7  l.6 
so ,... 2,U z.i.a 2 .S  29.8 30.7 3 .0  
60 ,.., 1 6.8 li .3  3 .0 2 1 . S  22.3 3 7 
65 years 1 3 . 7  l ·U 3 .6 1 1 . 1  1 1. 5  ♦ 5 
70 ,ears 1 1 .0 1 1 . 3  2. 1 4 . 1 1 4 . I  5 0 
Atchley ( 1 985:38) 
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Age and Sex Differences in Death Rates 
Death rates which address age and sex are re£erred 
to as age - and sex-specific death or mortality rates. 
In developed countries, Weller <1982) notes males 
typically have a higher death rate than females at 
every age. Where sex specific death rates favor males 
the status of women may be the factor which explains 
the di££erence. He also notes in later li£e males have 
greater mortality than females from every general 
cause, chronic or in£ectious disease. He suggests the 
"physical difference hypothesis .. may be due to: 
1. The sex di££erence £avoring females is generally 
maintained even after age sixty when the 
reproduction and the social status 0£ women is 
lower and, 
2. It is also present in older age population with low 
mortality, in which prevailing health practices 
are not overtly discriminatory against 
females <Preston, 1976:121-123>. 
Weller ( 1982:191> cautions, the basic cause 0£ 
sexual di££erences in mortality may be physiological, 
"but the importance 0£ medical and sociocultural 
£actors should not be neglected. " Sexual di££erences 
in ortality i ncrease as odernization occurs because 
0£ the interplay 0£ sociocultural and medical £actors 
<Weller, 1982:191). 
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As modernization occurs, laborsaving devices 
become more prevalent, maternal mortality decreases, 
nutrition leve�s increase, e££ective treatment for 
infectious disease becomes available and degenerative 
diseases become the leading causes 0£ death. Females 
benefit more from these changes than do males < Omran, 
1981 ) .  
Omran notes that medical advances have also 
£avored women. The common types of cancer for females 
y ield symptoms in the early stages, cancer of the 
breast cervix and uterus. Males are plagued with colon, 
lung and prostate cancer. These cancers are concealed 
and are asymptomatic ( Omran, 1981). 
Zopf ( 1984 ) relates that the important gap between 
male and �emale death rates seems to result from 
genetic and socioenvironmental factors. He suggests as 
differentiation in the work place between the sexes 
becomes more obscure, that these socioenvironmental 
factors as causes of death will be less wasteful of men 
than women. He views other socioenvironmental factors 
as protection of the female in the reproductive period 
an d societal protection fro• unusual risks, such as in 
childbirth and pregnancy, as favoring women. Further, 
women are ore likely then men to seek early edical 
attention for illness and are less likely to be killed 
in autos, drink and smoke less, and are subJected to 
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less stress in the work environment ( Zop£, 1984:193 ) .  
Weeks suggests declining mortality is the root of 
the current world population growth. Conquering disease 
and early death is one of the most signi£icant 
improvements made in the human conditions. This 
mortality decline has favored women over men, rich over 
poor, and those with medical care over those without it 
< Weeks, 1981:121 ) .  
Weeks (1984:47 ) relates that the di££erences in 
sex speci£ic death rates may be biologic in nature. He 
goes on to emphasize there is a strong social component 
as well. The relationship of these social components 
with respect to sex are: 
1. The social environment 1n£ l uences hazards 0£ 
various occupations . 
2. Hazardous occupations. 
3. Stresses and constraints placed on particular 
social roles. 
4. Pressures to engage in potentially harmful 
activities. 
5. Ability to resist disease and death through a 
su££iciently high level 0£ living. 
6. Ability to a££ord - treat ent £or illness. 
Quoting the studies 0£ Preston (1970 ) and 
Retherford (1975 ) ,  Weeks (1984 ) re lates that the 
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difference in sex-specific death rates is due to 
cigarette smoking. In 1980 the National Council of 
Health Statistics, males 65 and over were 15 t�mes more 
likely to smoke than females in this age group, and the 
leading causes of death £or males were heart disease, 
which is cigarette smoking related, and cancer, of 
which cancer of the lung is a known killer associated 
with extensive cigarette smoking <Weeks, 1984:47). 
Retherford < 1975>, citing the work of Hamilton 
<1948), reveals a large number of animal studies 
suggesting that male longevity is inferior throughout 
the animal kingdom. From Stolnitz ( 1956 ) sex 
differential in man is reported as age-specific 
mortality favoring women in most countries at all ages 
<except in the reproductive years) , and that sex 
mortality differentials have been increasing over 
time. Because mortality is very low where men enJoy the 
advantage, the absolute di££erences in mortality were 
small compared to those at the older ages where women 
have a large advantage. Stolnitz concludes since 1840, 
superior female longevity has been almost universal in 
the West, but that feaale longevity has been far aore 
co mon than higher age-specific survival ratios 
< Retherford, 1975:9-12). Kidd ( 1985 ) reports current 
research in olecular genetic research ay be on the 
threshold to answer the ulti ate cause of aleneas. 
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Between 1952 and 1967 the mortality trend for 
United States males was upward. Most prominent causes 
£or increases were lung cancer. chronic bronchitis. 
emphysema. cardio vascular disease. cirrhosis of the 
liver and motor vehicle accidents. The mortality trend 
£or females during this time period was downward except 
£or those 85 and over <Retherford - 1975:12). 
Atchley ( 1985) concludes reductions in mortality 
will increase the number and proportion 0£ older people 
surviving to old age. As increases in health technology 
can prevent premature death from heart disease _ more 
older people will live out their lives in better 
health. Some will be £rail and will need assistance to 
live and care £or themselves (Atchley, 1985:39 ) .  
Economic Factors and Death Rates 
How the economy responds to an aging population is 
shaped by the societal structure and the underlying 
values 0£ the econo y. The relationship 0£ inco e to 
premature death has been 0£ interest to the 
demographer. It is di££icult to £ind reliable data with 
respect to this variable. 
Li ited in£oraation on the death records in the 
United States restricts analysis 0£ social and econo ic 
di££erentials in ortality. Occupation is the only 
easure 0£ socioecono ic status. For those who have 
retired or who have not worked outside the ho e such as 
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women and children, this information is di££icult to 
obtain. Kitagawa and Hauser recognize that education, 
occupati on, and in�ome possess a salient £unctional 
connection. Quoting £rom Duncan < 1961 -> they observe, 
"Education qualifies the individual £or participation 
in occupational li£e, and pursuit 0£ an occupation 
yields him a return in the £orm 0£ income . .. Duncan 
recom ends that £or research purposes, obJective iteas 
such as education and income be treated as separate 
dimensions rather than combined into a single 
index < K itagawa, 1973:7>. 
Di££erences in mortality by social class are among 
the most encompassing inequalities 0£ modern society 
<Weeks, 198 1:130). Weeks acknowledges only a handful 0£ 
studies have been done on this subJect. Part 0£ the 
reason is that death certi£ 1cates have little 
information on occupation and virtually none with 
respect to inco e or education. Hauser and Kitagawa 
( 1973> used the method 0£ record linkage. They use 
death certi£icates £or individuals in a census year and 
link the census information obtained £or that 
individual prior to death. Age and cause 0£ death are 
on the death certificate and census data provide 
in£oraation on education and inco e <Weeks, 1981>. 
Kitagawa and Hauser ( 1960> £ound a relationship 
between income and aortality in the United States. As 
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income goes up death rates go down. A similar pattern 
was £ound £or men and women. Among white males aged 
15-64 with incomes of $10, 000 or more the r�tes were 
almost hal£ the rates of men with £amily incomes 0£ 
$2, 000 or less < Weeks, 1981:131>. 
0££icial tabulations 0£ income and education are 
not reported on the legal death record. Consequently , 
it has not been possible to compute death rates by 
educational or income level. Kitagawa and Hauser (1973) 
however, used an indirect method called the Matched 
Record Study ( 1960>. They found income inversely 
related to mortality. The use 0£ £amily income was a 
better index 0£ socioeconomic status especially for 
women and retired £am1ly members. Median £amily income 
showed a weaker correlation with death rates 0£ states 
than did median education level. For persons 65 and 
over, variations in death rates by states were 
positively related to median family income C 0. 45 for 
all males, 0. 31 for females> <Kitagawa, 1 973:143>. 
Stockwell, Wicks and Ada chak <1978) £ound the 
higher the socioeconomic status the lower the 
mortality. They found that occupational status was 
i portant as it measured income, and that occupational 
differences in ortality are produced aore by li£e 
styles associated with socioecono ic strata than by 
occupational risks < Weller, 1982:193). 
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Mortality differences by socioeconomic status is 
difficult to determine as people change positions over 
time. In general, death rates in the United States 
decline as one moves from the bottoa to the top of the 
socioeconomic pyramid. These rates are less than they 
were as death control technology has been made more 
equitable to all socioeconomic groups C Zopf, 1984> . 
Urbanization and Death Rates 
South Dakota is known as a rural state. The 
definition 0£ rural and urban has plagued both 
demographers and planners. On the one hand the Bureau 
0£ the Census uses 2, 500 people or acre as the 
criterion £or establishing urban. Non-metropolitian on 
the other hand refers to cities fro• 2 , 500 to leas than 
100, 000. It may be more appropriate to refer to South 
Dakota as a non- etropolitian state. Many 0£ South 
Dakota's older people live in urban areas ; that is to 
say, they live in towns of ore than 2, 500, and any 
live in smaller com unities. 
In spite 0£ si ilarities there are differences 
which should be noted between rural and urban old 
people. Copp notes that although 5. 5 illiori people 
sixty-five and over are living in rural area , little 
is known about this s g ent 0£ the rural population. 
Census tabulations are not suffici ntly detail d to 
give a profile of this age group for social prograa 
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formulation. A complicating £actor is the confusion 0£ 
rural non-£arm with rural £arm. T here are unproved 
absumptions about stronger social suppocts in rural 
areas . Sample survey data £rem the census do not seem 
adequate to reconstruct a picture 0£ their l i£eways . 
Descriptive survey data needs to be gathered with 
rural-urban comparisons in mind. He believes the 
elderly 0£ the rural area are an underidenti£ied 
group. Until baseline descriptive information and a 
better understanding 0£ lifestyles are developed, 
special social programs designed £or the rural elderly 
Bay be rather ine££ective < Copp, 1980). 
Youmans (1977> compared urban older people to 
rural and £ound rural aged have smaller incomes . are 
restricted in mobility because 0£ J nadequate 
transportation £acilities, report poorer physical 
health, and reveal a ore negative outlook on life. 
Evidence suggests that the industrialization 0£ rural 
communities has a negative impact on the rural 
elderly. He, too, thinks ore longitudinal studies are 
needed to provide guidance for rural progra s and 
services < You ans, 1977). 
Lee and Laaaey report evidence since the work 0£ 
Youmans (1977). They show any social and econo 1c 
d1££icultiea which a££lict the elderly 0£ rural areas 
ore so than those in urban areas. These probleaa 
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incl uded lower incomes, poorer health, £ewer medical 
services, more limited transportation, and lower 
quality 0£ housing. Lee add Lassey £ound rural elderly 
were somewhat better on indicators 0£ emotional 
wel l - being and adJustment. They emphasize any study 0£ 
rural elderly must be concerned with problems £aced by 
this group as well and positive aspects 0£ rural li£e 
( Dillman and Hobbs, 1981). 
Cli££ord and Brannon ( 1985) concl uded there was 
variability in rural -urban death rates with urban areas 
possessing the greater risk. Their study considered 
death in al l age groups. The assumption that urban 
areas have improved survival rates due to access to 
physicians and diagnostic procedures may be changing. 
With respect to death rates, until a £ew decades 
ago , cities had much higher mortality rates than did 
rural areas. Cities had poor sanitation and more 
contacts with outsiders who might harbor and trans it 
communicable disease. Over time, edical advances and 
environmental i provements have given greater benefits 
to urban dwe l ler. Today the death rate is lower in the 
urban area <Weeks, 1981:141). 
Health Technology and Death Rates 
Improve ent in long vity i a r cent reality, due 
pri arily to environ ental i prove nta. The studies 0£ 
McKeown and Record (1962> provide evidence that £actors 
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responsible £or nineteenth-century mortality declines 
were improved diet and hygienic changes. In the United 
States from . 900 to 1950 the biggest changes in death 
rates are attributed to the increased role of medical 
therapy <Weeks, 1981:142 > .  
Omran <1975) concluded the transition from deaths 
due to communicable disease to chronic disease was 
complete about 1930. He found the pattern in North 
Carolina was similar to that of United States. 
Enterline ( 1961) suggests that two maJor aspects 
of health technology benefit females. The first is 
decline in maternal mortality, the second is the 
development 0£ detection and treatment of cancer 0£ the 
reproductive organs . Retherford adds that a third 
dimensicn of health technology is i ncreased deaths £rom 
degenerative d isease . 
mortality is large. 
Here the sex differential in 
Retherford and Enterline attribute 
cigarette s oking in aal es as a substantial contributor 
to these increases <Retherford, 1975 : 14 } .  
Kriatein, Arnold, and Wynder, <1977 : 461 ) claim " It 
can be said unequivocally that a significant reduction 
in sedentary living and over-nutrition, alcoholis , 
hypertension, and excessive cigarette smoking would 
save more lives in the age range 40 to 64 than the beat 
current Medical practic s" <Weeks, 1981:143). 
Butler <1980> defines the elderly population as 
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those 75 years and over. Today, this is 38 percent 0£ 
the elderly and by 2000 this will rise to 45 percent 0£ 
that population. This group is a disproportionate user 
of health and social services. 
Weeks (1981 ) identifies two crucial factors which 
influence the elderly's susceptibility to disease . The 
first is the decline in the effectiveness 0£ the immune 
system, and second is an inadequate diet. 
There is a close relationship between physical 
aging and health technology. Atchley ( 1977 ) makes the 
following generalizations about physical aging these 
generalizations have implications for the application 
of £uture health technology. 
1. The physiological changes that take place tend 
to be steady but gradual through adulthood 
into old age. 
2. The more complex the bodily £unction, the more 
rapid is the rate 0£ decline. 
3. Individuals age at di££erent rates and 
different tissues and systems within one 
person also may change at different rates. 
4. Aging brings with it a lowered ability to 
respond to stress. 
5. Age brings with it a di inished ability to 
resist disease. 
Atchley ( 1985) relates that the elderly are not 
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likely to find the type of health care they need. He 
states that in the 30 years from 1970 to 2000 the 
growth of older people in the population will produce 
significant increases in demand for all kinds of 
services. Based u�on the 1980 rates of use . the 
population explosion of older people will increase the 
annual demand for space . "in acute hospitals from. 105 
million bed-days in 1970 to 125 million in 2000. Demand 
for physician visits will increase from 117 million to 
188 million annually. The number of nursing home 
residents will increase from 262 . 000 to 584 . 000 11 
< Atchley, 1985 : 169). 
Table 3 .  from a 1973 study . shows the average 
years remain ing to be lived between the 
retirement home residents and the general population of 
the older American. 
TABLE 3 
L IFE EXPECTANCIES FROM RETIREMENT HOME 
AND U. S. LIFE TABLES < 1973) 
Lite Expecranc1es trom Re1 1rcmenr Home and U S Lile Ta01es 
Lite Expectancy (Average Years Remaining To Be Lived) 
Reti rement Home General U.S. Poputat1on Difference 
E,xact 
Age Female Male Female MaJe Female MaIe 
65 1 9.5  1 7  1 1 7  2 1 3. 2 3  4 0  
70 1 5  6 1 3. 7 1 3  6 1 0.4 2.0 3 3  
75 2 1 1 0  7 0 5  8 2  6 2 5 
80 9 0  8. 7 9  6 4  
Weeks ( 1981:139) 
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Education and Death Rates 
K itagawa and Hauser £elt that educational 
indicators were more reliable i ndicators than income. 
" In our Judgment, the educational di££erentiala 
probably provide more reliable indicators 0£ 
socioeconomic di££erential in mortality in the United 
States in 1960 than do the income differentials .. 
< K itagawa, 1973:23 > .  They £ound an inverse relation 
between mortality and educational attainment. They 
£ound after age 65, a marked inverse association only 
among white families. The correlations of median 
education level £or males and £emales 25-64 was 
negatively rel ated to the death rate C -0. 48 to -0. 52>, 
but £or ages 65 and over the correlations tended to 
disappear < Kitagawa , 1973:142>. 
Kitagawa and Hauser (1973) analyzed social class 
differences in mortality by specific causes of 
death. They note that effects 0£ income and education 
tended to be independent of each other. Having both a 
high inco e and a high education was ore advantageous 
than having only one or the other. There was a arked 
decline in ortality risk as educational level 
increases. In 1960, a white ale with an eighth-grade 
education had a six percent chance 0£ dying betwe n the 
ages 0£ 25 and 45, £or a college graduate on the other 
hand the probability was 3 percent. White £e ales age 
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25 with a college education could expect to live ten 
years longer than a woman who had four or £ewer years 
of schooling. Ma) es with at least one year of college 
had lower risks of death than those with less 
education. These di£ferences were less with respect to 
degenerative diseases but greater for accidents <Weeks, 
1981:1 31-32). 
It i s  apparent that social class and social status 
influence mortality. Regrettably, few studies permit 
expansion of these £indings. 
Policies 
Dr. Philip Hauser relates, world-wide aging and 
extension 0£ life are a new phenomena in the human 
experience. They require new forms of policies and 
programs in both the public and private sectors. The 
new £ield 0£ geriatrics and gerontology are £ocusing on 
problems and needs 0£ older persons. These progra s 
lead to increased understanding and creation 0£ 
programs and policies to assist the older people and 
their fa ilies to cope with proble a of personal, 
social, health, housing and econo ics. <Binstock, 
1 976: 85 ) 
Butler ( 1980) encourages planners to take these 
data and social realities seriously and to initiate the 
necessary societal change . Changes in the health care 
area will necessitate s rvices and facilities to care 
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for the elderly. Contribution rates for Medicare, taxes 
for Medicaid, and insurance expansion to cover chronic 
phys ical and mental disabilities are need� �. 
The most attention getting policies related to 
lowered mortality are related to the development of 
Redical knowledge. Most medical advances would not be 
possible without government subsidies. Implementation 
0£ medical advances have the potential of increasi ng 
life expectancy. Moat governments are committed to 
improving health 0£ their respective populations. Thia 
in turn contributes to longevity, and reduced mortality 
( Weller, 1982:294-99 ) .  
Summary 
The review of the sparse amount of literature 
indicates that social factors strongly i nfluence 
mortality rates. Literature in this area suggests there 
is a relationship between econo ics, urban ization, 
health technology, and education and rates of death. 
Unfortunately, there are few recent studies i n  this 
area. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORET ICAL FRAMEWORK 
The £ocus 0£ this study is upon the analysis 0£ 
age- and sex-specific death rates for the South Dakota 
population 65 years or over in 1960, 1970 and 
1980. Death rates, a aJor data source in this 
investigation , are classi£ied as biostatistical data. 
Berger cautions against the interpretation of 
statistical data without an appropriate fra ework. 
"Statistical data by the�selves do not ake sociology. 
They beco e sociology only when they are sociologically 
interpreted, put within a theoretical fra•e of 
reference that is sociological .. < Berger, 1963 : 11). 
Fro Berger, it can be in£erred that a theoretical 
£re ework through which the e death r te can be 
interpreted is an esa nti l ingr di nt 0£ thi study. 
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The ultimate aim of science is theory. Kerlinger 
defines theory as, .. a set of interrelated concepts, 
definitions, a�d propositions that present a systematic 
view 0£ the phenomena by speci£ying the relations among 
variables, with the purpose 0£ explaining and 
predicting the phenomena" <Kerlinger, 1973:9>. From 
Kerlinger, it can be inferred that quality 0£ li£e 
£actors can be de£ined, and propositions that present a 
systematic view of the relationship between these 
factors and death rates of older South Dakotans could 
assist in the explanation and prediction of death rates 
for older South Dakotans. 
Thia chapter addresses theoretical orientations, 
conceptual fra ework, theoretical and research 
propositions, and study hypothesis, Theoretical 
orientations addressed include Demographic Transition 
0£ Tho pson, Cowgill, and Zap£; Aging and Modernization 
of Cowgill ; and Epide ological Transition of Omran. 
The conceptual fraaework is a narrative and 
illustrative presentation of theoretical concepts and 
empirical propositions. Finally, theoretical, research 
propositions, and hypothesis which were derived fro• 
Cowgill's basic processe of odernization, and fro 
0 ran's per pective of age- and sex-specific death 
of pid iolog i cal tran ition are presented. 
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Theoretical Orientations 
Demographic Transition Theory 
Demographic transition theory views high fertility 
as a reaction to high mortality, and then as mortality 
declines the birth rates eventually go down. There is a 
spurt of growth in the transition period. As Figure 4 
indicates, the transition stage results in a large 
increase in population. This transition is frequently 
associated with change from the rural or primitive 
social structure to a more modern, urbanized structure. 
If the decline in mortality is produced by a rise in 
the standard of living, there is motivation £or smaller 
£amilies. A£ter a time, birth rates begin to decline in 
the direction 0£ low death rates <Weeks, 1981:38). 
Demographic Transition Theory is credited to 
Warren Thompson, who described de ographic changes in 
advanced nations. He gathered da ta from several 
counties fro 1908 to 1927, and showed that countries 
fall into three ain groups, which he labeled A, B, and 
C. Group A countries moved fro high rates of natural 
increase. to very low rates of increase, They beca e 
stationary and then began to decline. Group B countries 
evidenced decline in both birth and death rates, but 
the death rates declined ore rapidly than the birth 
rates. Th countries r s  ble type A countrie fi£ty 
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years ago. Group C countries had little evidence of 
decline in birth or death rates, as both remained high 
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FIGURE 4 
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In £ igure 4 the transition stage is located where the 
greatest distance exists between birth and death 
rates. 
A criticism 0£ this theory is that, by itsel£, it 
cannot explai n  happenings in developing countries 
today, based on pre- odern cultures 0£ a century ago. 
The world today is  far different than it was a century 
ago. There£ore, an explanation of population growth a 
century ago must be viewed in light of present social 
change. 
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Cowgill ( 1963) incorporated the concept 0£ 
modernization in transition theory. Modernization 
assists in wider applicability 0£ transition theory. 
His £ocus upon structural changes in population 
provides three stages of transition -- two 0£ stability 
and one 0£ change. Stage I or high potential growth is 
characterized by a pri itive population with 
uncontrolled birth rates, death rates predominately in 
the young population, a low life expectancy, and 
residential patterns which are largely rural. Stage II, 
or transition, is where marked changes occur in the 
structural variables, the death rate declines, and the 
expectation of life increases, the population grows 
older. This stage is closely related to urbanization 
and industrialization and a arked shift from rural to 
urban residence £or the working population. Stage III 
or incipient decline is characterized by low birth 
rates, low death rates, an older population composed 0£ 
more old £e ales ; the urban, industrial structural 
changes of Stage I I  are extended in this stage 
<Cowgill, 1963:273-74). 
Cowgill <1963:273-74) has identified several 
principles with respect to transition theory. Three are 
applicable to this inv stigation: 
l. Giv n th t chnology 0£ d ath control and a 
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cultural disposition to make use 0£ it. it 
will be applied £irst and most extensively in 
the upper social and economic classes. 
2. A population which is experiencing secular 
declines in both birth and death rates will 
also mani£est a marked aging trend. 
3. An aging population tends to be predominantly 
£emale. 
Zop£ ( 1984) states the analys i s  0£ population 
growth and decline is based upon the relative distance 
between £ertility and mortality. He proposes the 
relationship between the two rates is crucial to 
understanding where a society stands in regard 
demographic transition. as well as in the great 
sociocultural changes which occur when population 
growth rates increase, decrease. or y ield no growth. 
The complex reasons £or changes in the relationship 
between birth and death rates are £ound in the complex 
concepts 0£ level and standard 0£ living <Zop£, 
1984:56). 
Zopf <1984) believes seven rather than three 
stages 0£ population growth are ore helpful to explain 
refined variations between birth and death rates. In 
each of these stages on needs to account for: 
1.  Actual relationship between fertility and 
ortality rat a. 
2. Patterns 0£ growth or decline that result. 
3. Countries which illustrate the stage. 
"" ·  Sociocultural causes and effects in· �olved. 
5. Human motivations that lie behind the 
demographic facts (Zopf, 1984:SG > .  
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He relates that as one views these stages the impact 0£ 
standard 0£ living, education, expansions in non-family 
support systems £or elderl y ,  reductions in agrarianism, 
and increases in population compaction should be 
considered. 
Zopf felt the seven stages presented a more 
accurate picture of today's world with respect to 
demographic transition. The later steges are more 
appropriate to developed countries with a higher 
proportion 0£ older people. He refers to the stages 
Stage 1 :  Potential growth. 
Stage 2 :  Incipient growth. 
Stage 3 :  Transition growth. 
Stage 4 :  Incipient decline. 
Stage s :  Controlled growth. 
Stage 6 :  Equilibriu at ZPG. 
Stage 7: Absolute decline. 
as 
These stages are depicted in Figure 5. Although 2op£�s 
theory was developed to e�plain population growth and 
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Several counties could be classified as Stage 6 
end 7 in Zopf ' s stages. Recall there were seven South 
Dakota counties in 1970, and four counties in 1980, 
which conformed to Zopf ' s  stage 7. Stage 7 is where the 
absolute birth rates are reduced and are lower than the 
death rates. Since ost de ographic proJ ections include 
en increased nu ber of older persons in the world of 
the future, Zopf's theory provides a fra ework for 
examining the age- and sex-specific death rates in the 
later stages of transition. 
Zopf ( 1984: 148) furth r r lated, ex and age 
charact ristics ar iaportant becaus : 
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1.  Many soci al expectations and definitions are 
attach� � to the•. 
2. They make up important aspects 0£ the larger 
social order. 
3. They are shaped by £ertility. mortality. and 
m i gration. 
4. They alter the appearance 0£ the age-sex 
pyramid. 
a. When birth and death rates are high it 
takes on an expansive appearance. 
b. When birth and death rates are low it is 
more elongated due to the concentrations 
0£ older adult . 
c. War alters the shape. 
5. Sex balance 0£ the population t i ps toward males 
when fertility is elevated. due to a 
relative high sex ratio at b i rth. 
6. Sex balance of the population tips toward 
£e ales when £ertili ty and aortality are low , 
because males at all ages have h igher death 
rates than £emales. 
7. Foreign im igr tion has been predo inately 
ale, rur 1-urb n i grat ion largely £e ale. 
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Summary 0£ Demographic Transition Theory 
This section 0£ the paper £ocused upon the theory 
0£ �emographic transition as a theoretical perspective 
£or this investigation. Demographic transition theory 
is use£ul as it explains the relationship between birth 
and death rates to population growth and population 
decline. The initial work by Thompson (1929 ) provided 
use£ul insights with respect to population stability 
and growth and the relationship to industrial 
development. 
Cowgill < 1963 ) correlated the concept 0£ 
modernization, which incorporates industrialization and 
urbanization. to demographic transition. This addition 
allowed wider applicability of transition theory. He 
added several principles which were help£ul with 
respect to explaining age and sex distributions in the 
older population. 
Finally , Zop£ ( 1984) developed seven stages, the 
last £our to explain the dyna ics 0£ birth and death 
rates in the post-industrial countries with respect to 
population decline. These stages consider aodernization 
exe pli£ied by selected quality 0£ li£e £actors as well 
as explanations £or age and sex characteristics. 
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Aging and Modernization Theory 
Cowgill ( 1 972 ) suggests that a meaning£ul theory 
of aging is needed. He presents modernization th �ory as 
a coherent sociological theory 0£ aging which becomes 
the independent variable in cross-cultural 
investigations. Burgess ( 1960 ) sai d comparative 
studies would allow generalizations on two £rents: "1)  
those that are universal in all societies and 2 )  those 
that are relative to economic, social and cultural 
di££erences among countries .. < Cowgill, 1972:2 ) .  
Aging and Modernization Theory has its roots in 
the nineteenth century, and gained increased importance 
with the essay on aging by Talcott Parsons. According 
to Weeks < 1984 ) , Parsons perceived that loss 0£ status 
among older people in western societies was, in part, a 
result 0£ their being cut of£ £ro the younger 
generations. An even greater influence was the 
institutionalization 0£ retire ent, which decreased the 
use£ul functions 0£ older people in the society. 
Weeks notes that modernization theory accounts £or 
the loss 0£ status 0£ older people primarily through 
the intergenerational shift 0£ people out 0£ 
agriculture into urban areas. He suggests in the 
agricultural economy, capital ( land ) was controlled by 
older people. This control contributed to their 
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status. In the urban economy the control of capital and 
thus status was more di££use < Weeks, 1 984:21 - 22) . 
Cowgill and Holmes ( 1972 > dev�loped a systematic 
£ormulation 0£ Modernization and Aging Theory. Cowgill 
< 1974 > identified four basic processes in modernization 
which have combined to lower the status 0£ the elderly. 
1. Health technology increases longevity and 
greater longevity creates intergenerational 
competition for Jobs. Not working means lower 
income. In most societies lowered income 
means lowered status. 
2. Economic technology is closely associated with 
creation of new urban occupations. Young 
people tend to migrate to cities where they 
can receive ore pay than in rural Jobs, and 
this renders rural Jobs obsolete. This 
results in inversion of status. Unlike 
pre-modern societies, children achieve a 
higher status than their parents. 
3. Urbanization leads to residential segregation 
of the young and old. As children marry and 
set up housekeeping independent 0£ their 
parents, the amount 0£ interaction between 
generation di inishes. The parental 
generation i left behind in societies where 
there is glori£ication 0£ youth. 
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4. Education tends to be increased and more formal 
in modern societies. Preliterate societies 
emphasized �ecitation of life's eKperiences 
by elders in a community which enhanced 
status of elders. Modernization with 
institutionalized £ormal, mass education is 
more technical than eKperiential. The young , 
a target 0£ this education, are better 
educated than their parents which contributes 
to the inversion 0£ status between the young 
and old. 
The general thesis 0£ Modernization and Aging is 
that modernization results in lower status 0£ the 
elderly <Cowgill, 1974:129-139). Each 0£ the salient 
aspects 0£ modernization e££ects this process. In the 
areas 0£ health technology all public health 
technology, aspects 0£ modern nutrition, and curative 
medicine are included. The application 0£ modern health 
technology results in an aging 0£ population. It does 
so by prolonging li£e 0£ the young, and eventually 
reduces the birth rate which in turn reduces the ratio 
0£ children in the population. Thus, the increased 
longevity and decreased £ertility results in the aging 
0£ the population. 
Econo ic Technology is present in a society which 
values the work role above others. Retire ent £ro 
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work is likely to be preJudicial and monetary income is 
drastically reduced. In a consumptive society the loss 
0£ inco� e and thus consumption, contributes t� a 
lowered status <Cowgill, 1974:130). 
Cowgill (1974:133-34 )  sees urbanization, although 
closely related to economic development, as partially 
independent. In urbanization, youthful migrants leave 
their parental homes , and there is geographical 
separation. Heavy strains are placed on the extended 
£amily bonds. Residential segregation of generations 
reduces the frequency and intimacy of contact. Aged 
parents are then peripheral to nuclear £a ilies 0£ 
adult children. Urbanization also increases the 
geographic and social mobility. Children frequently 
achieve status which is superior to their parents. This 
inversion of status is accentuated by geographic 
separation as youth ove to cities and old folks stay 
behind. 
In the process of odernization, measures are 
taken to pro ote literacy and advance education. The 
nain targets of these prograaa are the young. The 
consequence of this develop ent is that children are 
ore highly educated than their parent. This fosters a 
different relationship between generations and 
different roles in ociety (Cowgill, 1974:135). 
FIGURE 6 
COWGILL ' S  AGING AND MODERNIZATION FRAMEWORK 
S. 1  tent Aspects 
of Hodem1 zat1on 
Educa t1 on IP-----.• L taracy l'IUs education 
Tedtnt cal  
tn1n1  
Cowgill ( 1974:141 > 
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This £igure represents the modernization framework 
developed by Cowgill. This theory suggests that 
modernization lowers quality of life £or the aged while 
it raises qulaity of li£e £or the young. This study did 
not address the intervening variables; rather, the 
salient aspects of odernization were operationalized 
at the county level. These variables can be viewed in 
Figure 7. 
Aging and Modernization theory provided the 
£ra ework through which the age- and eex-speci£ic death 
rates in South Dakota counti £ro 1960 to 1980 were 
exa in d with r p ct to quality 0£ life variabl s. 
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Epidemio logic Transition Theory 
The conceptual framework for a g e - a nd sex-specific 
death rates comes { rom Epidemio logic Transition 
Theory. Designed by Abdel R. Omran _ this theory 
possesses three basic models. These models are 
consistent with the stages in Thompson's transition 
tneory. These three models are conceptualized as stages 
in the nation's development. As such they are based on 
the theme of modernization. Omran cautions the reader 
to view data from various countries of the world in 
this context. The Classic Q!:. Western model describes 
the transition in Western societies. 
Omran believes the study of epidemiologic 
transition in the United States helps shed light on 
speci£ic aspects and dynamics 0£ changing patterns 0£ 
health and disease - and related social and demographic 
changes (Omran _ 1980: 41 > .  
The theory £ocuses on changing health and disease 
patterns. It combines several demographic, social, 
econo ic, ecologic, and biologic changes. Co on to all 
odels is a shi£t in the kinds 0£ diseases and causes 
of death that are prevalent at £ixed points in 
ti e. Epide ics are replaced by degenerative diseases, 
diseases due to stress, and man -made diseases. Typhoid, 
TB, chol era, and the plague are replaced by heart 
disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, gastric ulcer, 
�ental illness, accidents and diseases due to a 
deter-orating environment. 
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Epidemiologic transition e£fects demographic and 
social patterns in many ways: 
1 .  The shi£t from in£ectious to degenerative 
disease results in a shift in the average age 
at death. (In£ectious disease 30-40, 
degenerative disease 60-70 years of age ) 
2. Improvement of female survi va l  will eventually 
change a population ' s  sex composition, 
especially at the older ages , resulting in 
more female than male senior citizens. 
3 .  Lowered morbidity and mortality has social 
implications. There are more healthy adults, 
and enhanced intellectual activity in the 
population. 
4. Epidemiological transition has not been all 
blessing. Certain problems have arisen. The 
accumulating problems of older citizens, 
especially £emales , and the sharp and 
alarming rise in edical costs. 
0mran has identi£ied £our basic concepts central 
to the theory 0£ epide iological transition theory. 
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1. This theory begins with the maJ or premise that 
mortality is the fundamental £actor in 
population change. 
2 .  This theory emphasizes that during the 
transition �  a long term shi£t occurs in 
mortali ty and disease patterns whereby 
in£ections are displaced by degenerative and 
man-made diseases as the chie£ £orm 0£ 
morbidity and the primary causes 0£ death. 
3 .  This theory supports the most pro£ound changes 
in health and disease patterns are among 
children and young women. 
4. This theory suggests variation in the time and 
dynamics 0£ change di££erentiate the three 
basic models 0£ epidemiological transition 
< Omran � 1980 : 3 - 10> 
Summary 0£ Theoretical Orientations 
The £ramework £or this investigation evolved from: 
1. The theory 0£ demographic transition, which holds 
that death rates are a critical variable in 
population change related to modernization. 
2. The theory 0£ aging and odernization, which 
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holds that economics, health technology, 
urbanization, and education in£luence the 
social status 0£ the eldei ly. 
4 .  The theory 0£ epidemological transition, which 
holds that modernization has e££ected death 
rates with respect to age and sex. 
These theories are abstract. They provide helpful 
conceptual re£erents and from these theories a 
theoretical £ramework was developed. The purpose 0£ a 
theoretical £ramework and this section 0£ the paper is 
to bring these theories from their abstract state to a 
£orm which will permit the abstract theories to be 
empirj cally tested. 
Wagner ( 1978 ; 60) used the seven sequential steps 
of Hardy and Jensen (1974> in the construction of a 
theoretical £ramework. Her approach was used to move 
£rom theory to method in this investigation. All seven 
steps are presented and the application 0£ the £irst 
£our steps to the study variables provides the 
£ramework £or this investigation: 
1. Ident1£y the speci£1c dependent variable. 
In this study the speci£ic dependent variables 
were age- and sex-spec1£ic death rates in the 65 
and older population in South Dakota. 
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2. Identi£y the theoretical general dependent variable. 
In this study the theoretical dependent variables 
were death rates, a. ; viewed £rom the transition 
theory perspective. 
3. Decide whether the theoretical general dependent 
variable increases or decreases in magnitude when 
in£luenced by the theoretical independent 
variable. This sets up the possibility 0£ either a 
positive or negative relationship between conceivable 
independent variables and the dependent variable. 
In this study the theoretical dependent variable 
<death rates ) increases or decreases when 
in£luenced by theoretical independent variables of 
economic technology, modernization, health 
technology and education or modernization £actors, 
as identi£ied by Cowgill ? 
4. Identi£y one or more related independent variables 
that in£luence the dependent variable. This step 
constitutes the theoretical idea or proposition at an 
abstract level. 
In this study the speci£ic independent variables 
were odernization, or quality 0£ life £actors. 
These variables· were operationalized as follows. 
Econo ics, county edian £a ily inco e and 
percent of poverty £a ilies. 
Education,  age education level by county. 
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Health technology, nursing home and hospital beds 
a 1d licensed physician by county. 
Urbanization, population density, growth, and 
decline counties. 
5. Decide whether the theoretical general independent 
variables increase or decrease. 
In this study this information will be found in 
Chapter V. 
6. Identify the specific independent variables that are 
derived from the theoretical independent variables, and 
that may be presumed to influence the specific 
dependent variable on the empirical level. 
In this study the specific independent variables 
were modernization, or quality of life factors. 
These variables were operationalized as 
follows. 
Economics , county median family income and 
percent of poverty families. 
Education, age education level by county. 
· Health technology, nursing home and hospital beds 
and licensed physician by county. 
Urban1zation, population density, growth, and 
decline counties. 
7. Specify how the changes in specific independent 
variables change the values of the specific dependent 
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variables (Wagner, 1 978:60-6 1 ) .  
A change in county median £amily income, county 
population density, county meLian education 
level, county ratio 0£ hospital and nursing home 
beds to population, and the ratio 0£ licensed 
physicians to county population will change the 
county death rate £or the older population. 
The £ramework suggests a change in the quality 0£ 
li£e, as measured by the modernization £actors, changes 
the age- and sex-specific death rate. Wagner's 
approach to theory building was employed in Figure 7. 
Theoretical Propositions 
From the research literature and theory, the 
sociological framework supports the £ollowing 
propositions: 
1.  Death rates are a critical variable in 
population change related to modernization. 
2. Economics, health technology, urbanization and 
education influence the social status of the 
elderly. 
3. Modernization has e££ected age- and 
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The association of the theoretical variabl es to 
empiric � !  observations fol low: 
1. The theoretical concepts of qual ity of life 
from aging and modernization theory is 
associated with theoretical concept of death 
rates from transition theory. 
2. The empirical observations of age and sex 
specific death rates are associated with 
quality of life factors. 
3. The independent variables <Aging and 
Modernization/ quality of life £actors ) and 
dependent variables ( death rates > are 
operationalized expressions of abstract 
concepts. 
4. The association between quality of life factors 
< modernization factors > and death rates for 
South Dakota counties for the older population 
from 1960 to 1980 can be examined. 
Hypotheses 
The extent to which selected social £actors are 
related to age- and sex-specific death rates of the 
older population in South Dakota fro 1960 to 1980 are 
expressed in the following hypotheses: 
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1. There is variation in death rates 0£ old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon economic factors. 
a. Economic £actors can be measured by median 
family income at the county level £or the 
years 1960, 1970 and 1980. 
b. Economic factors can be measured at the county 
level by obtaining the percent 0£ poverty 
families in the county £or 1960 _ 1970 and 
1 980. 
2. There is variation in death rates 0£ old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon urbanization/demographic £actors. 
a. Urbanization can be measured at the county 
level by obtaining the population density £or 
county £or 1960 - 1970 and 1980. 
b. Urbanization can be measured at the county 
level by obtaining county data with respect 
to county population growth or decline £or 
1960, 1970 and 1980. 
3. There is variation in death rates of old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon health technology/medical £actors. 
a. Health technology can be measured at the 
county level in the operationalization of 
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ratio 0£ hospital beds to county population in 
1 960, 1970 and 1980. 
b. Health technology can be opera �ionalized and 
measured at the county level by the ratio 0£ 
nursing home beds to county population in 
1 960, 1 970 and 1980. 
c. Health technology can be operationalized at 
the county level by the ratio of licensed 
physicians to county population in 1960 � 1 970 
and 1980. 
4. There is variation in death rates 0£ old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon county education level. 
a. County education level can be measured by 
obtaining the median education level £or the 
county population in 1960, 1970 and 1980. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH DES IGN .ND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
Research design enables the researcher to answer 
the research question and to control var iance. This is 
accomplished by setting the £ramework £or tests 0£ 
relations among the variables. The design suggests the 
direction 0£ obser vations and anal ysis. The des ign is a 
set 0£ instructions which guides the gathering and 
analysis 0£ the data. The purpose 0£ all research 
design is to impose controlled restrictions on 
observation of natural phenomena <Kerrlinger , 1973:301 , 
306, 327 ) .  
Philip Hauser distinguishes between population 
studies and demographic analys i s. In demographic 
analysis the independent variable is the population. 
Population studies , on the other hand, exa ine the 
influence 0£ nonde ographic characteristics upon 
demographic variables <Ka eyer, 1975:6-14 > .  
This investigation is a population study. The 
independent variables are quality 0£ li£e variables or 
nonde ographic characteristics which cause changes in 
the demographic variables. The de ographic variables in 
this study are de£ined as age- and sex-speci£ic death 
rates. 
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This study employed EX POST FACTO Research . 
Ex post £acto research is systematic 
empirical inquiry in which the scientist does not 
have di� ect control 0£ the independent var i ab_es 
because their mani£estations have alrea�y occurred 
or because they are inherently not manipulable. 
In£erences about relations among variables are 
made, without direct intervention, from 
concomitant variation of independent and dependent 
variables <Kerrlinger, 1973, 879). 
In this study the independent vari ables were 
quality of li£e variables as conceptualized by Cowgill 
( 1 972 > .  They are economics, urbanization, health 
technology, and educational factors. These var i ables 
cannot be manipulated nor changed as their occurrence 
has already taken place. In this respect it is Ex Post 
Facto research. Rationale supporting the Ex Post Facto 
position is implied in the research question, and in 
the theoretical and research propositions whi�h follow. 
Review 0£ Research Question, Theoretical and Research 
Propositions 
The maJ�r question addressed in this study was: 
Is there a relationship between quality of li£e 
£actors and death rates among South Dakotans 65, 
75 and 85 or older from 1960 to 1 980? 
The research literature, theory and sociological 
framework supported the following theoretical 
propositions: 
1. Death rates are a critical variable in population 
change related to modernization. 
2. Econo ics, health technology, urbanization and 
education influence the social status 0£ the 
elderly. 
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3. Modernization has affected age- and sex-specific 
death rates. 
The association of the theoretical variables to 
empirical observations with respect �o the research 
question £ollow: 
1.  The theoretical concepts 0£ quality 0£ li£e £rom 
aging and modernization theory are associated with 
the theoretical concept 0£ death rates £rom 
transition theory. 
2. The empirical observation of age- and sex-specific 
death rates are associated with quality 0£ life 
£actors. 
3. The independent variables <Aging and 
Modern ization/quality of life £actors > and 
dependent variables < death rates > are 
operationalized expressions of abstract concepts. 
4. The association between quality of li£e £actors 
< modern ization £actors > and death rates £or South 
Dakota counties £or the older population from 1 960 
to 1980 can be operationalized and tested. 
Given this overview, the unit of analysis £or the study 
is considered. 
Unit of Analysis 
This study is concerned with the analysis of age­
and sex-specific death rates by county £or older South 
Dakotans. I deally, each death certi£i cate and the 
individual's social status, as easured by Cowgill's 
model, would be reviewed. However, census data are not 
given £or indiv iduals, so South Dakota counties were 
selected as the smallest unit 0£ analysis. 
Bogue < 1969 ) relayed that correl ation-regression 
procedures ay be used to search £or interrelationships 
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between many demographic and environmental variables. 
He referred to this process as the "'ecological 
correlation" method 0£ r �search. He emphasized that 
ecological correlation is identical to correlation 
except that aggregates, populations, or areas are used 
as units instead of individual persons. He perceives 
this to be a useful tool, particularly where the study 
of such phenomena would be dif ficult due to lack of 
individual observations <Bogue � 1969:537 > .  
Bogue' s use of • •ecological correlation " was 
employed in this investigation. 
General Procedures 
Census and v i tal stat istics data were presumed to 
be representative 0£ the population 0£ South Dakota 
counties and to contain ini al error. 
Data pertinent for each dependent and independent 
variable under investigation were collected £rom 
the census and vital statistics data 0£ 1960, 1970 and 
1980. Appropriate mathematical and statistical 
operations were used to test relationships between the 
variables studied. Specific data were used to: 
1. Deter ine the relationship between economic 
variables and death rates. 
2. Deter ine the relationship between urbanization 
variables and death rates. 
3. Deter ine the relationship between health technology 
and death rates. 
4. Deter ine the relationship between county 
education and death rates. 
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Findings from the investigation are reported and 
conclusi ons drawn . These findings are recorded in 
Chapter V 
Independent Variables and Data Sources 
Independent variables in this study are referred 
to as quality of life variables. The elements included 
in quality of life varies , and there is little 
uni£ormity in its de£1nition. Boulding ( 1984:3) de£ 1 nes 
quality of life as goodness. He presents this formula 
to express the relationship between goodness and the 
relevant universe. 
G = f < relevant universe). 
G is subJective in that it goes up when we think things 
are getting better and down when we think it is getting 
worse. 
Cowgill < 1974 > ,  on the other hand, defines quality 
of life with respect to status. He relates economics, 
urbanization, health technology, and educat ion as 
important quality 0£ life factors. His model and 
quality of life variables are included in this 
study, and supported by his theory 0£ Aging and 
Modernizat ion. Cowgill 1 s quality 0£ l 1 £e £actors were 
operationalized at the county level and became the 
independent variables 0£ econo ics, urbanization, 
health technology , and education. They were 
operationalized by measuring the county percent 0£ 
poverty families; median family income; growth and 
decline ; population density; ratio of hospital 
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beds, nursing home beds, and licensed physicians to 
populat ion :  and adult education level. 
Sources of these data were : the Bureau of the 
Census, South Dakota State Planning Agency, South 
Dakota State Medical Association, and the Population 
Data Center at South Dakota State University. 
Operationalized variabl es are expressed as: 
X l. O Economic £actors as measured by: 
X l. l Percent of poverty families 
X l . 2  Median £a ily income 
These data were obtained £rom the Bureau 0£ the 
Census. It is sample data , which means that 1 in 20 or 
5 percent of the county people responded to this 
economic inquiry. In 1960 the category of percent of 
poverty families did not exist, so only edian 
family income was used in the analysis for that year. 
X2. 0 Urbanization £actors as measured by: 
X2. 1 Growth and decline counties 
X2. 2 Population density 
These data were obtained from the Census Bureau and 
from the South Dakota Population Data Center at South 
Dakota State University. 
X3. 0 Health Technology as easured by: 
X3. 1 Ratio 0£ hospital beds to population 
X3. 2 Ratio of nursing home beds to population 
X3. 3 Ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population 
These data were obtained fro the South Dakota State 
Planning Agency, and the South Dakota State Medical 
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Association. Only agencies and physicians licensed to 
practice in the state were used. Federal Agencies, 
which operate in the State, were omitted. 
X4. 0 Education as measured by: 
X4. 1 Adult education level. 
These data were obtained £rem the Bureau 0£ the Census 
and from the Population Data Center at South Dakota 
State University. It should be noted that in 1960 and 
1970 the median education level of the adult 
population , 25 years of age and older , was used. In 
1980 the census data were collected and analyzed using 
the percent of adult population which had completed 
high school. 
Dependent Variables and Data Sources 
The dependent variable, death rate, was supported 
by transition and epide•iological transition theory. 
It was operationalized by measuring age- and sex ­
speci£ic death rates £or the 65, 75 and 85 year old 
populations of South Dakota Counties from 1960, 1970 
and 1980. 
The numbers of deaths for those 65, 75 and 85 years 
and over were obtained fro the Bureau of Vital 
Statistics £or the decennial years 0£ 1960, 1970 and 
1980. Data £or the population 65 years and over were 
obta1ned £ro the Census Bureau. The £or ula used to 
co pute the death rate is: 
the nu ber of deaths which occurred to county 
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residents ( 0£ a specific age or sex ) /  the number 
0£ county residents 0£ that age or sex in that 
year X 1000. 
Operationalized variabl.as then, are expressed as: 
Yl. O Death rate £or population 65 - 74. 
Y l . 1 Death rate £or population 75 - 84 . 
Yl. 2 Death rate £or population 85 and over. 
Y2. 0 Death rate £or £emales 65 and over. 
Y2. 1 Death rate £or female population 65 - 74. 
Y2. 2 Death rate £or £emale population 75 - 84. 
Y2. 3 Death rate £or female population 85 or over. 
Y3. 0 Death rate £or male population 65 and over. 
Y3. 1 Death ra�e for male population 65 - 74. 
Y3. 2 Death rate £or male population 75 - 84. 
Y3. 3 Death rate £or male population 85 or over. 
Research Question, Research, Null and Alternative 
Hypothesis 
The research question is presented followed by the 
research hypothesis. The null and alternative 
hypothesis are expressed in mathematical notation. 
1.  Research Question: 
ls there a relationship between county economic 
factors and death rates among South Dakotans 65 , 
75 and 85 or over? 
Research Hypothesis: 
There is variation in death rates of old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon economic £actors. 
Null Hypothesis: 
Y � £ < X) < Y  is not a £unction of X l. 0) 
Alternative Hypothesis: 
Y = f ( X) < Y  is a £unction of X l . 0) 
Test used: 
1) Age- and sex -specific death rates C Y  variables) 
2) Regression using X and Y variables 
Significance level: 
. 05 level 0£ significance £or the model in which 
the econonic variable is included. 
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2. Research Question: 
Is there a relationship between county 
urbanization/demographic £actors and death rates 
among the population 65, 75 and 85 or older? 
Research Hypothesis: 
There is variation in death rates 0£ old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon urbanization/ demographic £actors. 
Null Hypothesis: 
Y fi £ C X) C Y  is not a £unction 0£ X2. 0> 
Alternative Hypothesis: 
Y = £ C X) < Y  is a £unction 0£ X2. 0) 
Test used: 
1> Age- and sex-speci£ic death rates < Y  variables) 
2) Regression using X and Y var i ables 
Signi£icance level: 
. 05 level 0£ signi £icance £or the model in which 
the demographic variable i s  i ncluded. 
3. Research Question: 
Is there a relationship between county health 
technology/medical resources, and death rates 
among the population 65, 75 and 85 or older? 
Research Hypothesis: 
There i s  variation in death rates of old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon hea lth technology / medical factors. 
Null Hypothesis: 
Y 7 £ < X> < Y  is not a function 0£ X3. 0> 
Alternative Hypothesis: 
Y = £ < X> < Y  is a £unction 0£ X3. 0) 
Test used: 
1) Age- and sex-speci fic death rates < Y  var iables) 
2 )  Regression using X and Y variaoles 
S ignificance level: 
. 05 level 0£ significance £or the odel in which 
this health technology variable is included. 
4. Research Question: 
Is there a relationsh ip between county educat ion 
level and death rates a ong the population 65, 75 
and 85 or older? 
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Research Hypothesis : 
There is variation in death rates 0£ old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon county educational level. 
Null Hypothesis: 
Y ,,/ £ < X) C Y  is not a £unction 0£ X4. 0 ) 
Alternative Hypothesis : 
Y = £ < X> C Y  is a £unction 0£ X4. 0 ) 
Test used: 
1) Age- and sex-speci£ic death rates <Y variables ) 
2) Regression using X and Y variables 
Sign i £icance level : 
. 05 level 0£ signi£icance £or the aodel in wh ich 
this variab le is included. 
Mode 0£ Analysis 
Statistical tabulations and tests were performed. 
These procedures were used to describe and predict the 
relationship between the independent variables , quality 
0£ life £actors, and age- and sex-speci£ic death 
rates. 
Multiple regression analysis is used to account 
£or the variability 0£ death rates (dependent variab le) 
as it might be associated with the variability 0£ 
quality 0£ life/modernization (independent) variables. 
This process allows the testing £or multiple e££ects 
by assessing the relative importance of each 
i ndependent variable as it is added or deleted. A 
composite 0£ values £or the independent variables and 
dependent variables 0£ each county is considered £or 
each of the three study years. Regression formulas are 
developed £or those odels in which the r squared value 
is greater than alpha, . 05. 
used. 
Y '  = a +  bX where 
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The following formula is 
Y'= the predicted death rate 
a = intercept of regression line on Y ax i s  
b = slope 0£ the regression l ine 
X = known value 0£ the independent variable 
This mode 0£ analysis is implemented in three 
separate observations, 1960, 1970 and 1980. A 
description 0£ findings £or the variao l es and the 
relationship of county death rates to quality 0£ 
li£e £actors is presented £or 1960, 1970 and 1980 in 
Chapter V. Regression formulas £or each significant 
model is £ound in the appendix . 
CHAPTER V 
F I ND I NGS OF  THE STUDY 
T h is chapter describes and analyzes the findings 
0£ the study. First, the independent variables , 
quality 0£ li£e £actors , are introduced. The discussion 
which follows relates to the manner in which the data 
were obtained and how the results were computed. A 
table which portrays the findi ngs with respect to these 
£our categor i es of independent variables is reviewed. 
These tables reflect a county profile of the study 
variab les .  Second, the dependent variables , death 
rates for the South Dakota county population 65 and 
older in 1960, 1970 and 1980, are presented in the same 
manner. Finally, the relationship between the variables 
is analyzed when the study, the null, and the 
alternative hypotheses are presented. 
The focus of this study is upon the relationship 
0£ q uality of li£e £actors to age - and sex-specific 
death rates 0£ the South Dakota Population 65 and older 
in 1960, 1970 and 1980. These findings do not report 
results from specific counties under investigation. 
Hence, the descriptive findings do not identify 
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individual counties in the low , medium , and high 
categories. It is important to recall the independent 
variables relate to the county as a whole and as such, 
are not speci£ic to the older South Dakotan. On the 
other hand , the dependent variables , death rates , do 
relate speci£ically to the older South Dakota 
population. 
Descriptive Findings 0£ Study Variab l es 
Independent Variables 
The £our categories independent variables in this 
study are referred to as quality of li£e factors. These 
theoretical variables , from Cowgill's aging and 
modernization theory , are econo ics , health technology , 
urbanization , and education. These variables were 
operationalized at the county level and empirically 
tested. A brief overview 0£ each study variable is 
presented. The purpose of this presentation is to 
provide a brie£ description of the study variables with 
respect to the South Dakota scene £or the decennial 
years included in this investigation. The 
operat1onali2ed variables are expressed in ter s 0£ how 
the data were obta1ned and the ethod 0£ computation 
used to describe each variable. 
Econo ics 
This variable was operationalized as edian £a ily 
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income and percent 0£ poverty £amilies. The percent of 
poverty £amilies was a new category in the 1970 census 
and there£ore , in 1960, was excluded £rom this 
study. Economic data were obtained £rom two sources , 
the Data Center at SDSU and the Census Bureau 
Publications 43 <C > £or the years under study. No 
computations were involved. The median £amily income is 
sample data which means that 20 percent 0£ the county 
population responded to the income questions asked by 
the Census Bureau. Income Data, requested by the 
Census . were income £or the previous year. So , £or the 
county sample , income is £ram 1959 , 1969 , and 1979. 
Table 4 shows the median £amily income in dollars £or 
South Dakota counties £or 1959 , 1969 and 1979. Note the 
median South Dakota family income has increased three 
£old from 1959 to 1979. 
TABLE 4 
MEDIAN FAM I LY I NCOME - I N  DOLLARS 





1 , 976-6 , 360. 
3 , 754 
South Dakota 
3 , 622 
4 , 25 1  
1969 
3 , 393- 10 , 000 
6 , 763 
6 , 427 
7 , 494 
1979 
9 , S00-20 , 535 
1 3 , 847 
1 3 , 477 
1 5 , 933 
South Dakota Data Center C229 , 10; Census Bureau 43 C C ) 
---------- -- - - - - -------------------------------------------
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Observe that in Table 4 the lowest median family 
income in the 1 979 county range was $3 , 000 higher than 
the highest county median income in 1 959. Because 0£ 
this difference , income from the different years cannot 
be compared. In order to provide a basis £or 
comparison , counties were organized into low , medium , 
and high income counties. This division was based on 
the frequency in which median family income occurred. 
To avoid the extreme outlying counties , which occurred 
at the higher income level , equal distance was 
established between the low ends of each category. The 
median family is the county middle income. In 
other words , one-half of the county families had higher 
and one-half had lower incomes. Table 5 ,  below , shows 






MEDIAN FAMILY IXCOKE 
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES 19S9 , 1 969 AND 1 979 
12a 
1 , 9S0-3 , 224 • •  23 
3 , 22S-4 , 449 • •  38 
4 , S00-6 , 360 • • •  7 
TOTAL 67 
3 , 3SO - S , 41 9  • • •  a 
S , 420- 7 , 449 • •  37 
7 , soo- 1 0 , 000 • •  22 
67 
llll. 
9 , S00-12 . 999 . .  29 
13 . 000-16 . 499 . .  22 
1 6 . S00-20 , 7S0 . .  1S 
66 
SDSU Date Center C229 , 1 0 ;  Cenaua Bureau 43 < C >  
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Review 0£ Tables 4 and 5 demonstrates the 
di££erence in income over the three decades under 
investigation. It is interesting to note the number of 
counties which occurred in the low category in 1959 and 
1979. Greater refinement of this data with respect to 
the el derly population is an important implication £or 
£urther study. Tables 6 and 7 present the percent of 
poverty £smilies as de£ined by the Federal Government 
and presented by the Census Bureau £or 1970 and 
1980. Poverty £a ilies was a new category £or the 
Census in 1970, consequently, these data were not 
available £or 1960, and were not included in the study 
£or that year. Table 6 presents the percent 0£ poverty 
families and shows the range, mean and median £or South 
Dakota counties £or 1970 and 1980. 
TABLE 6 
PERCENT OF POVERTY FAMILIES 





6. 8 - 49. 3 
19. 02 
16. 75 
14. 80 South Dakota 
1 980 
5 . 0 - 4 3. 0  
1 3  
1 4. 1 
1 3. 0  
SOSU Data Center C229, 10; Cenaua Bureau 43 <C> 
To enhance the presentation 0£ the nu ber of 
poverty £a ilies in counties, a category 0£ low, 
ediu , and high was i ple ented. 
TABLE 7 
PERCENT OF POVERTY F AM I LIES 
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIE S 1970 AND 1980 
l.22.Q. 
LOW 0 - 1 2,c 1 6  19 
M ED 13 -24,C 40 3 1  
HI GH 25-43,C ll 16 
Total 67 66 
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SOSU Data Center C229. 10: Census Bureau 43 C C> 
Table 7 shows the number 0£ counties in each category 
£or 1970 and 1 980. Note the number 0£ counties which 
were de£ined as low and high increased in 1980. That 
is to say � based upon sample data 0£ fa ily income in 
1969 and 1 979 by the Census Bureau , and the Federal 
de£inition 0£ poverty £amilies , the number of counties 
with low percentage 0£ poverty £a ilies has increased 
since 1970. On the other hand , the number 0£ counties 
with a high percentage of poverty £am11 1es has also 
increased since 1970. 
Urbanization 
This theoretical variable was operationalized as 
population density per square il and growth and 
decline counties. In Table 8 the range , ean , median 
and South Dakota population density per square ile are 
presented. In£or ation regarding land area in square 
ilea £or the counties was obtained £ro the SDSU 
Depart ent 0£ Geography and the population 0£ the 
county £ro the Census Bureau. 
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TABLE 8 
POPULATION DENSITY PER SQU ARE MILE 






0 . 6 - 106 
11 . 6  
7 . 7  
9 . 0  
1970 
0 . 69- 1 1 7 . 1  
1 1 . 3  
6 . 7  
a . a  
1980 
0 . 6 - 1 34 . 6 
1 1 . 7  
6 . 0 
9. 1 
SDSU Department o: G•ography  and Census Bureau  
? . C . < 1 > 43 , 1 960 , 1 970 , 1 980  
From this table it can be seen there is wide variation 
in the population density in South Dakota counties. 
This density appears to be relatively stable over the 
study decades. with the exception of the upper end of 
the range. which has moved from 106 to 134 persons per 
square mile. 
In order to enhance the presentati on of population 
density. South Dakota counties were placed into low. 
med ium. and high density categories. This 
c l assification was bas�d upon natural breaks in the 
frequency of density. and is presented in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 
LOW, M ED I UM AND HIGH  POPULAT I ON D EN SI TY P ER SQUARE M ILE 
DAKOT A  COUNTI ES 1 960, 1 970 AND 1980 
1960 1970 1 980 
Low 0-9 38 43 44 
Med 10-19 17 1 2  10 
High 20-1 34 12 12 12 
TOTAL 67 67 66 
SDSU Departaent 0£ Geography and Cenaua Bureau 
P . C . (1) 43 , 1960, 1970, 1 980 
From this table it is interesting to note the 
number 0£ low density counties has increased , and this 
increase seems to have come £rom the midd le category , 
as the high category stayed the same during the study 
years. 
Table 10 presents the growth and decline counties 
£or South Dakota £or 19GO _ 1970 and 1980. 
TABLE 10 
SOUTH DAKOTA POPULATION GROWTH AND D ECLINE COUNTI ES 
I N  1 9GO ,. 1 970 A NO 1 980 
1 960 liZ.Q. 1 980 
Growth 0£ 1 0" or aore s 7 13 
Growth 0£ 5 to 9 . 9" 6 2 
Growth 0£ 0. 1 to 4 . 9 " 1 0  4 8 
Decline 0£ 0 . 1 to 4 . 9 " 14 9 
Dec l ine 0£ 9. 9 to 5,c 1 5  1 7  1 4  
Decl ine 0£ 10,c or more 1Z. � 1 9  
TOTAL 67 67 66 
SOSU Population Data Cent r C229 , 1 3  
From this table it is apparent that the number 0£ 
decline counties exceeds the number 0£ growth counties 
in all three decades. In 1970 , 56 0£ the 67 counties 
declined in population _ as compared to 46 in 1960 and 
40 in 1980. 
Health Technology 
This theoretical variable was operationali2ed as 
ratio 0£ hospital beds ,. ratio 0£ nursing home beds and 
l1censed phys1cians to county population. It includes 
the range ,. ean ,. edian and the South Dakota ratio. The 
nu ber 0£ hospital and nursing ho e beds was obtained 
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£rem the Health Planning Agency. This included only 
beds licensed by the State in 1960, 1970 and 1980. 
Consequently, £ederal hospitals were not included in 
the study. The number 0£ physicians licensed to 
practice medicine in this state was obtained £ram the 
South Dakota Medical Association £or 1960, 1970 and 
1980. The ratio 0£ hospital beds , nursing home beds, 
and physicians was computed by dividing the total 
county number 0£ licensed hospital beds, nursing home 
beds , and physicians by the county population £or the 
year under study. This ratio was then multiplied by 
1 , 000 to obtain a basis £or comparison with other 
counties under study. Table 11 presents the ratio 0£ 
hospital beds to 1, 000 population. 
TABLE 1 1  
R A T I O  O F  HOSPI TAL BEDS P E R  1, 000 POPULATI ON 
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES 1960, 1970 AND 1980 
1960 1 970 1980 
Range 0. 0 - 15. 6 0. 0. - 1 4. 8 0. 0-16. 3 
Mean 3. 9 4. 5 
Median 3. 7 4. 3 
South Dakota Ratio 5. 0 5. 6 
South Dakota Health Planning _Agency and Census 
Bureau P. C. <1> 43 , 1 960, 1970, 1 980 
4. l 
3 . 8  
5. 4 
Fro this table it can b in£erred the ratio 0£ 
hospital beds to population has re ained £airly stable 
over the past three decades. 
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TABLE 12 
RAT I O  OF NURSI NG HOME BEDS PER 1, 000 POPULAT ION 




1960 1 980 
South Dakota Ratio 





0. 0. -24. 4 
9. 9 
1 0. 3 
9. 8 
0. 0-33. 3 
1 2. S 
1 1 . 8  
1 2. 0 
South Dakota Hea l th Planning Agency and Census 
Bureau P. C. <1> 43, 1960, 1970, 1980 
From this table it can be in£erred there has been a 
rather dramatic increase in the the ratio 0£ nursing 
home beds to population, £ro 3. 6 to 12 beds per 1, 000 
county population. 
TABLE 13 
R AT IO OF LI CENSED PHYSICIANS PER 1 , 000 POPULATI ON 





1960 � � 
0. 0-1. 7 0. 0. - 1. 6  0. 0-2. 63 
o . s  0 . 4 
0 . 4  0 . 4 
Dakota Ratio 0. 7 0. 7 
South Dakota Medical Assoc i at i on and Census 
Bureau P. C. < 1> 43, 1960 , 1970, 1980 
o . s  
0. 4 
1 . 0 
From this table it should be noted the ratio 0£ 
physicians to population has been increasing. Although 
the increase in the ratio seems a all the upper end 0£ 
the range has increased £ro 1. 7 to 2. 6 in two 
decades. 
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Table 14 shows the ratio 0£ hospital �  nursing home 
beds, and licensed physicians £or the counties. The 
categories £or these counties incl ude a range from no 
hea lth resources to 10 per thousand county population. 
The table presents hospital beds C HB> , nursing home 
beds <NHB> , and licensed physicians < LP> in a computed 
ratio to 1, 000 people. 
TABLE 14 
RATIO OF HOSPITAL . NUeIXG HOKE BEDS . end LICENSED PHYSICIANS PER 
1 , 000 POPULATION SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTiaS 1960 , 1970 AHO 1980 
� 1222 
RATIO HB >IHB LP HB NHB LP HB NHB LP 
Mone 0 - . 9 21 31 sa 20 16 S9 23 1 3  S6 
Lov 1 - 4 . 9  22 19 9 19 3 a 17 00 10 
lled S- 9 . 9  20 12 00 22 13 00 22 10 00 
Hi9h 10 • i. � QQ. � m � � il. 
TOTAL 67 67 67 67 67 67 66 66 66 
South O.kota Medical Aaaoc:iation , South Dakota Health Planning 
Agency and C.naua Bureau P . C . < 1 >  43 , 1 960 ,  1 970 . 1980 
From this table it can be inferred there is wide 
variation in the health resources in the South Dakota 
counties under investigation £rem 1960 to 1980. 
Education 
This theoretical variable was operationalized as 
the median education level by grade coapleted for the 
population 25 and over £or 1960 and 1970. In 1 980 these 
census data were expressed as percent of adult 
population 25 and older who had completed high school. 
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These data were divided into categories 0£ low, medium , 
and high based upon the natural breaks in £requency 
distribution 0£ the data. Table 15 presents the median 
education level by grade completed. Recal l that the 
median is the number at which half 0£ the sample 
population surveyed by the census in 1960 and 1970, is 
above this grade level and half are below. 
TABLE 1 5  
MF.DIA N EDUCATION LEVEL OF A G E  2 5  A ND OVER 
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNT I ES 1 960 ANO 1970 
1960 1970 
LOW Grades 8 . 6- 10 . 8  56 24 
MED Grades 1 1. 1 to 1 1 . 9  7 1 4  
H I GH Grades 12. 0 to 1 2 . 6  4 29 
Tota l  67 67 
SOSU Data Center C229 , 10; Cenau• Bureau 43 C C> 
This tab le indicates that the median education level 
has increased rather dra atical ly £ro 1960 to 1970. 
Table 16 shows the percent 0£ high school 
graduates in South Dakota counties in 1980. These data, 
too, are census sample data. That is to say the source 
0£ this 1 n£or ation was based upon a £ 1ve percent 
county sa ple £or 1980. The tab l e  which £ollows shows 
the county d1stribution based upon low, ediu , and 
high percent 0£ high school graduates in the population 
25 years 0£ age and over. 
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TABLE 16 
PERCENT OF HI G H  SCHOOL G RADUATES AGE 25 ANO OVER 





O to 49,c 
50 to 65" 




SDSU Data Center C229, 10 ; Census Bureau 43 C C> 
F rom this table it can be inferred that the county 
percent of high school graduates varies from 49 percent 
to 80 percent of the county population over 25 years 0£ 
age. 
This concludes the description of the independent 
variables £or the county. These data represent the 
entire county, and the purpose of the tables was to 
introduce the county variables. This brief overview was 
intended to introduce the South Dakota situation for 
the study years of 1960, 1970 and 1980. It should be 
emphasized these are county data and as such they are 
not specific to the older population. 
Description of Study Population 
The study population in this investigation was the 
older population of South Dakota in 1960, 1970 and 
1980. A review of the census data for those years 
reveals the percent 0£ the population 65 and older is 
increasing and that South Dakotans in the older age 
groups are growing older. This trend is ost pronounced 
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in the female age group of those 85 or older. Table 17 
shows the percent 0£ population 65 or older £or 1 960, 
1970 and 1980. Note the percentage of old people has 
increased in every age category. The data in this table 
are such that those 65 and over include all persons 
over 65. The percentage was computed by taking the 
total persons in that age category and then dividing 
that total by the total population for that year. Th1s 
result was taken times 100. Population data were 
obtained from the Census Bureau. 
Table 17 presents the percent of the population 65 
or older in South Dakota counties in 1960, 1970 and 
1980. In this table the range 0£ county population 65 
and over constituted a low of 4. 5 percent to a high of 
15. 3 percent in 1960. The range in 1 980 was from 5. 5 to 
22 percent in 1980. This is compared to an 11 and 13. 2 
percent for South Dakota during the same years. 
An examination of Table 17 shows that the percent 
of the population in the older age categories has 
increased for the general population as well as for 
males and £emales. The percent of 65 year olds that 
were 75 years 0£ age or older increased £ro 34. 1 to 
4 4. 5  percent from 1960 to 1980. The percent 0£ 65 year 
o ld South Dakotans who were 85 or older increased £ro 
5. 7 percent to 1 1. 5  percent £ro 1 960 to 1980. 
TABLE 17 
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P ER CENT OF THE POPULAT ION 65 OR OLDER 
IN SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES 1 960. 1 970 AND 1 980 
65 Years and older 
1960 1 970 
Rangf 4 . 5- 1 5 . 3  6 . 1 - 2 1 . 2  
Mean 10 . 7  1 2. 8 
Med i an 10 . 7  1 3 . 1  
South Dakota Mean 1 1 . 0  1 2 . 1  
Percent o-£ 65 population 75 or older 
1960 1970 
Range 22 . 5 - 54. 9 2S . 3 - 48 
Mean 34 . 2  40 . 7  
Median 34 . 3  4 1 . 4 
South Dakota Mean 34 . 1  42 . 1  
Percent o-£ 65 population 
1960 





1 . 0- 1 1. 9 
1 . 6 
1 . 0 
South Dakota Mean 5 . 7  




£ emale population 
1960 
23 . 2-47 . 6  
34 . 6  
34 . 3  
�outh Dakota Mean 34 . 9  






1. 6-9. 7 
5 . 8  
5 . 4  
South Dakota Mean 6. 1 
2 . 6- 1 2 . 2  
7 . 9  
8 . 3  
8. 5 
75 or older 
1 970 
25 . 6- 50 . 9  
42. 4 
43 . 6  
43. 7 
85 or older 
1 970 
2. 1 - 1 3. 0  
8 . 5  
8 . 8  
9 . 1  
Percent 0£ 65 ale population 75 or older 
1 970 � 
Rang 
Mean 
1 8. 5-62. 2 
Median 
South Dakota Mean 
33. 9 
33. 1 
33 . 3  
Percent o-£ 65 ale population 
1960 
Range 1 . 2- 9. 4  
Mean 5. 0 
M edian S . 1  
South Dakota Mean S . 2  




85 or older 
1 970 





5 . 1 - 22. 0 









4. 9- 14. 9 
10. 8 
1 1. 3 
1 1. 5 
� 





4. 4 - 1 8. 0  
1 2. 6 
13. 3 
1 3. 3 
1 980 









Cenaua Bureau P. C. (1) 43. 1 960. 1 970. 1980 
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The age change 0£ older South Dakotans is more 
apparent when the South Dakota means £or the decennial 
years under study are reviewed. Table 18 shows this 
popu lation distribution £or the older population, £or 
older females, and for older males. Table 18 presents 
the South Dakota mean £or each age category. This table 
conveys, given 100 people in the following age and sex 
groups, the South Dakota population 65 or older would 
be distributed in as presented in Table 18. 
TABLE 1 8  
DI STRI BUTI ON OF THE OLD ER POPULATI ON BAS ED ON SOUTH 
DAKOTA MEANS FOR 1960, 1970 AND 1980 
Population 
65 to 74 
75 to 84 
85 and over 
Fe ale 
Population 
65 to 74 
75 to 84 
85 and over 
Male 
Population 
65 to 74 
75 to 84 











































From this tab l e  it can be seen that the percentage in 
the older age groups has been stead1ly 1ncreas1 ng. The 
greatest increase is in the popul ation 85 and over. 
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For the purpose 0£ reviewing the percent 0£ 
increase 0£ older people in South Dakota. counties were 
divided into low . medium. and high categories based 
upon the percent 0£ population 65 or older. 
TABLE 19 
PERCENT OF POPULATION 65 AND OLDER 
LOW. MEDIUM AND HIGH COUNT IES 
B AS ED O N  POPULATIO N 65 AND OLDER 1960 . 1 970 AN D 1980 
� OF TOTAL 
POPULATION 1960 1 970 1 980 
00 1 1  45 25 1 7  
1 2  - 1 6  22 31 20 
16 - 23 o . o  1 1  29 
TOT AL 67 67 66 
Cenaua Bureau P . C .  C l >  4 3 . 1 960 . 1 970 . 1980 
From Table 19 it can be seen that the number 0£ 
counties . which changed £ro the low to high category . 
increased dramatically since 1 960. 
This section 0£ the paper provided a description 
0£ the study population . South Dakotans 65 and older. 
upon which the investigation 0£ death rates follows. 
An examination 0£ the older South Dakota population 
reveals an increase in the nu ber and the percent 0£ 
older people in South Dakota. This change is most 
obvious in the age category 0£ 85 and older. A ore 
complete description 0£ this data is presented by 
county in Appendix A .  
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Dependent Variables 
The dependent variables in this study are referred 
to as age- and sex-specific death rates. These 
theoretical variables are supported by Omran's 
epidemiological transition theory. These variaoles were 
operationalized at the county level and empirically 
tested. A description 0£ the empirical observation of 
the operationalized variables is expressed in terms of 
how the data were obtained and standardized. 
Age - Specific Death Rates 
This variable was operationalized as the rate 0£ 
death £or the population 65-74 years of age, 75 to 84 
years 0£ age, and 85 years of age and older. 
Age-specific deaths were obtained £ro the Bureau of 
Health Statistics at the State Health Department . The 
specific rates £or the study years were computed. The 
formula was: total number 0£ deaths to persons in a 
specific age group divided by the total population in 
that age group in that year. This result was multiplied 
by 1, 000. In this way a rate was obtained and provided 
a standard easure £or comparison. Table 20 presents 
the age-spec1£ 1c death rates £or the study years. From 
Table 20 it i s  observed that age-speci£1c death rates 
have been decreasing £or all age groups in the decades 
studied. 
TABLE 20 1 00 
AGE-SPEC I F I C  DEATH RATES PER 1. 000 PERSONS 
I N  THAT AGE GROUP I N  SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES 




South Dakota Rate 
75 to 84 Years 
Range 
Mean 
Med i an 
South Dakota Rate 
l.2§.Q. 













South D akota Rate 
1960 






























0. 0-306. 3 
160. 6 
1 5 1. 7 
1 53. 9 
Cen us Bureau P. C. <1> 43. 1960, 1970. 1 980 
Bureau 0£ Health Stati stics 1 985 
Counties were divided into low, medium , and h i gh 
categories based upon the age-specific death rate for 
t hat county. The results of th i s  division are shown in 
Tab le 21. Based upon t his classification and from Table 
21 , it is observed that the number of counties in the 
high death rate category has decreased. 
F rom preceding tables and d1 scus sion it is noted 
that death rates £or older South Dakotans have 
decreased in the past three decades. That decrease i s  
demonstrated by the nu ber 0£ count ies which 
experienced an overall decrease in death rate as well 
as the decrease in the rate 0£ death £or all age groups 
included in the study. 
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TABLE 21 
LOW, MEDIUM AND HIGH COUNTIES BASED ON AGE-SPECIF I C  
DEATH RATES PER 1, 000 t>ERSONS I N  THA T  AGE GROUP 
65-74 Years of Age 
Death Rate � tlZQ. 1 980 
0 - 1 4  1 3 5 
15 - 29 21 32 43 
30 - 80 45 23 1 8  
TOTAL 67 67 66 
75 -84 Years of Age 
Death Rate 1960 1 970 1980 
0 - 69 1 1  30 47 
70 -124 49 35 18 
1 25 -375 z. 2 l. 
TOTAL 67 67 66 
85 Years of Age 
Death Rate 1960 1 970 1 980 
0 -144 8 23 29 
145 -259 36 37 33 
260 -1000 23 Z. � 
TOTAL 67 67 66 
Census Bureau P. C. C l> 43, 1960, 1970, 1980 
Bureau of Health Statistics 1985 
Age- and Sex-Specific Death Rates 
This variable was operationalized as the rate of 
death £or th� female and male populat ion 65-74 years of 
age. 75 to 84 years of age. and 85 years of age and 
older. The number of deaths £or males and £emales was 
obtained £rom the Bureau 0£ Health Statistics at the 
State Health Depart ent. The speci£ic rates £or the 
study years were computed. The £or ula was: total 
number 0£ deaths to £emales and males in a spec1£ic age 
group divided by the total £eaale or ale population in 
that age group in that year. This result was ultiplied 
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by 1, 000. Again , a rate was obtained which provided a 
standard measure £or comparison. 
Table 22 presents the age - and sex-specific death 
rates for females. From this table it is obvious that 
the rate of death has been decreasing £or females in 
all age groups over the 20 year per i od studied. The 
death rate for the counties was then categorized as 
l ow, medium, and high. This classif ication was based 
upon breaks in the £requency distribution of the 
composite. These results are shown in Table 23. 
TABLE 22 
AGE- AND SEX-SPECIF IC DEATH RATES PER 1, 000 PERSONS 
I N  THAT AGE GROUP IN SOUTH DAKOTA COUNT I ES 




South Dakota Rate 




South Dakota Rate 




South Dakota Rate 
Years 
1960 

















0. 0 - 58. 8 
19. 4 
17. 2 
1 9. 0 
1970 





















1 50. 2 
1 32. 4 
1 38. 2 
Census Bureau P. C. <l > 43, 1 960, 1970, 1980 
Bureau 0£ Health Statist i cs 1 985 
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TABLE 23 
LO•�, MED IUM AND HIGH COUNTIES BASED ON AGE- AND 
SEX-SPECIFIC DEATH RATES PER 1, 000 PERSONS IN THAT AGE 
GROUP 
FEMALES 65-74 Years 0£ Age 
Death Rate 1960 1970 1980 
0 - 14 8 23 22 
15 - 29 40 35 38 
30 - 80 19 9 §. 
TOTAL 67 67 66 
FEMALES 75-84 Years 0£ Age 
Death Rate 1960 1:.27.Q. 1980 
0 - 69 31 47 62 
70 -124 27 19 3 
125 -375 9 1. 1. 
TOTAL 67 67 66 
FEMALES 85 Years 0£ Age 
Death Rate ll§Q 1970 1980 
0 -144 21 31· 39 
145 -259 21 25 22 
260 -1000 25 ll 2. 
TOTAL 67 67 66 
Census Bur au P. C. <1> 43, 1960, 1970, 1980 
Bureau 0£ Health Statistics 1985 
From this table it is noted the number 0£ low 
death rate counties have increased in every age 
group. That is to say, there is an increase in the 
number 0£ counties where the death rate £or £emales has 
decreased. 
The procedure £ol lowed £or describing age- ana 
sex-spec1£ 1c death rates £or £emales was used £or 
ales. Tab le 24 presents the age- ana aex-speci£ic 
death rates £or ales. 
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T ABLE 24 
AGE- AND SEX - SPEC I F I C  DEATH RATES PER 1, 000 PER30NS 
I N  THAT AGE GROUP IN SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES 




South Dakota Rate 
1 960 
7 . 1 - 142. 9 
42 . 8  
41 . 3  
42 . 1  














0. 0- 1000 
Median 





0. 0- 1 16 . 5  
43. 5 
42. 7 
43 . 4  
1 970 
0 . 0- 304 
95 . 2  
90 . 9  
89 . 9  
1 970 
0. 0 -666. 6 
1 99. 6 
200 . 0  
1 80. 3 
1 980 














Census Bureau P. C. C l> 43, 1 960, 1 970, 1980 
Bureau 0£ Health Stat i stics 1 985 
From th is table it is interesting to note that the rate 
0£ death has been decreasing £or males in all age 
groups over the 20 year period studied. 
The death rate £or the counties was then 
categorized as low ,  ediu , and high. These results are 
shown in Table 25. Fro Table 25 it can be in£erred 
that the nu ber 0£ counties which had high ale death 
rates, had decreased in all age categories. 
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TABLE 25 
LOW , MEDI UM AND HIGH COUNTI ES BASED ON AGE - AND 
SEX -SPECI F I C  DEATH RATES PER 1 , 000 PERSONS IN THAT AGE 
GROUP 
MALES 6 S - 74 Year.a 0£ .Age 
De ath Rate 1.2§.Q. 1970 1 980 
0 - 1 4  2 3 4 
1 5  - 29 1 2  1 2  1 8  
30 - 80 S3 52 44 
TOTAL 67 67  66  
MALES 75 - 84 Years 0£ Age 
Death Rate 1 960 1 970 1 980 
0 - 69 12  1 7  18  
70  -1 24 40 3 9  41  
125 - 37S 1S ll z. 
TOTAL 67 67 66 
MALES 85 Years 0£ Age 
Death Rate 1960 1 970 1980 
0 - 1 44 18  18  1 7  
145 - 259 21  3 4  38 
260 -1 000 � 15 ll 
TOTAL 67 67 66 
Cenaua Bureau P . C . C l >  43, 1 960 , 1 970 , 1 980 
Bureau 0£ Health Stat .1at i ca 1 98S 
Review 0£ age - ana sex -specix ic death r ates would 
suggest that the rate of death has decreased in all 
a ges and groups. When low, medium, and high death rate 
counties are examined it is interesting to note the 
increase in the number 0£ low death rate count1es £ro 
1960 to 1980. The di££erence in the rate 0£ death £or 
males and £emales is another i portant observati on. 
Female death rates had decreased more than ales. This 
decrease was oat dra at 1c £or £e ales in the age 
category 0£ 75-84 and 85 and older. 
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From 1960 to 1980, the death rate for females had 
dropped f rom 73 to 53 per 1, 000 females in that age 
group or a decl ine 0£ 20 per 1, 000. In the 85 and older 
age group female death rates dropped £ rem 196 in 1960 
to 138 in 1980. This constitutes a decrease of 58 per 
1, 000 fema les in this age group in a 20-year period. 
Male death rates in the age category of 75-84 
dropped £ rom 100 . 5  to 8 1. 5  or 19 per 1, 000 ma l es in 
that age category during the 20 -year period £rom 1960 
to 1980 . In the age group 85 and older the death rate 
£or males dropped £rom 223. 5 to 186 or 37. 5 per 1, 000 
nales in this age group. 
From this analysis it can be inferred that death 
rates among older South Dakotan have decreased £rom 
1960 to 1980. This decrease occurred in all age and sex 
groups. This decrease is most apparent in the older age 
groups 0£ males and females. 
The pages of the study which follow examine the 
relationship 0£ these death rates to the county quality 
0£ life variables previously discussed. 
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Inferential Findings 0£ Study Variables 
This portion 0£ the paper addresses the study 
£indings with respect to the stated hypotheses. To 
enh ance this goal, the operationalized independent and 
dependent variables 0£ this study are reviewed, and 
£indings related to the study , the null, and the 
alternative hypotheses are presented. 
The operationalized independent variables are 
expressed as : 
X l . O Economic £actors as measured by: 
X l. 1  Percent 0£ poverty £amilies 
X l . 2 Median £amily income 
X2. 0 Urbanization £actors as measured by : 
X2. 1 Growth counties 
X2. 2 Population density 
X3. 0 Health Technology as measured by: 
X3. 1 Ratio 0£ hospital beds to population 
X3. 2 Ratio 0£ nursing ho e beds to �opulation 
X3. 3 Ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population 
X4. 0 Education as measured by : 
X4. 1 Median education level or percent 0£ 
high school graduates 
The descriptive f indings £or these va r ia b le s  are 
presented in the beginning portion 0£ this chapter. 
Operationalized dependent variables are expressed 
as : 
Y l . O Death rate £or population 65 - 74 . 
Y l. 1  Death rate £or population 75 - 84 . 
Y l . 2 Death rate £or population 85 or over. 
Y2. 0 Death rate £or £e ales 65 or over. 
Y2. 1 Death rate £or £e•ale population 65 - 74. 
Y2. 2 Death rate £or female population 75 - 84 . 
Y2. 3 Death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over. 
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Y3. 0 Death rate £or males 65 or over. 
Y3. 1 Death rate £or male population 65 - 74. 
Y3. 2 Death rate £or male population 75 - 84. 
Y 3. 3 Death rate £or male popu J �tion 85 or over. 
The formula used to compute the death rate was : 
the number of deaths which occurred to county 
residents C o£ a speci£ic age or sex ) / the number 
0£ county residents of that age or sex in 
that year X 1000. 
The descriptive £indings for these var i ables , too, are 
presented in the beginning portion 0£ this chapter. 
This portion of the study focuses on the results 
0£ the multiple regression runs 0£ the dependent, Y -
death rate, variables with the independent, X - quality 
of li£e, variables. To accomplish this task a death 
rate was computed for each age and sex group in each 
county. This created a total 0£ eleven age- and 
sex-specific death rates £or each county, for each of 
the three study years. These eleven rates £rem each of 
the counties were combined so that each of the eleven 
age- and sex-specific death rates was entered into a 
separate regression model with the operationalized 
independent variables for the same study year . This 
nade a total of eleven regression odels for each of 
the study years. For the three study years a total of 
thirty-three odels were developed. These thirty-three 
odels are found in Appendix D. 
Multiple regression analysis was used to account 
£or the variability of death rate (dependent or Y 
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variabl e )  as it might be associated with the 
variability 0£ quality 0£ li£e (independent or X >  
variables. This process made possible the testing 0£ 
mu ltiple effects by assessing the relative importance 
0£ each independent variable as it was added or 
deleted £rem the regression equation. This multiple 
regression procedure is referred to as stepwise. 
In Stepwise Selection, tests are performed at each 
step to determine the contribution 0£ each 
predictor already in the equation i£ it were to 
enter last. It is thus possible to identify 
predictors that were considered to be "good '" at an 
earlier stage but have lost their usefulness when 
additional predictors were brought into the 
equation and may therefore be removed from 
it. Criteria for the removal of predictors 
that are not useful may be meaningfulness, 
statistical significance, or a combination of both 
< Pedhazur, 160 > • 
Pedhazur < 1982 > states, that a statistical 
procedure in which variables can be deleted one at the 
time should be selected. The effect of the deletion of 
a single variable on the magnitude and tests of 
significance for the re�aining variabl es provides a 
more accurate assessment of the relationship of the X 
variable to the Y variable. 
For the purpose 0£ this study the application 0£ 
Pedhazur 1 s concept eans that multiple regression 
Stepwise Selection would allow £or the testing 0£ each 
quality of life variable with each of the eleven 
co posite death rates. Thus, an F test was co puted 
£or each X variable as it was added to the Model. In 
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this study, a variable was added to the regression 
model when the F test :for that variable was signi:ficant 
at the . 05 level. 
When several independent variables are included in 
an equation, control :for 1 1 error•• is an important 
consideration. Melichar < 1965) cautions that the size 
and direction of .. errors•• not be correlated with the 
classes o:f a factor included in the equation. An 
e:f:ficient solution is to employ a computer program 
which provides: 
1. Estimates of the dependent variable 
:for each observation as a means 0£ checking 
:for multicollinearity. 
2. Model-testing that can be facilitated by 
certain :features in the computer regression 
program in two phases . 
a .  Data are computed and stored in 
machine-language £orm. 
b. These stored sums can be read by a second 
phase 0£ the program £or a combination 
o:f :factors desired at that time. 
3. The re-estimation o:f equations required in 
model -building through the use o:f an 
e££icient matrix-inversion. 
4. The prov is ion o:f a modi:£ ied • •stepwise .. 
procedure where , 
a. Regression results are printed as each 
£actor-group 0£ variables, rather than 
each separate variable. 
b. A provision £or calculating the 
coe:f:f icient :for the '"omitted'' class o:f 
each :factor, or for transforming the 
coe:f:ficients :fro one :for to the other. 
Melichar views technical capabilities such as 
these essential :for e:f:fective odel-building <Melichar, 
373-385 ) .  
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In this study these suggestions were implemented 
in the £ollowing manner. The SPSS co puter program was 
used. Data £rom each 0£ the independent variables were 
stored in a data £ile in machine language. The 
calculations 0£ ratios and death rates were also 
stored. These stored data were retrieved £or later 
runs. Matrix inversion £or multiple regression was 
accomplished through the computer program. Thirty-three 
separate regression runs were completed. eleven £or 
each 0£ the study years. The Stepwise Selection 
provided a print-out 0£ the correlation matrix and 
an F ratio £or each variable as it was added to the 
model. Selection criteria for including the independent 
variable in the odel was based on the F value at the 
. 05 level of significance with respect to R squared. 
That is to say, i£ the F value 0£ an X variable was 
not significant at the . 05 level of significance, the 
regression equation was established at previous X, 
and X variables which were added later, were not 
included in the model as their contribution to R 
squared was not signi£icant. 
Initially, it was intended that a regression odel 
would be provided when the overall R squared was 
greater than chance, which was established in the study 
as . 05. This was abandoned in £avor 0£ the F ratio. 
When the £1rst variable in the equation had an F value 
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which was not signif icant at the . 05 level, the null 
hypothesis was accepted, and a regression model was 
aborted. For the regression models the following 
regression formula was used. 
Y '  = A 




BlX l  + B2X2 + • where 
the predicted death rate 
intercept of regression line on Y axis 
slope of the regression line 
known value of the independent variable 
This procedure was used to assist in the 
prediction of the phenomenon of death rate. The 
predicted death rate was a maJor focus of this 
investigation. In multiple regression analysis, the 
driver is the correlation matrix. Although the matrix 
provides an important overview of the relationship 
between the X and Y variables , the anal ysis of death 
rates is furthered by the stepwise inclusion of the 
independent variables. This stepwise ana l ysis presents 
an R squared and an F value. A summary table is 
provided in Appendix D which presents the B <slope > ,  
beta < standardized slope> , A < constant>, and the 
standard error. Again , the purpose 0£ regression in 
this pro J ect was to provide a formula which could 
predict an age- or sex-specific death rate, based upon 
the known value of the independent variables included 
in the regression odel. 
The criterion used to include an X variable in the 
regression formula was to view the effect of each X 
1 1 3 
variable on the R squared. So the i nclusion of the 
independent variable in the model was determined by its 
contribution to R squared. When the contribution of 
the X variable was not signi£icant as determined by the 
F value . those X variables were excluded from the 
�odel, and the regression formula was established at 
that point. When the F value of the f irst X variable 
was not s i gnificant at the . 05 level, the predict ive 
formula £or that Y variable was aborted and the null 
hypothesis was accepted. The correlation matrix, the 
summary table. and the regression formula £or Y '  < the 
predicted death rate ) are included in Appendix D. 
Table 26, Table 27, and Table 28 present a general 
summary 0£ the findings £or the eleven regression 
models 0£ 1960, 1970 and 1980. In these models the 
independent variables were regressed with death rates 
£or 1960 . 1970 and 1980. From these tables it can be 
seen that quality of li£e £actors were significant 
predi ctors o� death rates in f ifteen of the 
thirty -three models. In these £1£teen odels R squared 
did not exceed . 27. An R squared 0£ . 27 would mean, 
approximately 27 percent 0£ the variation in county 
death rates can be explained by county quality 0£ l 1£e 
£actors plus or inus "error". 
From Table 26 it is observed that quality 0£ l1£e 
variables were e££ective predictors 0£ death rates £or 
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TABLE 26 
1960 REGRESSION OF DEATH RATES WITH QUALITY OF LIFE FACTORS 
Include• 
R SQUARED AND POSITION OF X VARIABLES IN THE� KODEL 
y Multiple R Firat Second Third Fourth 
R Squared X X X X 
F• F• F• F•  
DRSF . 222 . os 1 . 44 NULL ACCEPTED 
DRSS . 381 . 14S X3 . 1  s . as X3 . 2  3 . 20 
DREF . 431 . 1as X3 . 3  10 . 01 X4 . 1  S . 69 X2 . 2  3 . 47 
DRF . 291 . oas 3 . 0S NULL ACCEPTED 
DRSFF . 341 . 1 16 2 . 01 NULL ACCEPTED 
DRSSF . 37S . 140 X3 . 2  S . 29 X2 . 1  4 . S3 X3 . 1  3 . 21 Xl . 2  2 . 4S 
DREFF . 2S . 06  2 . 44 NULL ACCEPTED 
DRII . 439 . 193 X3 . 1  S . 28 X3 . 2  6 . 09 X3 . 3  4 . 53 Xl . 2  3 . S8 
DRSFJI . 22 . os 1 . 94 NULL ACCEPTED 
DRSSII . S15 . 26S X3 . 2  8 . 45 X3 . 1  7 . 92 x1 . 2  6 . 4  X4 . 1  S . 4S 
DREF!I . 414 . 172 X3 . 3  7 . 48 X3 . 2  6 . 18 Xl. . 2  4 . 12 X4 . l  3 . 16 
F• F value ia aigni:f'icant at. the . OS level 0£ aigni£icanc• 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES • X 
X1 . 1• percent o:£ poverty £aa1l iea < PPF>  
Xl . 2• aedian £aaily incoa• C JIF I >  
X2 . 1• county growth < CG >  
X2 . 2• population denaity < RDEN > 
X3 . 1• ratio 0£ hoapit.al bed to population < RHB > 
X3 .2•  ratio 0£ nuraing ho•• bed• to population < RHHB > 
X3 . 3• ratio 0£ l icenaed phyaiciana to population < RLP > 
X4 . 1 • aedian education or • 0£ high acbool grada < KEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES • Y 
< DRSF> death rate £or population 65 - 74' 
< DRSS> death rate £or population 75 - 84' 
C DREF > death rate £or population 85 or over 
< DRF> death rat• £or £eaal•• 65 or over 
< DRSFF> death rate £or £eaal• population 65 - 74 
< DRSSF> death rat• £or £•••1• population 75 - 84 
C DREFF > death rat.• £or £eaal• population 85 or over 
< DRII > death rate £or aalea 65 or over 
< DRSF!I > death rat.• £or aal• population 65 - 74 
< DRSSK > death rate £or aale population 75 - ... 
< DREFII > death rate £or aal• population 85 or over 
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TOLE 27 
1970 RECRESSIOJf OF DEATH RATES WITH QUALITY OF LIFE FACTORS 
Include• 
R SQUARED AXD POSITIOJf OF X VARIABLES IJf THE' KODEL 
















. 1 10 
. 200 
F• F• 
1 . 71 
3 . 0S 
u . 1  a . u  x1 . 2  s . 67 
F•  F•  
MULL ACCEPTED 
JfULL ACCEPTED 
X3 . 3  4 . 18 X3 . 2  3 . 4� 
ORF . 444 
DRSFF . 399 
DRSSF . 333 









ORJI . 400 
DRSFK . 360 
DRSSK . 344 
DREFJI . s1a 
X3 . 1  4 . 24 X2 . 2  3 . 36  
2 . S9 
3 . 0S  
x1 . 2  3 . 27 X2 . 1  2 . 63 
XUU. ACCEPTED 
x1 . 1  10 . 01 x2 . 1  6 . 1 1 
JfUU. ACCEPTED 
X3 . 2  S . 12 X3 . 3  4 . 3  
F •  F value i a  aigni£1cant a t  the . OS  level 0£ a1gni£icance 
vhere X variable• are l i ated 
INDEPENDElfT VARIABLES • X 
X1 . 1 • percent 0£ poverty £aa1 11  .. < PPF > 
Xl . 2• aedtan £aaily  1ncoae < KFI > 
X2 . 1 • county 9rovth < CC >  
X2 . 2• population denaity C RDEJf > 
X3 . 1 •  ratio 0£ hoapital bed to population < RHB > 
X3 . 2• ratio 0£ nurain9 hoae eda to population < RMHB > 
X3 . 3• ratio o£ • l icenaed phya1ciana to population < RLP > 
X4 . 1 • aed1an education or - 0£ high achool grade < K£L , 
DEPEHDEHT VARIABLES • Y 
< DRSF > death rate £or popul ation 6S - 74 
< DRSS> death rate £or population 75 - a• 
< DREF> death rate £or population as or over 
< DRF > death rate £or £aaalea 6S or over 
< DRSFF > death rate £or £-a la population 6S - 74 
< DRSSF> death rate £or £eaale population 75 - 84 
< DR£FF > death rate £or £eaal e  popu lation 85 or over 
< ORK> death rate £or aalea 6S or over · 
< DRSFK > death rate £or •ale population 6S - 74 
< DRSSK > death rate £or aale popul ation 7S - 84 
< DREFM > death rate £or •ale popul ation as or over 
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TABLE 28 
1960 REGRESSION OF DEATH RATES WITH QUALITY OF LIFE FACTORS 
Include• 
R SQUARED AKD POSITIOX OF X VARIABLES IN TH£ MODEL 
y llulti.ple R Fi.rat Second Thi. rd Fourth 
R Squared X X X X 
F• F• F• F• 
DRSF . 3� . 120 1 . 99 IIULL ACCEPTED 
ORSS . soo . 2\50 x1 . 1  10 . 01 X4 . 1  6 . 14 Xl. . 2  4 . 5 x2 . 1  4 . 27 
x2 . 2  3 . 8  
OREF . 260 . 07 2 . 91 NULL ACCEPTED 
DRF . 41 0  . 160 x1 . 1  6 . 19 X4 . 1  3 . 72 x2 . 1  2 . 66 Xl. . 2  2 . 30 
ORSFF . 320 . 10 3 . 68  NULL ACCEPTED 
DRSSF . 450 . 200 X1 . 1  5 . 23 x2 . 1  3 . 18 Xl. . 2  2 . 77 X4 . l  2 . 88 
DREFF . 310 . 100 x1 . 1  5 . 72 X3 . 2  3 . 18 
DRll . 430 . 185 X3 . 2  3 . 60 X1 . 1  3 . 02 
DRSFll . 250 . 06 0 . 45 
X3 . 3  3 . 21 Xl .2 2 . 89 
NULL ACCEPTED 
DRSSM . 480 . 230 Xl . 1  5 . 88 X3 . 3  4 . 92 
DREFll . 230 . 05 1 . 45 
F• F value ia a1gni£1cant at th• . 05 
Where X vari.abl .. are 1li.ated 
IXOEPEMDENT VARIABLES • X 
X4 . 1  4 . 25 X3 . 2  3 . 42 
NULL ACCEPTED 
level 0£ aigni£ 1canc• 
Xl. . 1 • percent 0£ poverty £aai. l i•• C PPF > 
Xl. . 2• aedian £aai ly 1nco•• < llFI > 
X2 . l.• county growth < CG >  
X2 . 2• population denaity < RDEH > 
X3 . 1 • ratio 0£ hoapital bed to popul ation < RHB> 
X3 . 2• ratio 0£ nuraing ho•• bed• to population < RNHB > 
X3 . 3• ratio 0£ licenaed phyaiciana to population < RLP > 
X4 . 1 •  aedian education or • o£ high achool grada < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES • Y 
< DRSF> death rate £or population 6\5 - 74 
C DRSS> death rat• £or population 75 - 84 
< OREF > death rat• £or population 85 or over 
< ORF > death rat• £or £eaalea 65 or over 
< DRSFF > death rate £or £eaal• population 65 - 74 
< ORSSF > death rat• £or £eaale populati on 75 - 84 
< OREFF> death rate £or £eaal• population 85 or over 
< ORK > death rate £or aal•• 65 or over 
< DRSFK > death rate £or aale population 65 - 74 
< DRSSK > death rate £or aala population 75 - 84 
< DREFK > death rate £or ••l• popu lati on 85 or over 
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six age and sex groups. These groups were; the 
populat ion 75-84, population 85 and older, £e a l es 
75-84, males, males 75-84, and mal es 85 and o lder in 
1960. The quality 0£ li£e variab l e  wh ich appeared £irst 
and most frequently in these models was X3, or hea l th 
technology. 
From Table 27 it is observed that qual ity 0£ li£e 
variabl es were e£fective predictors of death rates £or 
three 0£ the eleven models at the acceptable leve l  0£ 
si gni£icance. A l l independent variables were 
represented in these three mode ls. 
From Table 28 it is observed that quality 0£ life 
variables were e££ective predictors 0£ death rates £or 
the population 75-84, females, £emal es 75-84, females 
85 and over, males, and ales 75-84. 
To demonstrate the use of the regressi on formula 
£or the prediction of death rates, an example is 
presented. This example is £or females, age 75 to 84, 
in Brookings County in 1980. T h i s  exa ple demonstrates 
how a death rate is predicted when the value 0£ X, or 
the independent variable, is known. Re£er to Appendix 
D for the correlation atrix and su ary tab le £or 
DRSSF £or 1980. Here the va lue 0£ A and B £or the X 
inc l usions are presented. The standard error included , 
was obtained £ro the stepwi se data ana lysis at the 
point where the incl usion 0£ l ast X was deter ined by 
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the signi£1cant F value. In this example the death rate 
for £emales 75 -84 years of age DRSSF is considered. The 
following X values are known £or BrooKings County £or 
1980, and can be substituted into the regression 
formula £or the predicted death rate. A substitution of 
the X values £or Brookings County into the theoretical 
regression £ormula is shown below. 
Y ' = A +  B l X l  + B2X2 + B3X3 • • • •  � Error 
� Independent Variable Brookinqs Co. 
-1. 34 X l . l % 0£ poverty fami l i es 9. 0 
. 70 X2. 1 County Growth 9. 8 
- . 013 X l . 2  median famil y income 17, 225 
1. 30 X4. 1 percent of h s graduates 74. 6 
. 38 X2. 2 population density 30. 42 
- . 60 X3. 2 ratio of nursing home beds 8. 79 
Total = 
Error = �30. 63 A =  180. 78 
Y'=180. 78 + <-125. 88) �30. 63 
Y ' = 55. 72 � 30. 63 or from 25. 09 to 80. 81 
Values 
= -12. 06 
= 6. 80 
=-223. 95 
= 96. 98 
= 11. 56 
= -5. 27 
-125. 88 
When the above independent variables values, X values 
for Brookings County for 1980, were substituted into 
this £or ula the calculated death rate £or £e ales 75 -
84, in Brookings County is 55. 72. From this va lue the 
standard error is added and subtracted. That is to say, 
based upon the known value of the independent variables 
in the regression equation £or DRSSF in South Dakota in 
1980 , one would expect the death rate for fe ales 75 to 
84 years 0£ age in Brookings County in 1980 to fall 
within the range of 25. 09 and 80. 8 1. Based on the alpha 
level of . 05 one would expect that 95 ti es out of 100 
a death rate would range fro 25. 09 and 80. 81 when the 
X values are the sa e as those in Brookings County 
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South Dakota in 1980. The actual death rate for females 
75- 84 years for Brookings County in 1980 was 43. 72. 
This result falls within the area predicted by the 
regression £ormula. 
Tables 26, 27, and 28 present the X var iables £or 
Y '  <predicted death rates > for 1960 , 1970 and 1980. 
It is important to note when interpreting these tables, 
the regression line is specific for the year under 
study, and to interchange values from one odel to 
another is not appropriate. Given the values 0£ X £or 
1960, 1970 or 1980 , a death rate for a specific age 
or sex group can be predicted £or fifteen of the 
thirty -three models. The eighteen models which cannot 
be predicted are represented by age or sex groups where 
the null hypothesis was accepted. Predictions can be 
made £or all counties in those years when the values 0£ 
X for those years are known. Again , this odel can be 
used in all situations except where the null hypothesis 
was accepted. < See Tables 26 , 27 , and 28> . 
To expedite the findings of this study in a 
logical and ayate atic anner , the research question , 
the study , the null , and the research hypotneses are 
stated. The study results are sum arized 1n general 
terms. The reader is encouraged to refer to the tables 
in  this chapter and the specific regression £or ulas in 
Appendix D £or ore in£or at1on. 
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1. Research Question : Economic Variable 
Ia there a relationship between county econo ic 
£actors and death rates among South Dakotans 65. 
75 and 85 or over? 
Study Hypothesis : 
There is variation in death rates of old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon econo ic £actors. 
Null Hypothesis : <See Tables 26. 27. and 28 > 
Y � f <X> C Y  is not a function of Xl. 0 >  
I n  1960. the null was accepted for death rates for 
the following categories of age and sex groups : 
population 65-74. 
population 74-85. 
population 85 or older. 
females 65-74. 
females 75-84. 
females 85 or older. 
males 65 and older. 
•ales 65-74. 
In 1 970, the null was accepted for the following 
age and sex groups : 
population 65-74. 
population 75-84. 
females 65 and older. 
fe ales 65-74. 
fe ales 75-84. 
females 85 and over. 
nales 65-74. 
ales 75-84. 
In 1 980 , the null hypothesis was accepted for 
the following age and sex groups : 
population 65-74. 
population 85 and older. 
fe ales 65-74. 
males 65-74. 
nales 85 and older. 
Alternative Hypoth is : 
Y = f <X> < Y  is a function of X l. 0 >  
In 1960. the lternative was accepted £or tne 
following ag and ex groups : 
fe ales 75-84. 
nales 75-84. 
males 85 and older. 
In  1970, the alternative was accepted for the 
following age and sex groups : 
population 85 and older. 
ales 85 and older. 
In 1980, the alternative was accepted £or: 
population 75-84. 
£emales 65 and older. 
£emales 75-84. 
£emdles 85 or older. 
11ales 65 and older. 
males 75-84. 
Result: 
1 2 1  
Economic variable were signi£icant contributors 
to three regression aodels in 1960. In 1970, 
economic variables were aigni£icant contri butors 
to two regression models. In 1980, operationalized 
economic variables were aigni£icant contributors 
to six regression models. 
2. Research Question: Urbanization £actors 
Is there a relati onsh ip between county 
urbanization/de ographi c  £actors and death rates 
among the population 65, 75 and 85 or older? 
Study Hypothesis: 
There is variation in death rates 0£ old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon urbanization/deaographic £actors. 
Null Hypothesis: (See Tabl a 26, 27, and 28> 
Y / £ <X >  <Y ia not a £unction 0£ X2. 0 >  
In 1960, th null waa accept d £or death rates £or 




£emales 65 and older. 
females 65-74. 
£emales 75-84. 
males 65 and older. 
11ales 65 -74. 
males 75-84. 
males 85 and older. 
In 1970, th null was accepted for death rates £or 
the £ollowing cat goriea 0£ age and sex 
groups: 
population 65-74. 
population 75-84 . 
£e ales 65 and older. 
fe ales 65-74. 
:£e11ales 75-84. 
feaales 85 and older. 
11ales 65-74. 
al a 75 and older. 
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In 1980, the null was accepted for death rates for 
the following categories of age and sex groups: 
population 65 - 74. 
population 85 and older . 
females 65 -74. 
females 85 and older. 
males 65-74. 
males 75-84 . 
males 85 and older. 
A l ternative Hypothesis : 
Y = f < X> C Y  is a function of X2. 0> 
In 1960, the alternative was accepted for the 
following age and sex groups : 
population 75-84. 
females 65 and older. 
•ales 65 and older. 
In 1970, the alternative was accepted for the 
following age and sex groups : 
population 85 and older. 
•ales 65 and older. 
males 85 and older. 
In 1980, the alternative was accepted £or the 
following age and sex groups: 
population 75-84. 
population 85 and old r .  
feaales 65 and ol der 
f aales 75-84. 
nales 65 and ol der. 
Result: 
In 1960 operationalized urbanization variables 
were significant contributors to three models. In 
1970, these variab les were significant 
contributors to three regression odels, and in 
1980 these urbanization variables figured into 
five of the six significant regression models. 
3. Research Question: Health Technol ogy 
Ia there a relationship between county health 
technology/a die l resources, and death rates 
a ong the population 65, 75 and 85 or older? 
Study Hypothesis: 
There is variation in death rates 0£ old people in 
South Dakota counties and this variation is 
dependent upon health technology/aedical £actors. 
Null Hypothesis : < See Tables 26, 27, and 28 > 
Y ./ £ < X> C Y  is not a £unction 0£ X3. 0> 
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In 1960, the null was accepted f or death rates £or 
the following categories of age and sex 
groups : 
population 65-74 . 
females 65 and older. 
£emales 65-74. 
females 85 and older. 
11al es 65-74. 
In 1970, the null was accepted £or the following 
age and sex groups. 
population 65 -75 . 
population 75-84. 
females 65 and older. 
fe  ales 65-74 . 
female.a 75-84 . 
females 85 and older. 
11ales 65-74. 
males 75-84. 
In 1980, the null was accepted £or death rates £or 
the following categories 0£ age and sex groups : 
population 65-74. 
population 75-84. 
population 85 and older . 
femal es 65 and older. 
£emales 65-74. 
mal es 65-74. 
nal es 85 and old r. 
Alternativ 
Y = £ < X >  
Hypothesis : 
<Y is a £unction 0£ X3 . 0> 
In 1960, the alternative was accepted for the 
£ollowing age and sex groups: 
population 75-84. 
population 85 and older. 
f e  al es 75-84. 
nal ea 65 and older 
mal a 75-84. 
nal ea 85 and older. 
In 1970, the alternativ was accepted for the 
£ollowing age and sex group : 
population 85 and older. 
nal ea 65 and old r. 
aal es 85 and older. 
In 1980, the alternative was accepted for the 
following age and sex groups : 
Result : 
:females 75-84. 
fe ales 85 and older. 
males 65 and over. 
•ales 75-84. 
Operational ized health technology variables varied 
in the tudy years. In 1960, health technology was 
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incl uded in al l six 0£ the signi£icant regression 
equations. I n  1 970 . these variables were inc luded 
in al l three 0£ signi£icant regression models. 
In 1 980 . the health technology variab l  a were 
incl uded �n £our 0£ the si x aigni£ icant odela. 
4. Research Quest ion :  Educat ional £actors 
Is  there a relationship between county education 
level and death rates aaong the popul ation 65 . 75 
and 85 or older? 
Study Hypothe is : 
There is variation i n  death rates 0£ old people in 
South Dakota counties and thia variation ia 
dependent upon county educational l vel. 
Nul l Hypothesis : < See Tab les 26 . 27 . and 28 ) 
Y _; £ < X >  < Y  is not a £unction 0£ X4 . 0) 
In 1 960 . the nul l wa accepted £or the 
£ol low i ng categories 0£ age and aex groups : 
population 65 - 74. 
popul ation 75-84 . 
£emales 65 and older. 
£ aales 65- 74 . 
£emales 75- 84 . 
£eaales 85 and older . 
aal a 65 and older. 
aalaa 65 - 74 . 
aalea 85 and older . 
In 1 970 . the nul l waa accepted £or death rates £or 
the £ol low ing categorie 0£ age and sex groups : 
population 65 -74 . 
popul ation 75 -84�  
£eaales 65  and older 
£e ales 65 - 74 . 
£e ales 75- 84. 
£emales 85 and older. 
males 65 and older 
aales 65- 74 . 
males 75 - 84. 
aal s 85 and old r .  
In 1 980 . the null was accepted £or death rates £or 
the £ol lowing categori s 0£ age and sex 
group : 
popul t ion 6S -74 . 
popul ation 75 - 84. 
popul ation 85 and ol der. 
£eaales 65- 74 . 
£eaalea 85 and older. 
aales 65 and ol der . 
males 65 - 74 . 
aalea 85 and ol der . 
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A lternative Hypothesis: 
Y = £ C X >  <Y is a £unction 0£ X4. 0 )  
In 1960, the alternative was accepted £or the 
£ol lowing age and sex groups: 
population 85 and ol de�. 
males 75-84. 
males 85 and ol der . 
In 1970, the alternative was accepted £or the 
£ol lowing age and sex group: 
population 85 or ol der. 
In 1980, the alternative was accepted £or the 
£ol lowing age and sex groups: 
population 75-84. 




This operationalized variable £or education was 
not included in as any models as the previous 
variables. It is interesting to note there is 
little consistency between the years with respect 
to the age and aex group where this variable was 
signi£icant to the regression equation. It was 
included in three 0£ the six aigni£icant odels in 
1960, one 0£ the three igni£icant aodels in 1970 
and £our 0£ the ix aign1£icant aodel s  in 1980 . 
Summary 
A death rate was computed £or each age and sex 
group in each county. These rates were then run 
as a composite for a speci£1c age or sex group in 1960, 
1970 or 1980 and regressed with the operationalized 
independent variables £or that sa e year. Multiple 
regression analysis was used to account £or the 
variability 0£ death rate (dependent variable ) as it 
ight be associated with the variability 0£ quality 0£ 
li£e/ odern 1zation (independent> variables. This 
process allowed £or the testing 0£ ul tiple e££ects 
by assessing the relative iaportance 0£ each 
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independent variable as it was added or deleted. The 
results demonstrated that there is wide variation in 
the death rates of older people in South Dakota. A 
relationship between quality of life factors and death 
rates was found to be significant in fifteen 0£ the 
thirty-three age and sex groups studied. This means in 
fifteen of the mode ls, given a specific value of 
certain quality 0£ life £actors, one can predict a 
death  rate £or a specific group 0£ older people for a 
county in the year where values of the independent 
variables are known. The standard error £or the 
prediction is high in those age and sex groups where 
the variation in death rates is great. In spite of 
this limitation, the prediction is better than chance, 
which is a death rate range of O to 1, 000. Study 
results are reported in Tables 26, 27, and 28 , and 
Appendix D. 
The implications and conclusions of this 
investigation follow in Chapter VI. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI ONS 
The maJor question posed in this investigation 
asks. "is there a relationship between quality of life 
f actors and death rates of older South Dakotans? .. It 
was hypothesized that a change in county quality 0£ 
life f actors would change the county age- and 
sex-specific death rate of the population 65 and 
older. The framework which supported this investigation 
was the modernization perspective. From this 
perspective three aJor sociological theories were 
£ound to be supportive to the framework 0£ this 
study. The independent variables. referred to as 
quality of life variables , were supported by Aging and 
Modernization Theory of Cowgill. The dependent 
variable . referred to as age- sex-specific death rate , 
was supported by Transition Theory of Zopf and 
Epidemological Transition Theory of O ran. 
In this chapter the contribution 0£ the study ' s  
theoretical model is highlighted. This is followed by 
the study ' s  aJor f indings, presented by obJ ective. 
I plications of the research, li itations 0£ the study, 
and suggestions £or £urther study are then addressed. 
Summary - Theoretical Model 
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Chapter I II provided the general theoretical 
orientation which became the basis of the conceptual 
framework. This framework is used to interpret the 
association between quality of life factors and death 
rates 0£ older people. The theoretical propositions 
which were supported by this investigation were: 
1.  Death rates are a critical variable in 
population change related to modernization. 
The descriptive findings 0£ this study confirmed an 
increase in the number and percent of older South 
Dakotans. It was seen that the rate of death had 
decreased in all age and sex groups studied from 1960 
to 1980. Because the death rate among older people has 
decreased the number and percent of older people have 
increased in South Dakota fro 1960 to 1980. 
2. Modernization has effected age- and 
sex -specific death rates. 
In the literature review, modernization was considered 
to be influential in the increased economic income and 
educational level 0£ the population. The descriptive 
findings of this study substantiated the increase in 
economic income, and educational achieve ent of the 
county populations fro 1960 to 1980. During this ti e 
the death rates for the population 65 and older had 
decreased. This leads one to believe that modernization 
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has influenced age- and sex-specific death rates in 
South Dakota. 
3. Theoretical concepts 0£ quality of l i fe £rom 
aging and modernization theory are associated 
with the theoretical concept of death rate 
from transition theory. 
In th is  study the quality of li£e concepts £rom aging 
and modernization theory were operationalized at the 
county level, and were found to be associated wi th age­
and sex-specific death rates in fifteen of the 
thi rty-three regression models tested. 
4. The empirical observation of age- and sex­
specific death rates are associ ated with 
quality of life factors. 
The study findings conf irmed that moderni zation £actors 
were related to death rates in fifteen of the 
thirty-three regression models tested in this study. 
Although the relationship was not strong , the model did 
provide an explanation which was better than chance. 
5. The independent variables and dependent 
variables are operationalized expressions 0£ 
abstract concepts. 
In this study the abstract concepts 0£ econo ics, 
health technology, urbanization, and education were 
operationalized at the county level. These 
operationalized variables were tested as county aedian 
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family income, percent of poverty families, ratio of 
hospital beds, nursing home beds and licensed 
physicians to county population, population density and 
county growth and decline, and county adult education 
level. Death rates were operationalized as age- and 
sex -specific death rates £or the South Dakota 
population 65 years of age and older in 1960, 1970 and 
1980. 
6. The association between quality 0£ life £actors 
and death rates for the older population 0£ 
South Dakota counties can be exa ined. 
In this study the association between these 
operationalized variables were tested through the use 
of multiple regression analysis. For purposes of 
examination these data were also presented in a 
descripti ve manner and are found in Chapter V. 
Summary QY. Ob1ective 
Ob1ective �: To analyze age- sex -specific death 
rates £or the population 65 years or older in 1960 , 
1 970 and 1980 in South Dakota with respect to: 
a. County ed ian fam ily inco e. 
b. Percent 0£ county poverty fa ilies. 
It was hypothesized that econo ic technology could 
be operationalized at the county level using these 
econo ic variables. The percent of poverty fa ilies was 
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a new category in the 1970 census, this variable was 
used in only the 1970 and 1980 analysis. When the 
composite 0£ these variables was entered into a 
regression equation with age- and sex-specific death 
rates, the economic variable was £ound to be a 
significant contributor to death rates in £ourteen 0£ 
the £i£teen significant models. Although the 
significant models do not explain a large portion 0£ 
the variation, it is interesting to note that econo ic 
£actors contributed in this way to these age and sex 
models for 1960 , 1970 and 1980. 
Ob1ective �: To analyze age- and sex-speci£ic 
death rates £or the population 65 years of age or older 
in 1960, 1970 and 1980 in South Dakota with respect to: 
a. Growth and decline counties. 
b. Population density. 
It was hypothesized that urbanization could be 
operationalized at the county level using these 
demographic variables. When these variables were 
entered into the regression odel with other 
independent variables and death rates, it contributed 
to eight 0£ the £ 1 £ teen s1gn i £ icant age and sex odels 
£or 1960, 1970 and 1980. This observation should be 
studied to deter ine the relationsh ip and direction 
between death rates, population density, and county 
growth £actors. 
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Ob1ective �: To analyze age- and sex-specific 
death rates for the population 65 or older in 1960, 
1970 and 1980 , in South Dakota with respect to: 
a. Ratio of hospital beds to county population. 
b. Ratio of nursing home beds to county 
population. 
c. Ratio of licensed physicians to county 
population. 
It was hypothesized that health technology could 
be operationalized at the county level using these 
health resource and health manpower variables. When 
these operationalized variables were entered into the 
regression model they were found to be significant 
contributors to twelve of the fifteen significant 
aodels. This variable's occurrence in odels was less 
pronounced in 1980 than in 1960 or 1970 < See Tables 16, 
17 , and 28 ) .  One ight question why the relationship 
between health technology and death rates was less in 
1980. A process of investigation which would validate 
this observation and elicit the direction of this 
relationship see s in order. 
Ob1ective �= To analyze age- and sex-specific 
death rates for the population 65 and older in 1960 , 
1970 and 1980 in South Dakota with respect to county 
nedian education level. 
It was hypothesized that education level could be 
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operationalized at the county level using the med i an 
county education level £or the county population 25 or 
older. This worked well £or 1 960 and 1970. In 1980, the 
census definition changed to include the percent 0£ the 
population 25 and over who had completed high school. 
Since the regression models were separate £or these 
years it was appropriate to use these data. When this 
operationalized variable was entered into the 
regression model it contributed less than the others in 
the regression equation. Education was found to be a 
significant contributor to seven of the fifteen age and 
sex models £or 1960, 1970 and 1980. Agai n ,  the 
relationship and direction of this observation should 
be examined by both descriptive and inferential 
studies. A review of the literature, confirmed the 
relationship between educational attain ent and death 
rates in the general population. Further study is 
needed with respect to educational achievement and 
death rates 0£ the older population. 
Discussion: 
From the regression odels i t  was £ound that knowledge 
0£ the quality 0£ 11£e £actors would allow one to 
predict a range £or age- and sex - speci£ic death rates 
0£ the older South Dakotans in £i£teen 0£ the thirty 
three odels. The explained variation in the 
relationship between quality 0£ life £actors and death 
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rates was small. It is important to note that £actors 
referred to in study limitations ay have increased 
the variation within the groups 0£ both dependent and 
independent variables. Perhaps the level 0£ analysis, 
the county, was much less accurate than the individual 
analysis of quality 0£ life £actors would have been. 
Yet the use 0£ county economic, demographic, medical 
resources, and education level and age- and 
sex-specific death rate did provide fifteen models £ro 
wh ich death rates could be predi cted when county 
quali ty of life £actors were known. It is interesting 
to note there is little continuity between the years 0£ 
quality of life £actors and death rates. It does see 
that economic £actors and death rates provided the 
greatest consistency. This variable entered first in 
most of the sign if icant age and sex models. This 
observation most assuredly merits £urtner 
investigation. 
Impli cations 
In this investigation epide iological trans ition 
and odernization and aging theories were tested. A 
relationship was £ound to exist in £i£teen 0£ the 
thirty-three odels exa ined. The testing 0£ other 
theories which relate quality 0£ l i£e £actors to 
pre ature death should be initiated and shared. 
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Increased li£e expectancy insures growing numbers 
0£ old people. A decreased death rate among the older 
population likewise can insure increased numbers 0£ 
older people. A n  important observation is an increase 
in the number and percent of old people in South 
Dakota. An analysis of the population pro£ile, the 
rate of death as compared to other states end 
communities, should aid in proJecting and planning £or 
anticipated needs 0£ this age group. 
An economic i plication 0£ this observation is 
that many older people are on fixed inco es. 
Consequently, an increase in taxes to support community 
programs to improve health and social services to the 
elderly, hits the hardest. The elderly spend less on 
goods, so any businesses in s all rural towns, heav i ly 
populated by old people, £ind it di££icult to operate a 
profitable business. Hence, any businesses cannot 
a££ord to operate in s all rural co unities. This 
creates an additional proble £or the rural elderly who 
then rely upon some £or 0£ transportation £or 
obtaining both goods and services � such as edical 
services not ava1lable in their s all rural town. 
In any rural co unities the church has been and 
cont1nues to play an i portent role i n  the life 0£ the 
older person. As the population ages � the support1ve 
role 0£ the church must also change. There 1 s  a need 
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for i ncrea sed visitation in hospitals , l ong term care 
budgets may be strained, as the composition of 
pa rishioners is a l tered from those with fluctuating to 
f i xed i ncomes. Likewise, church programs must be 
evalu a ted and altered to address the changing needs of 
an older congregation. The sacraments of marriage and 
baptisms a re often instituted less than the sacrament 
for burial of the dead . 
Hospital and medical facilities a re often lacking 
in many rural communities. This necessitates an 
increased need for transportation to such facilities. 
The recent federal prospective pay policy adopted for 
medica re patients has meant earlier discharge from 
hospitals. For many old people this has meant earlier 
discha rge from hospitals. This in turn can further 
complicate the need for transportation for medical 
fol low- u p , as well as, an increased need for home care. 
In many of the s all rural communities the 
dependency ratio < young and old ) is high. It does 
appear that  a greater amount of the tax money is spent 
on programs £or the young, or on the lower end of the 
dependency ratio. This observation may be explained by 
the lowered social status of Aging and Modernization 
Theory. Another i plication of the age and sex 
distribution of older people, is the increased nu bers 
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of older women. Research literature indicates these are 
the poorest in the rural area. In some South Dakota 
counties ,  women 85 or older constituted over 74 percent 
of persons in that age group. In rural areas , most 
older women live in their own homes. It would seem they 
have need £or many services such as health , home care , 
transportation , housing and supplemental assistance £or 
food and fuel. Many older people are not aware of 
federal programs and many do not understand the process 
and procedures for applying for these resources. 
George Rosen once said the first principle of 
public health work is 1 1 to begin with people where they 
are and the situation as it is" ".  With respect to the 
older people in South Dakota the " situation as it is" 
seems to be: 
1 .  The death rate among older people in South 
Dakota is decreasing. 
2. The number and percent of older people in South 
Dakota is increasing. 
3. The death rate is higher £or en than wo en. 
4. In some counties over 70 percent 0£ the people 
85 or older were wo en. 
5. There is a relationship between quality 0£ l1£e 
£actors and death rates. 
G .  In general old wo en have the lowest income. 
7. Most deaths are due to chronic disease. 
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8. Many older people have chronic diseases and 
disabilities. and are the greatest users 0£ health care 
services. 
9. Rural areas £requently have more di££iculty in 
the delivery 0£ health services with respect to 
housing, transportation and £ewer medical services. 
1 0. Current governmental programs £or health care 
delivery have created problems £or the rural hospital 
and long term care facility. This compounds the problem 
£or many older people living in rural areas . 
11. When programs £or old people are designed and 
implemented it is o£ten without input or consultation 
£rem the old person. It is o£ten a top down, 
paternalistic a p proach. Often programs designed £or 
one situation/group are instituted in another, without 
consideration £or the di££erent situation and different 
needs. In South Dakota diversity is a reality. 
The purpose of investigations such as this, should 
provide knowledge 1 1 0£ the situation as it is••. Fro 
these understandings planning ; which is ultilateral, 
involving people and com unities, assuring that 
technology to achieve valued social goals and equitable 
distribution 0£ the societal resources ; be undertaken . 
To supply every type of progra designed to eet 
the needs 0£ older people is i possible. There 
are li ited £ in anc i a l  and social resources. The key 1.s  
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to determine where the needs are greatest. Once these 
needs are identi£ied, then the resources 0£ the older 
people themsel ves should be sought to assist in the 
development 0£ economic and health policies, as well 
as, the implementation 0£ community programs to improve 
quality 0£ li£e. 
L i m itations 
A ma J or limitation 0£ this study was the small 
amount 0£ research in th is area. A theory which 
supports death rate and qual ity 0£ li£e £actors at a 
macro-level was not readily a v a i l a b l e. There was no 
theoretical £ramework speci£ic to this topic. One was 
developed and it is hoped this will be use£ul to future 
studies in this area. 
Comparable data £or the decennial years 0£ 1960, 
1 970 and 1980 with respect to economic and educat ional 
var iables made comparability 0£ the study data li ited 
to the speci£ic years 0£ 1960, 1 970 or 1980. 
The use 0£ sa ple data £ro the census is, 0£ 
course , sub J ect to sampl1ng error . 
The county as a unit 0£ analysis ay be questioned 
as people who live in one county may use services in 
another. 
So e count1es do have res 1denta who are eligible 
£or and do receive services £ro the £ederal agenc ies. 
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These agencies were excluded £rom the study. 
The years under study were 1960, 1970 and 
1980. The e££ect 0£ the economy upon median family 
i ncome and percent 0£ poverty families did not exist in 
1960, and the county education level changed £rom 
�edian years 0£ school completed in 1960 and 1970 to 
percent 0£ people completing high school in 1980. 
The independent variables in this study were 
operationalized as macro-variables at the county 
level. There can be wide variation in the county. 
Ideally, i£ every death was reviewed to determine 
the quality 0£ life variables associated with it, the 
study would have greater credibility. 
Death rates were computed on a per 1, 000 
population £or comparison. In some counties with a 
small elderly population a loss 0£ one of two people 
over 85 can mean a death rate of 500 per 1, 000. 
Recommendations 
Throughout the study several references were made 
to the transition fro odern/ industrial to 
post- odern/post-industrial society. Countries which 
could be classified as Zop£ ' s stage 7 <where birth 
rates are less than death rates ) should be ore closely 
exa ined with respect to post- odernization factors. 
Although developed for nations , Zopf ' s  theory ay 
provide a useful framework for further demographic 
studies in South Dakota. 
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Research, the nature of this study, should be 
imp lemented in other states and the region, so that 
measures could be employed to prevent premature deaths, 
as well as, to and support persons and their families 
with adJustments to the chronic disease and the dying 
process. 
Current 1984 and 1985, quality of life and death 
rate data should be reviewed in this same context to 
determine trends with respect to current modernization 
factors and death rates. 
This study should be advanced to determine the 
direction of the relationship of quality of life 
factors and death rates for these study years. 
So that preventive and restorative programs can 
increase independent functions of older people, 
research is needed which is sensitive to various 
cultural differences in old people and this research 
should be translated into programs at the local level. 
The leading causes 0£ death are chronic d1sease and 
these are lifestyle induced. Research which is directed 
toward lifestyle change is needed. 
More quantitative and qualitat1ve research with 
respect to age- and sex-specific death rates is 
needed. These findings could then be translated into 
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policies which are more sensitive to old people. From 
quantitative research, discoveries of the nature and 
extent of age-. sex-, and cause-specific deaths can be 
documented. 
Oualitative research is needed to determine how 
older people perceive their needs, and the type of 
social support needed to meet these needs. 
Research which provides information to societal 
planners associated with population aging and scarce 
resources is needed. 
Research which is sensitive to the di££ering needs 
of old people ; those 65, 75. and 85 or older - urban 
versus rural dwellers - those with high versus those 
with low incomes - those with high versus those with 
l ittle education and those with di£ferent life 
experiences ; should be studied. 
Finally. research which takes into consideration 
the special and different needs of sub-groups of older 
people based on age, sex, urban-rural, inco e, and 
education is critical. This research should be 
consistently updated and then trans lated and 
i plemented into public policy. 
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A PPEND I X  A 
AGE AND SEX - D I STRI BU TI O N  O F  OLD ER SO U TH D AKOTANS 
1 960 , 1 970 AND 1 980 
The data wh ich fol l ow provi de i n£ormat i on £or each 
0£ the South Dakota Counties £or 1 960 , 1 970 and 
1 980. These data represent both the number and · percent 
0£ ma les and £emales by county . These data are £or the 
county popu l ation 65 and ol der and 85 and o l der . 
In£or•at i on in thi s  report was obta i ned £rem the 
Bureau  0£ the Census £or the years 1 960, 1 970 and 
1 980. 
The fol l ow i ng symbo l s  are used 1 n  the tab l es and 
chart s : 
TO T POP 
65 = >  
M 65 = >  
F 65 = >  
85 = >  
" 
: TOTAL PO PULATI O N  
6 5  YEARS O F  AGE A N D  OLDER 
MALES 65 YEARS O F  A GE AND OVER 
: FEMALES 65 YEARS O F  A GE AND OVER 
85 YEARS O F  AGE AND OLDER 
PERCENT OF  POPULA TI ON AS DES I GNATED 
,cS5 = > 0 F  65 = > : PERCEN T  O F  PO PUL A TI ON 65 AND OVER 
THAT I S  85 AND OVER 
) 
U . S . A  
I O J  POP 65= >  H 65= > r 65= > 85= > H 85 = > r 85= > 
1 960 1 79 .  323 . 1 75 1 6 . 559 . 580 7 , 501 , 09 7  9 , 056 , •1 8 ]  929 , 252 362 , 2 76 556 , 9 76 
1 9 70 20 l , 2 1 2  , 8 1 7  20 , 1 0  I ,  8 7 11 8 , '8 3 1  , 6 30 1 1 .  66 11 ,  2te •1 1 , 5 10 , 90 1  5'8 2 ,  3 79 968 , 522 
1 980 226 , 51f5 , 805 25 • 51,9 ,  1, 21  I O •  JOlf • 9 1 5 1 5 , 2.,,1 , 5 1 2 2 .  2,,0 . 06 1  68 1 , 525  1 , 558 , 5., 2 85= >/65=>  
PC ftC:l N I  PCHCEHJ PCRCC H J  PE HCENT  PCRCENT PERCC N T  PCRC C N T  
1 960 9 1, 5 55 1 39  60 6 
1 9 10 I O  •12 58 I 36 61f 8 
1 980 1 1  ,,o 60 1 30 10 9 
SOU Ht l)Al(O f A 
TO I  POP 65-= >  H 65=>  f ·65:: > 85= > H 85= >  r 85= > 
1 960 680, 5 l 1f 7 1 , 5 1 1  3 5 , 602 3 5 , 906 ., , oa, 1  1 , 8 39 2 , 208  
1 9 70 665 , 507  60 , 2611 36 , talt 7  ta l , 8 1 7  6 , 860 2 , 86 1  l , 99 3  
1 980 690 , 768 9 1 , 0 19 3 8 , 1165 52, 5511 1 0 , a,27  3 ,  a, 3 1 6 , 99� 85= >/65= > 
PE RCCN I  PERCCHT P£RCCN T  PE RCENT PERCEN T  PERCCN T  PCRCCNl  
1 960 1 1  50 50 I a,5 55 6 
1 9 70 1 2  lt5 55 I ,,2 58 9 
1 980 1 l  lt2. 58 2 l l  6 7  1 1  
AURORA 
1 0 1  POP 65=>  H 65= >  f 65= >  85= >  H 85= >  r 85= > 
1 960 .. .  71f9 6 llf 306 ]28 ''° 1 9  2 1  
1 9 70 .. .  1 8 3  5 1 '1 2'> 1 3 1 7  62 29 J l  
1980 l , 628 650 275 l 7 5  9 1  2 5  6 6  85= >/65= >  
PEnCCNl  PlRCCN I  PrRC(N 1  PE RCEN T  PERCENT  PERCENT  PCRCCH T  
1 960 l l  la8 52 1 .. 1 52 6 
1 9 70 1 .,  la5 55 1 .. 1 5 3  1 1  
1 980 1 8  11 2  58 l 27  l l  l it  
BCAOLf 
TO J  POP 65= > H 65=>  r 65:: >  85-> H 85- > r 85:: > 
1 960 2 1 .  682 2 .  l 10  1 ,  1 28 1 ,  1 82 1 1 ] 5 7  56 
1 9 10 20, 6 1 1  2 , 6 llf I ,  l l 5 1 , 519 2 3 1 I O I  1 30 
1 980 1 9 , 1 95 2 , 822 1 , 06 7  1 , 755 3 30 81t 2a,6 85= >/65= > 
PERCE N T  PCRCEN f  PC RCC N T  PERCENT PERCENT PCRCE H T  PERCENT  
1 961) I t  119 5 1  1 50 50 5 
1 9 70 I J  •12 58 1 .... 56 9 
1 980 1 5  18 62 2 25 7 5  1 2  
RC HNC T T  
I O I  POP 65=>  H 65=> r 65= > 85= >  H 85= > r 85 = >  
1 960 ) , 05 )  26 1 l It )  1 2•1 1 1  6 5 
1 9 70 3 , 088 300 1 5 1  1 •1 9  1 6 8 8 
1 980 l . 011 11 123  1 116 1 7 7 1 6  6 1 0  85= >/65= > 
PE IICC H J  PC ltC£NT  PrnCL N 1  PCRC[N f  PC RCC N J  PCRC(H l  PERCE N T  
1 960 9 51, 116  0 55 1,5 11 
1 9 10 1 0  50 50 1 50 50 5 





, o r  ror 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85= > H 05= > r 85= > 
1 960 9 . ?l9 , . 2•1 s {, 1 9  626 5 1  29 28 
1 9 10 8 , '.,7 7  I ,  1 11 I 596 71t5  I 09 lt2  61  
1 981 1  8 . 059 , • 5 1 5 660 855 I 8 11 66 1 1 8 85= >/65=> 
PCRCCN I  PC RCr'tH PCRCCNT  PCRCCNT P[RC[N T  PrnC C N T  PERCENT  
1 960 1 1  50 50 1 5 1  '•9 5 
1 9 10 16  ·• •1 56 I 39 6 1 8 
1 960 1 9  ,, 11 56 2 36 6 .. 1 2  
llllOOIC. I HGS 
I O I  POP 65 = > H 65= >  f 65= > 85=> H 85=> r 85= > 
1 %0 20 . 0•16 2 ,  0 I I 989 1 , 028 I l l 5 7  16 
1 9 /U  22 . 1 58 2 .  300 1 , 03 1 1 , 269 1 94 7 3  1 2 1  
1 980 211 ,  l l?. 2 , 605 I , 0 76 1 , 529 296 85 2 1 1 85=>/65= > 
PCtlCCN I  PCRCCNT  P[RC[HT  PERCENT  PERCENT PERCENT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 0  119 5 1  1 •u 5 1  1 
1 9 70 t o  lt5 55 1 38 62 8 
1 980 1 1  .. 1 59 I 29  7 1  1 1  
) 
UltO\JN 
JO I  POP 65= > H 65= > f 65:;;. > 85=> H 85= > f 85=>  
1 960 1•1 , I 06 l , 5 1 11 I , 651t 1 , 860 1 68 69 99 
1 9 70 36 , 920 ,, . 001 1 , 686 2 , 3 1 7  265 1 0 1  1 6la 
1 980 16 . 96?. •1 , 7 1  ,, 1 , 829 2 , 885 550 1 78 · 3 72  85=>/65=> 
PfRC(H f PE RCE NT PERCEN T PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT  PERCENT  
1 %0 IU  11 1  5 1 0 ., 1 59 5 
1 9 70 " 1, 2  58 1 38 62 1 
1 980 I J  39 6 1  1 32  68  1 2  
OICUI I 
1 0 1  ror 65= > H 65= > r 65= >  85= > H 85=> f 85= > 
1 960 6 , 1 1 9 1 1 6  1�9 359 50 2 3  2 1  
1 9 70 5 , 8 70  15'• 1 e, 1  te l l  19 30 '-9 
1 980 5 . �11 5 162 l21t 11 18 9 1  2 3  68 85= >/65= > 
P{Ref N r PfnCfN T P£RC£ N l  P £RCC NT PERCENT PERCE N T  PERCENT  
1 9(10 1 1  50 '.,O I 116 511 1 
1 9 7 1 1  1 )  1,5 55 I 18 62 1 0  
1900 1 5  la ) 5 7  2 25 75 1 2  
UIII I A I O  
I O J  POP 65 => H 65= > f 65= > 85= > H 85=> f 85=>  
1 960 I ,  511 7 IOl 52 50 5 2 l 
1 9 70 I ,  1 39 1 1 9 6 1  58 6 .. 2 
1 980 I .  795 1 0 7  52 55 1 l  ., 9 65= >/65= >  
Pf ftCf N T  P l  RCf H l  Pf llC£ N l  P £ U C£ N T  PC RCEN J  PC RC£NT  PCRCEN T  
1 960 1 5 1  1,9 0 •10 60 5 
1 9 10 1 5 1  ••9 0 6 7  l l  5 
1 980 6 11 9 5 1  1 l l  69 1 2  1--4 
0U l l £  
1 0 ,  ror 65= >  H 65= > r 65= > 85= >  H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 8 , 592 895 . 11 ] 8 lt 5 7  11 .. 25  1 9  
1 9 70 7 , 825 999 lfll ] 556 1 09 5 1  58 
1 980 8 , 1 72 1 , 1 9 1  528 663 1 62 58 1 011 85= >/65= > 
PE RC( H T  P£RCC Hl ,  PE RClH T  PCRCCNl  PCHCEN T  PE RCE N T  PC RCUH 
1 960 1 0  a, 9  5 1  1 57 lt l  5 
1 9 70 1 l  .... 56 1 11 7  53  1 1  
1 980 1 11 .... 56 2 36 611 1 11 
CAHPO( ll 
1 01 POP 65=> H 65- > r 65= >  85= > H 85= > f 85= >  
1 960 l , 5 3 1  25 1 1 2•1 1 29 I O  .. 6 
1 9 70 2 , 866 309 1 70 1 39 8 5 3 
1 980 2 , 21t l  380 1 72 208 2 1  5 1 6  85= >/65= > 
PERC( N l  PcttCEN f PC RCE H T  PERCENT  Pl ftC[NT  PCRCCN f  PE RCC H l  
1 960 1 lf9 5 1  0 •10 60 •1 
1 9 10 I I  55 a.s 0 6 3  38 l 
1 980 " a,5 55 1 21e 76 6 
CtfARLC S H I X  
JO T  POP 65= > H 65- > r 6�= > 85=> H 85= >  r 85=>  
1 960 1 1 , 785 1 ,  1 72 5 79 591 7 1  30 11 1 
1 9 70 9 , 991t 1 , 3 1 6 61t l  6 75  1 1 0 5 3 5 7  
1 980 9 , 680 1 , 507  61t l 866 1 68 5 1  1 1 7 85= >/65= >  
PCRC(H T  PCRCCH T  PCRCCHT PERCENT PCRCEHT  PERCENT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 0  lt 9  5 1  1 le2 58 6 
1 9 70 1 l  lt9 5 1  1 left 52 8 
1 980 1 6  It ]  5 7  2 30 70  1 1  
CLAHK 
1 0 1  POP 65= >  H 65= > r 65= > 85:: > H 85=> r 85= > 
1 960 7 ,  1 1•1 9 l l  508 le25 l6 211 1 2  
1 9 10 5 , 5 1 5 91, 1  l16lt .. 1 1  6 7  2 1  ltO 
1 980 •1 . 89Aa 92 1 .. I la  507 78  29  le9 85= >/65- >  
Pr ncc H T  PCRCCN T  PE RCEN T  PCRCCNT  PERCENT  PERC E N T  PERCE N T  
1 960 1 l  !>It 116 I 6 1  l l  .. 
1 9 /0 1 7  lt9 5 1 1 laO 60 7 
1 980 1 9  lf5 55 2 l 7  6 3  8 
Cl AV 
I O I  00P 6!, = > H 65= > r 65 =- >  85= > M 85 = > f 85 =- > 
1 960 1 0 , 8 10 1 ,  1 �8 55 3  (,1 15 75  29 lt6 
1 9 10 1 2 , 923  , • 1 25 lf 76 6•1 9 I OU 3 7  6 1  
1 980 1 3 , 689 1 .  ? 7 1  526 7 1, 5  1 6 1  56 1 05 8�= > /6� = > 
PC ltCr tU t'l ltCL N J  P L IIC[ H l  PL RCUH Pf RCE N T  PCRClN T PCRCC tH 
1 960 I I  11ft 52 I 19  6 1  6 
1 9 10 9 •12 58 1 3 1  6 1  9 
1 980 9 •1 I 59 1 l �  6 5  1 3  
COO I NG I ON 
l O J  l'OP 65= > H 65= > F 65= > 85= > H 85= >  f 85= > 
1 960 20 . 220 2 , 215  1 , 011 5  1 .  1 90 l lt2 67  1 5  
1 9 10 1 9 .  1 1,0 2 , 602 1 , 1 29 1 , lt 7 l  205 69 1 36 
1 980 20 , 885 2 , 9 1 2 1 � 1 52 1 , 160 356 1 02 2511 85= >/65= >  
P£nCCN 1  PCRCCNT P£RCC HT PCRCCHT  PCRCCNT  PCRCCHT  PCRCCNT  
1 9(,0 " 1, 1 5 3  1 lt 7  5 3  6 
1 9 10 1 11 lt l  5 7  ' lit 66 8 
I 9ftlt I 11 110  60  2 29 7 1  1 2  
CORSON 
TO f  POP 65= > H 65= > f 65=> 85=> H 85= > f 85=.>  
1 960 5 , 798 It l 1 2116  1 85 1 6  1 l 3 
1 9 70 lt , 9911 3911 20 1 1 9 3  1 1  1 1 0  
1 980 -; , 1 96 lt29 206 22 3 36 1 1  25  85= >/65= >  
PCRCCNl PCRClNT PCRCCNT PERCENT PERCEN T  PCRCCHT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 '; I
. 
la ]  0 8 1  1 9  It 
1970 8 5 1  a,9 0 11 1  59 .. 
1 980 8 118 5?. 1 3 1  69 8 
CUS I L R  
1 0T POP 65-::: > H 65= > f 65= > 85= > H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 11 , 906 56 1 281 280 2 3  1 3  1 0  
1 9 70 lt , 698 596 287 309 32 1 It 1 8  
1980 6 , 000 108 3 36 3 72 7 1  22 11 9  85= >/65= > 
P£ RC[H f PfRCC tH PERCCH f  PCRCCNT  PERCENT PERCENT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 1  50 50 0 5 7  lt l  .. 
19 10 1 1  ,,a 52 1 ' .... 56 5 
1980 1 2  It 1 5 1  ' 3 1  69 1 0  
OAV I USON 
TO J  POP 65= > H 65=> f 65-> 85=> H 85= > r 85= > 
1 960 1 6 , 68 1  2 ,  1 12 9 10 1 , 202 1 1t2 5 7  85 
19 70 1 1 , 1 1 9 2 , 520 995 1 , 525 286 8 7  1 99 
1980 1 1 , 820 2 , 761t I ,  011 5  1 ,  1 1 9 365 1 1 0 255 85= >/65= > 
PCHCE N f  PCHCCN T  PCRCCNT PCRCE HT PERCEN T  PCRCCNT  PCRCCNT  
19(,0 t l  lt5 55 1 tao 60 7 
1 9 '10 15 39 6 1  2 30 70 1 1  
1 900 16  38  62 2 30 10 1 3  
l>AY 
TO T  POP 65 = > H 65= > f 65=>  85=> H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 l 0 , 5 1 6 1 , 11 12 78 1 69 1 e1e l 7  lt 7  
19 70 8. 7 1  l 1 , 511 8  1 1, 1 80 1 1 1 7  It I 76 
1 960 8, 1 l l  I , 6 1 6 ,., , 869 203 78 1 25 85=>/65= > 
Pf UC( H I  P C flCl N J  P l RCE NT  Pf llCC H l  PE RCC N J  PC RCC N T  PCRCCN l  
1 960 1 1, 5 1  11 7 I 1, 11 56 6 
1 9 70 1 8  1,0 52 I 35  65 6 
1 960 20 lt6 511 2 38 62 1 3  Ul ·. 
(J) 
� 
01:U CL  
TOI  POP 65= > H 65= > f 65=>  85=> H 85= > r 85=- > 
1 960 6 , 782 827 la llt 19 1  ) If 1 9  1 5  
1 9 70 5 , 686 880 1a 1 •1 1& •16 7 l  2 7  116 
1 980 5 , 289 9116 .. ,12 50 .. 1 0 1  laO 6 1  85= >/65= >  
Pr nCC H l  PERCENT  PE RCENT  PERCENT  PE RCEN T  PERCE N T  PCRCUH 
1 960 1 2  52 i.o 1 56 .. .. •• 
1 9 70 1 5  la9  5 1  I 3 7  6 1  8 
1 980 1 8  If 7 51 2 3 7  6 3  1 1  
OCWCY 
TOI POP 65=>  H 65= >  r 65=>  85=> H 85= >  f 85=>  
1 960 5 , 257  1 111 208 1 66 1 6  8 8 
1 9 10 5 , 1 70 1100 1 9ft 206 25 1 0  1 5  
1 980 5 , l66 116 1 2 1 2  2119 25 , .. 1 1  85= >/65= > 
PERCE NT P£RCCN1 PCRCEN T  PCRCENT  PERCEN T  PERCE N T PERCENT  
1 960 1 56 Itta 0 50 50 .. 
1 9 70 8 118 5 1  0 laO 60 6 
1 980 9 •16 51t 0 56 .... 5 
DOUGLAS 
JOT POP 65= >  M 65= > f 65= > 85= >  H 85=>  r 85= > 
1 960 5 , 1 1 1  5112  266 2 16 25 1 0  1 5  
1 9 70 la , 569 667 28 .. 183  66 20 116 
1 980 It ,  1 8 1 1 •11a 32 7  .. 1 7  8 3  l it  lf 9  85= >/65=>  
P£RCC N J  PE RCCN I P£RCCN I  PERCENT  PERCENT PERCENT  PCRCCNT  
1 960 1 1  lf9 5 1  0 ltO 60 5 
1 9 70 1 5  lf l 5 1  ' JO 70  1 0  
1 980 1 8  .... 56 2 la I 59 1 1  
lOHUNOS ,( 
I O I  POP 65=>  H 65= > r 65:-: > 85= > H 85= >  f 85=>  
1 960 6 , 0 79 622 llaO 282 1 9  8 1 1  
1 9 /0  5 ,  5118 1 1 1  3 16 la0 1 5 7  2 5  3 2  
1900 5 , 1 59 951  11 1 9  5 llf 1 20 35 85 85= >/65= >  
PC RCC H J  PC RCCH J  PC RCCH J  PCRCC tH P£nC£NT PCRCCN T  PERCENT  
1 960 IO 55 11 5 0 •1 2 58 l 
1 9 70 "' If ft 52  1 .. .. 56 7 
1 980 1 8  ·• •1 56 2 29 7 1  1 3  
f All fU Vl R 
to l  ror 65 - > H 65= > f 65= > 85=>  H 85=· > f 8 5 = > 
1 %0 1 0 , 688 1 .  6 ] 11 l , Oltlt 590 98 11 9  1,9 
1 9 70 7 , 505 I .  �,9 1  9 1 1  680 1 00 .. 1 5 1  
1 980 " ·  11 19 1 , 1,50 696 751a 209 1 06 1 0 1  85-= > /65= > 
r£ RC[N I P £RCCNT  PfRCC N l  PERCE NT  Pl RCut l  PC RC[ N l  PCRCCN l  
1 960 1 5  6•1 36 1 �o 50 6 
1 9 10 2 1  5 1  •1 1 I .. , 5 1  6 




( AUl t< 
I O I  POf 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85=> H 85= > r 85= > 
1 960 lt , 19 7  525 285 21,0 2 1  1 1f  9 
1 9 70 l , 891  5 10 2f.(} JO I lf2 18  21f 
1 980 l , 12 7  591, l56 l l8 61f 30 l lf 85= >/65=>  
Pf AC CN l  PCRCl N f  PCRCCN l  PCRCEHT  P£RC[NT PERCENT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 2  51f lf6 I 6 1 l9 .. 
1 9 70 1 5  If 1 5 3  1 lf l  5 7  7 
1 980 18  If ]  57  2 .. 7 5J. 1 1  
GRAH i 1
65= > TO I  fOP H 65= >  r 65= :> 85=> H 85= > r 85= > 
1 960 9 , 9 1 3  1 , 20 ) 607 596 8ft 3 1  5 3  
1 9 10 9 , 005 I ,  3 1 1  650 1 2 1 1 3 1  5 1  80 
1 980 9 , 0 1 3  1 , lf ) l  6 1 3  820 1 79 68 1 1 1  85=>/65= > 
PC RC[N l  PfRCCN T  PCRCC H T  PCRCCNl PERCENT PERC E N T  PERCENT  
1 960 1 2  50 50 ' 3 7  6 3  7 
1 9 70 1 5  11 7 5 3  1 3 9  6 1  1 0  
1 980 1 6  lt l  5 1  2 38 62 1 2  
> 
CRI GORV 
1 0 1  POP 65=>  H 65=> F 65= >  85=> H 85=> r 85=>  
1 960 7 , 199 91,2  lt62 1180 59 3 3  2 6  
1 9 10 6 , 7 1 0 1 , 090 522 568 1 08 .. 7 6 1  
1 980 6 , 0 1 5  1 ,  1 6 )  52ta 619 1 1 1  lt5 66 85=>/65=>  
PC RCENT PCPCCHT  PERCENT PERCENT  PERCEN T  PERCENT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 l  1,9 5 1  I 56 .... 6 
1 9 70 16  11 8 52 2 .... 56 1 0  
1 9ft0 1 9  lf S  55 2 lt l  59 1 0  
ttAAkON 
1 0 f  POP 65= > H 65=> r 65= > 85=> H 85= > f 85=> 
1 960 l , lOl l l9 1 6 7  1 72 2 7  1 3  1 1f  
1 9 /U 2 , 602 l 1 l  1 58 1 55 2 7  1 5  1 2  
1 9ft0 2 .  7 911 159 1 1f9 2 1 0 110 1 2  28 85=>/65=> 
PC RCCN r  rrncu r PCRCCN f PERCENT  PERCENT PERCENT  PERCCNT  
1 9,.0 I O 1,9 5 1  I lt8 52 8 
1 9 /0  I I  50 50 1 56 lt l1 9 
1960 1 1  l1 l 50 1 30 7 0  1 1  
I IAHt l H  
1 0 T POP 65= >  H 65= > f 65::- > 85= > H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 6 , 30]  9 1 1 119 1  1, 11 6  62  26  J6 
1 9 70 5 ,  1 72 9 15 ,,52 118 ] 78  3 7  1, 1 
1 980 5 , 26 1  I ,  1 1 5 1188 62 1 1 1,0 ,, 9  9 1  85=>/65=> 
Pl RCl H 1  PfllCC N l  PC RCC N T  Pr RCCN T  PCRCCH T PERCE N T  PCRCCN T  
1 960 1 5  � 2  lt8 I 112  58  7 
1 9 /0 1 8  1, 0  52  2 lt l  5 1  8 
1 980 2 1  •1 1t 56 3 35  65 1 3  
� 
tlANO 
JOT  POP 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85= >  M 85= > f 85= > 
1960 6 . 7 1 2 6 1 7  3 1 9 298 26 1 7  9 
1 9 70 5 , 883  1 1 1 l l6 ,,0 1 5 7  28 29 
1 980 •1 , 91J8 600 363 11 3 7  89 2lt 65 85= >/65=> 
PCRCC NT  PE RCENT  PCRCCNT  PCRCCN T PCRCCHT  PCRCCNT  PERCEtH 
1 960 9 52 lj8 0 65 35 .. 
1 9 70 l l  IJ6 511 1 .. 9 5 1  8 
1 980 1 6  .. 5 55 2 21  7 3  1 1  
HANSON 
10 1  roP 65= > H 65= >  f 65= > 85=> H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 .. .  581t 52 1 269 252 1 6  6 1 0  
1970 l , 78 1  56 1 2 70 29 1 30 1 6  l it 
1 980 l ,  lj 1 5  5 1 2  230 282 62 2 1  It 1 85= >/65=> 
PCRCCHT PCRCCH T  PCRCENT  PERCEN T  PERCENT  PCRCCNT  PERCEN T  
1 960 1 1  52 lt8 0 3 8  6 3  l 
1 9 70 1 5  -. e  52 1 53  .. 1 5 
1980 1 5  lt5 55 2 l it  66 1 2  
HARD I NG 
l O l  POP 65=> H 65== >  f 65= > 85== >  H 85= > r 65= > 
1960 2 , 3 7 1  2 1 1  1 2 7  &•1 7 5 2 
1 970 1 , 855 1 86 99 8 7  1 7  7 1 0  
1 980 1 , 700 223 1 09 I l la 1 7  5 1 2  85= >/65= > 
PERCENT PCRCCNT PCRCCN T  PCRCEN T PCRCEN T PCRCEH T  PERCCN T 
1960 9 60 ,,o 0 7 1  29 l 
1 9 70 10  5 3  .. , 1 .. 1 59 9 
1 980 1 3  ,,9 5 1  1 29 7 1  8 
ttUGttC S  
TOT POP 65=- > H 65=> f 65== > 85= >  H 85= > r 85=>  
1 960 1 2 ,  125 953  1158 .. 95 68 2lt .... 
19 10 1 1 , 6 12 1 ,  .,,, 5 lt50 595 98 .. 2 56 
19811 1 11 , 220 I , 1811 5 30 851f 1 69 .... 1 25 85= >/65= > 
PEHCCNl  PC RCCH f  P CflCCNT  PCRCCN T  PERC£N T  PERCEN T PERCENT  
1 960 1 ••8 52 1 35  65 1 
1 9 70 9 lf l  5 1  1 ., 3 5 7  9 
1 980 10  l8 62 I 26 7 1a 1 2  
tlU JCtl l NSON 
J O I  POP 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85= > H 85= >  f 65= > 
19611 1 1 , 085 1 ,  ,,n 686 7 36 7 3  l l  ,,o 
1 9 /0 1 0 , 3 79 1 , 792 82 7 965 1 1 8 ,,o 16  
1 980 9 . )50 2, Ula ) 890 1 ,  1 5 3  2 3 1  9 1  1 1,2 65= > /65 = >  
PC RC( H f  PCRCl N T  PE RCENT  PE RCEN T  PC ltCEN l  PtnCENT  P CRCE HT  
1960 1 1  118  52 1 ,, 5 55 5 
1 9 10 1 1  ••6 51a 1 1 •1 66 1 





JO J  POP 6�=> H 65-=> r 65= > 85=> H 85=> f 85= > 
1 960 2 , 602 106 1 58 1 118 1 1  1 ., 
1 9 10 2 . 5 1 5  155 1 80 1 15 25 9 1 6  
1 980 2 . 069 186 t 7 l  2 1 3  . 5 ) 1 1  36 8 5=>/65= > 
PCltCC NT  PCRCCH T  PERCCHT  PC RCEHT  PCRCCNT P[RCCHT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 2  52 1t8  0 61f 36 ., 
1 9 70 l lj  5 1  49 ' 16 61f 1 
1 980 1 9  a,5 55 3 32  6n  1 1, 
•JAC K SON 
JO I  POP 65=> H 65= > r 65= > 85=> H 85- > f 85- > 
1 960 1 .  965 20•1 1 0 1  1 0 ]  , .. .. 1 0  
1 9 70 1 , 5 3 1  1 89 16 1 1 3 2 3  1 0  1 3  
1 980 l , lt l l  165 1 6 3  202 3 1  , .. 1 7  85=>/65=> 
PCRCCHT l'E RCUH PERCENT PCRCCNl PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT  
1 960 1 0  50 50 1 29 7 1  1 
1 9 70 1 2  ,,o 60 2 4 3  5 7  1 2  
1 980 1 1  1,5 55 1 45 55 8 
'), 
J C kAUI 0 
TOT POP 65=> H 65=> r 65-> 85==> H 85=> f 85= >  
1 960 •1 . 01,a 595 3 1 6 2 79  22  9 1 3  
1 9 70 3 , J IO 58 1 2 12 309 5 1  22 29 
1 980 2 , 929 58 1 257 HO 10 2 7  .. 3 85=>/65=>  
PCRCCNT PCRCCNT PERCE N T  PCRCCNT PCRCCHT PCRCCHT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 5  5 1  .. , ' .. 1 59 ., 
1 9 70 1 8  11 7 5) 2 If 3 5 7  9 
1 980 20 .. .. 56 2 39 6 1 1 2  
JONI. S 
TO I  POP 65= > H 65=> f 65= > 85==> H 85=> r 85= > 
1 960 2 . 066 1 80 H 92 1 1  6 5 
1 9 70 1 , 882 20 7 '°" 1 0 3  " ., 1 
1 980 1 .  '•6 3  222 1 1 7 1 05 1 1  3 8 85== >/65=> 
P £RC( H1  PcttC[H l  PCRCCH J  PC RCCH J  PERCEN T  PCRCCHT  PERCENT  
1 960 9 i,9 5 1  1 55 ,, 5 6 
1 9 70 " 50 50 I 36 61f 5 
1 980 1 5  5 1  lt 7  1 2 7  7 l  5 
t< I Nt;SUllftY 
I O J  POP 65-= >  H 65= > r 65= > 85=> H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 9 , 22 1  I ,  225 6211 60 1 58 26 32 
1 9 70 1 . 65 1  1 , 38 7  6 15 7 1 2 1 2 7 a,9 78  
1 960 6 , 6 79 I ,  11 I J  595 8 1 8 2 1 1 8 1  1 30 85= >/65::> 
PE nCC H I  PCRCCHT  Pf RCE H J  PERCCN T  PC RCCNT  PERCENT  PERCEN T  
1 960 1 3  5 1  lt9 1 a, 5 55 5 
1 9 70 1 8  119 5 1  2 39  6 1  9 � 
1 900 2 1  •12 58 l 3 8  6 2  1 5  
� 
LAI<£ 
JOT POP 65= >  H 65= > f 65= >  85=> H 85= >  f 85= > 
1 960 1 1 ,  1611 1 , lt l l  7 1 2  7 1 9 75  32 II ] 
1 9 70 1 I , lf56 1 , 569 698 8 7 1 1 39 52 8 7  
1 980 1 0 ,  721t 1 , 878 7 9 1 1 , 08 7  21t8 78 1 70 �5=>/65 = >  
PE HCC N J  PERCENT PE RCE N T  PERCENT PERCEN T PERCENT  PERCENT  
1 960 1 2  50 50 1 11 1 57  5 
1 9 70 1 11 1a •1 56 1 3 7  6 3  9 
1 980 1 8  11 2  58 2 3 1  69 1 3  
l AWR( NC[ 
JO T  POP 65= >  H 65= > f 65= >  85= > H 85= > r 85=>  
1 960 1 7 , 075  1 , 166 829 9 37 1 2 3  lt 5  7 8  
1 9 70 1 1 , 115 3  1 , 887  19  .. 1 , 09 3  1 5 7  6 1  96 
1 980 1 8 , 1 19 2 , l91f 959 1 ,  11 35 255 63 1 92 85= >/65= > 
PCRCE H T  PERCCH T  PC RCE H f  PCRCC HT  PERCEN T  P£RCCN T PERCENT  
1 960 1 0  lt 7  5 3  1 l 7  6 3  1 
1 9 70 " 11 2 58 1 3 9  6 1  8 
1 980 1 3  ltO 60 1 25 75 1 1  
L I NCOI N 
TO J  POP 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85=> H 85=>  f 85= > 
1 960 1 2 , 3 7 1  1 , 108  811,. 861& 1 3 1 6 3  711 
1 9 70  1 1 , 16 1 , • 8 11 1  8'- l 1 , 00'- 1 65 68 9 7  
1 980 1 3 , 9112  2 ,  1 20 88 1 1 , 2 39 300 85 2 1 5  85= >/65= > 
PERCE N T  PE RCEN T  PERCEN T  PERCENT  PERCEN T  PERCCN T  PCRCEHT  
1 960 1 11 119 5 1  1 lt6 5 .. 8 
1 9 70 1 6  lt6 51t 1 la l 59 9 
1 980 1 5  lt 2  58 2 28 72 1 .. 
l YHAH 
I O I  POI' 65=> H 65= > r 65= > 85= > H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 11 , 1128 •1 •1 1 228 2 1 3  28 1 1  1 7  
1 9 /0 11 , 060 11 3 3  222 2 1 1  .. , 1 6  25 
1 980 l , 8611 1169 2 36 2 U  lt8 20 28 85= >/65= >  
PCRC C NT PC RCCN f  Prnce tH PfftC C N f  PERCEN T  PERCENT  PERCEN T  
1 960 1 0  52 t18  1 39  6 1  6 
1 9 70 1 1  5 1  lt9  ' 39  6 1  9 
1 980 1 2  50 50 1 lt2 58 1 0  
HC COOK 
I O I  POP 6�=- >  H 65= >  r 65= > 85= > H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 8 , 268 1 , 0 1 1 lt96 5 1 5 5'1 2 7  2 7  
1 9 10 7 , 2116 I ,  1 �2 5 18 6 1 11 1 1 6 51t 611 
1 980 6 , l1 l1 t1 I ,  1 8 1  1195 686 1 66 5 3  1 1  l 85= >/65= > 
P£ ttC f N l  f'£ 11c;( H J  P l RCE N T  Pl RCC N l  PE RC[NT P C RCC N l  PE RCEN T  
1 960 1 2  1,9 5 1  ' 50 50 5 
1 9 70 16 11 1 5 1  2 116 5 11 HI 
1 980 1 8  •1 ?.  58 l 32  68 , ., 
� 
HC: Pll£ 1l SON 
I O I POP 65= > H 65= > f 65=>  85=> H 85= > f 85= > 
1 9611 5 , 82 1  55� 2 10 285 2•1 9 1 5  
1 9 10 5 , 022 12 1 l 'l 1 186 30 1 1  1 9  
1 980 ,, . 02 1  8 1 2 ' 15 1  lt59 .75 26 lt9 85=>/65= > 
PC RC[ N I  PCRCl N T  PlRC(HT  PCRC(N f  PERCENT PCRCCN T  PERCENT  
1 960 I O  lt 9  5 1  0 38 6 3  ,, 
1 9 70 1 11 ,, 1 51 1 3 1  6 3  ., 
1 980 20 •1 1 5 1  2 35  65 9 
HAIISIIAI I 
1 0 1 POP 65::>  H 65= > f 65= > 85=> H 85=> f 85= > 
1 960 6 , 66 1  791  1, 1 1  156 36 2 1 1 5  
1 9 10 5 , 965 962 ,,9 1  la 7 1  58 2 1  1 1  
1 980 '> ,  llflfe 1 , o ut 1,511 56 .. 1 02 la l  59 85=>/65=>  
P£�C( N 1  PC RCCN T  PERCENT  PCRCENT  PfRCENT  PCRC£N T  PERCENT  
1 960 1 2  5!> lt5 1 58 te2 5 
1 9 70 1 6  5 1  119 1 ,, 1 5 3  6 
1 980 1 9  115 55 2 la2  58 1 0  
Hf AOl 
TOT POP 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85=> H 85=> f 85 = >  
1960 1 2  , 01, 11 1 ,  l 15 812 511 3 58 28 10 
1 9 70 1 6 , 6 1 8 1 , 108 665 611 1  1 09 119 "- J) 
1 980 20 , 7 1 1  1 , 705 821a 88 1 1 6 1  711 8 7  85=>/65=> 
PCRC[NT  PCRCC H T  PERCENT  PERCENT PCRCENT  PCRCENT  PERCENT  
1960 1 1  6 1  . 19  0 118  52 II 
1 9 /0 8 5 1  le9 I lt5 55 8 
1 980 ft left 52 1 la6 51a 9 
HI 1 1  f I 1 £.  
1 0 1  POP 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85=> H 85= > f 85= > 
l 'U1U 2 , 6(111 211 I I l l  1 1 6 2 1 1 2  1 1  
1 9 /0 2 , 1120 2 12  1 12 1 00 1 8  8 1 0  
1 960 2, ?.119 260 1 2:, 1 35 23  10  I )  85= >/65-> 
P CRCC tH PLRCEN T  PCRC[N f  PCRCENT PERCENT  PERCEN T  PERCENT  
1 960 9 5 1  1, 1 I 52 11 8 9 
1 9 70 10  5 1  11 1  I ,,,. 56 8 
1 900 I ?  11ft  52 1 It ] 5 1  9 
H I H I R 
I O I  POP 65= > H 65=->  f 65= >  85= > H 85= > f 85= > 
1 9bll 5 , 196 1 J5 3 12 l6l  3 1  1 5  1 6 
1 9 10 ,, , ,, -;11 1 16 152 1, 2 11 76 32 1, 1, 
1 9611 l, 1 19 822 3 7 3  11 1,9 1 1 6 15 8 1 85== >/65=>  
P £ UCC N T  rrncc H 1  PU lCCH I PE RCE NT  P£RC£N J PCRC£ H 1  PCRCCN T  
1 960 1 11 5 1  ta9 1 11 8 52 ,. 
1 9 10 I I  11 5  55 2 la2 58 1 0  ...... 
1 9ft0 22 .... 55 3 30 70 , ,. 
� 
H I NHC IIAIIA 
TOT POP 65= > H 65=> f 65= > 85=> H 85=> f 85= > 
1 960 86 , 5 75 7 , 911 2  3 , 59 .. .. . 3 a.8 a.55 1 9 7  258 
1 9 70 95 , 209 9 , 556 3 , 91t 7  5 , 609 759  261f lf95 
1 980 1 09 , I U5 " ·  596 ... �72 1,  1 21t 1 , 382 3 78 1 , 00la 85=>/65=>  
PC RCE N T  PERCENT  PERCENT PERCENT  PERCEN T  PERCEN T PERCEN T  
1 960 9 lt5 55 1 a, 3  5 7  6 
1 9 70 10  11 1  59 1 35  65 8 
1 980 1 1  39 6 1  1 2 7  7 3  1 2  
HOOOY 
TO J  POP 65=> H 65= > f 65= > 85=> H 85= >  f 85= > 
1 960 8 , 6 1 0  1 , 0 3 1 5 12 505 65 l l  l ?  
1 970 7 , 622 1 , 09 1  500 59) 91t a,2  52  
1 980 6 , 692 1 , 1 06 500 606 1 20 l l  8 7  85= >/65= > 
PCRC(N T  PERCCHT  PERCEN T  PCRCCHT PERCEN T  PERCENT  PERCEN T  
1 960 1 2  5 1  119  1 5 1 a,9  6 
1 970 1 ., lt6 5a. 1 a,5  55  9 
1 980 1 7  lt5 55 2 2 7  7 2  1 1  
PCNN I HG lON 
TOJ  POP 65= > H 65=> f 65= > 85=> H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 58 , 1 95 l ,  3 1 11 I ,  569 1 ,  1115  2 1 7  92 1 25 
1 9 70 59 , lla9 la , 5 1 8 2 , 0 1 1a  2 , 50 .. 387  1 68 2 1 9 
1 980 70, 36 1 5 , 92 1  2 , lt8 7  3 , lt llf 552 1 79 3 1 )  85= >/65 = >  
PERCENT PCRCCNT PERCE N T  PERCENT PERCENT PERCEN T PERCENT  
1 960 6 a, 7  5 3  0 .. 2 58 1 
1 9 70 8 le5 55 1 a, 3  5 7  9 
1 980 8 la2 58 1 32  6 8  9 
PERK I NS 
10 1  POP 65= > H 65= > r 65= > 85=> H 85= >  r 85= > 
1 960 5 , 9 7 7  60 7 3 10 29 7 3 3  1 6  1 7 
1 9 70 11 , 169 582 261 3 1 5 68 2 7  .. ' 
1 980 11 . 100 7 1 2 32 1 39 1 59 1 5  .... 85= >/65= > 
PCRC( H f  PCRCCHT PCRCE HT  rCRCCN T  PCRCEH J  f'CRCCH T  PERCEN T  
1 960 10  5 1  le9  1 118 52 5 
1 9 70 1 2  116 511 1 •10 60 1 2  
1 980 1 5  a,5  55  I 25 7 5  8 
P0 1 J C R  
1 0 1  ,or 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85= > H 85= >  f 85= > 
1 960 11 , 926 •1 15  2•1 •1 2 3 1  29 1 If 1 5 
1 9 70 It ,  lela9 565 280 105 116  2 1  25 
1 980 l , 6 111 6118 286 ]62 80 2 1  5 3  85= >/65= > 
P CUCl N f  PC RCC HT PC RCl H l  PCIIC£ H l  rr ncun PC IICCN T  PC RCC tH 
1 960 1 0  �. - .  •19 1 118 5?. 6 
1 9 70 I }  116  52 1 la6 5 11 6 ...... 
1 980 1 6  11 11 56 2 ] la 66 1 2  
� 
HOOl U I S  
I O I  roP 65= > H 65= > f 65= > 85= >  H 85= > r 85=>  
1 960 1 ) , 1 90 1 , 11ou 158 122 1 05 50 55 
1 9 10 1 1 .  6 16 I ,  768 8 12 896 1 6 1  59  1 02 
1 980 l l t , 9 1 1 1 , 95 1  9 1 0 1 , 011 1  2 1 2  76  1 36 85= >/65= >  
PCRCCNT  PCRCE H T  PCRCC N T  PCRCEH J  PERCENT  PERCEtH PERCEN T  
1 960 I I  5 1  119 1 118  52 1 
1 9 70 1 5  119  . 5 1 I l 7  6 3  9 
1 960 1 8  lf6  511  2 36 611 1 1  
SANDOUN 
J O I  POP 65=>  H 65= > r 65= > 85= >  H 85= >  r 85= >  
1 9(,o 11 . 6•1 1 �5 1 286 2 1 1  28 1 .. 1 ., 
1 9 /0 l , 69 7  550 266 28 .. 29 1 8  1 1  
1 980 ) , 2 1 )  586 2 1 1 l l l  611 22 '42  85= >/65= >  
PC RCUH Pf RCCNT  PERCCN J  PERCEN T  PERCENT PERCENT  PERCEN T  
1 960 1 2  5 1  '4 9  1 50 50 5 
1 9 10 1 5  118 52 1 62 38 5 
1980 1 8  .. 1 5 )  2 lit 66 1 1  
► 
SIIANNON 
r o r  POP 65= >  H 65=> f 65= > 85=> H 85= > F 85= >  
1 960 6 , 000 189 223  1 66 2 3  1 11  9 
1 9 70 8 , 1 98 506 2 12 2 3 11 39 20 1 9  
1 980 1 1 , 323  5 15 261 288 lt l  2 3  20 85=> /65=> 
rrncrn r  PERC£ H T  PCRCCH T  PlRCENT PERCENT rCRCCN T  PERCENT 
1 960 6 5 7  Il l  0 6 1 39 6 
1 9 1'1 6 51, lf6 0 5 1  119 8 
1 960 5 50 50 0 51  . ., 1 
SP I NK 
l O l  POP 65-= > H 65= >  r 65= >  85=> M 85=>  r 85= > 
1 960 1 1 , '/06 1 , 1196 1 11 1  1 119 82 38 •1 1t 
1 9 10 IO , 595 I . �6 1  10 1  860 1 11 11 52 92 
1 980 9 , ?0 1 1 . •198 t.f)II 89lf 201 6lf 1 3 9  85=>/65=> 
PC IICl H I . rrncc N r  P£RCCNT  PC RCEN T  PCRCC tH PCOCCtH PERCENT  
1 960 I l 50 50 I •16 5�1 5 
1 9 10 1 5  •1s 55 I 36 61t 9 
1 980 1 6  11 ( 1  60 2 32 68 1 •• 
!. I ANI I V  
I O I  POP 65= > H 65= > r 65= >  85= > H 85= > r 85=> 
,w,, , ,, . oo� 1 8l 96 86 1 •1 9 5 
1 9 10 2 . •15 7  1 9 1  102 69 1 5  8 1 
1 980 2 ,  5 l l  250 1 2 7 1 2 3  1 •1 8 6 85= >/65= > 
Pf ltC[ H  I l' l H C r H l  PC llCf H l  Pr. ACCH l  Pl RCC N J  PCRC£N l PCRCCNT  
1 960 11 5 1  •1 I 0 61t 16  8 
1 9 /0 6 5 1  •1 1 I 5 3  11 7 8 ...., 
1 980 10  5 1 119 1 5 1 lf l  6 
� 
SULLY 
TO J  POP �5= > H 65=> r 65= > 85= > H 85= > r 85=> 
1960 2 , 60 1  2 3'1 1 26 1 08 9 6 l 
1 9 10 2 , 162 259 '., 1 1 1 8 1 11 9 5 
1980 1 , 990 2611 1 30 1 3 11 22 8 1 ,, 85= >/65= > 
,rncun PERCEN T  PERCEN J PERCENT PERCEN f  PERCEN T  PCRCEH T  
1 960 9 51f lf6 0 6 7  l l  .. 
1 970 1 1  51t lf6 1 61t 16 5 
1 980 1 3  119 5 1 1 36  61t 8 
1 000 
J O J  POr 65= > H 65=> f 65= >  85=> H 85:.:>  r 85=>  
1960 lf , 66 1  l J II 1 69 1 115 1 5  8 1 
19 ·10 6 , 606 lt 1 5  2 1 3  202 1 8  II 1 •• 
1 980 7 . 328 383  1 80 203 3l 1 11  1 9  85= >/65 = >  
PERCENT PERCENT PERCEN T  PCRCENT  PERCEN T PCRCCH T PERCENT  
1 960 1 5 1  It 3 0 5 3  11 7  II 
1 9 70 6 5 1  lt9 0 22 16  .. 
1 980 5 4 1  5 3  0 112 58 9 
T R I PP 
TOT  POP 65=> H 65= > r 65= >  85=> H 85= > r 85=>  
1 960 8 . 76 1  955 1189 lt66 5 3  25 28 
1 9 70 8 , 1 1 1  9 l l  lt l l  500 , o  .. 5 1  5 3  
1 980 7 , 268 1 , 06 1  lf85 582 1 26 38  88  85= >/65 = >  
PCttCENT PERCEN T  PERCEN T  PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCEN T  
1 960 1 1  5 1  lt9 1 lt 7  5 3  6 
1 9 10 t i  11 6  51f 1 119 5 1  1 1  
1980 1 5  lt5 55 2 30 70 1 2  
l URHlR 
TO I  POP 65=> H 65=> f 65=> 85=> H 85= > r 85= > 
1960 1 1 ,  1 59 1 , 589 789 800 82 .. 0 .. 2 
1 9 70 9 , 872  t . 19 3  825 968 1 68 6 3  1 05 
1 980 9 , 255 1 .  91f 7 885 1 , 062 222 9 .. 1 28 85=>/65= > 
PERCUH PERCENT  PI RCl N T  PERCENT  PERCEN T  PERCENT  PERCEN T  
1 960 1 ,, 50 50 1 .. 9 5 1  5 
1 9 /0 1 8  116 51f 2 3 8  63  9 
1 980 2 1  115 55 2 lt2 58 1 1  
UN I ON 
1 0 1  POP 65= > H 65= > r 65= > 85= > H 85= > f 85= > 
1 960 1 0 , 1 9 1  1 , 28 3  6 5 3  6 30 6 1  30 3 I 
1 9 /0 9 , 611 ]  I ,  ft 15 653 782 1 118  56 92 
1980 1 0 , 9 18 I .  560 6 7 3  88 7 1 8 1  13 106 85= >/65= >  
P£nCL N T  P EnCC N J  P r HUNT  rr ncun PC RC[H l  PCRCCHT  PCRC [H l  
1 960 1 )  5 1  ,,9 1 ,,9 5 1  'j 
1 9 70 1 5  116 5 1, 2 38  62  1 0  
1 980 , ,, 11 ]  5 7  2 ftO 60 1 2  
� 
WAl WOlt l l l 
I O J  l'OP 65=> " �5= > 
1960 8 , 0!1 7  1211 J 76 
1 9 70 7 , 811 2  I , 05 7  .. 99 
1980 7 , 0 1 1 1 , 251  · 5 )11 
PC RCl N I  PERCl N J  
1960 9 52 
19 70 l l  •• 1 
1 980 1 8  Il l  
YANl< IOH  
I 
TOJ  POP 65=> H 65=- > 
1 960 1 1 , 55 1  2 , l60 1 , 1 20 
1970 1 9 , 019 2 , ,182 971t 
1980 1 8 , 952 2, 51, 2  I , 002 
PC RCl tH PC PC( N I  
1 960 I l •a I 
1 9 10 l l  19  
1960 1 l  > 19  
Z I (UACII  
10r roP 65=>  H 65= > 
1 960 2 . •195 1 52 86 
1 9 70 2 , 22 1  1 6 1  8 1  
1 980 2 , 108 1 1, 1 69 
t-C RtC N f  P£RCCNT 
1960 6 5 1  
1 9 70 8 11 9 
1 980 6 .. 8 
•WASIIAIIMlf.11 
1 0 1  POP 65= >  H 65=> 
1 9611 1 , 0,,2 7 1  l 7  
19 70 1 , 369 9 1  52 
1980 
P£ RCE N T  PCRCCN J  
1 960 1 52 
1 9 70 1 5 1  
1 980 
� 
r 65= > 85=>  H 85= > 
J l18 lt2 1 9  
558 81t 38 
7 1 9 1 5 3  1 1  
PC RCC N J  PERCENT PERCENT  
118 1 115 
5 1  1 115 
5 7  2 116 
f 65= > 85=> H 85= > 
I ,  2 110 1 68 6 1  
I ,  508 2 3 2  lit  
1 , 5110  2110 6 1  
PCUCC H T  PERCENT PCRCCH T  
53  1 36 
6 1  1 32  
6 1  1 26 
r 65:- > 85=> M 85= > 
66 .. 1 
86 8 6 
1 .. 1 1  5 
PtRC( N f  PCRCENT PERCENT  
lt l  0 25 
5 1  0 75 
52 0 115 
r 65= > 85= >  H 85=> 
llt l 1 
39 3 2 
PCRCCN r  P[RC[Nl P£RCCNT 
,,a 0 3 3  
1, 1 0 6 7  
f 85= > 








1 0 7 
1 58 
1 7 1 
PCRCCN T  
6lf 
68 
7 lt  











PC RCCN T  
6 7  
l l  
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population 65 and older 
male population 65 and older 
female population 65 and older 
population 75 and older 
male population 75 and older 
female population 75 and older 
population 85 and over 
male population 85 and over 
£emale population 85 and over 
deaths 65-74 males 
deaths 65 -74 £emalse 
deaths 75-84 males 
deaths 75 -84 £e alse 
deaths males 85 and over 
deaths £emales 85 and - over 
median family income 
percent of poverty families 
area in square miles 
county grwoth or decline 
hospital beds 
nursing home beds 
licensed physicians 
edian education level 
feder<..l - code 
county birth rate 
county death rate 
1 7 0  
am TI9 SFP SRI SF1 SSP ssil SSf UP EFT IISfJI DSSFJI DSSll nssf' tin DEFF llfI F1'f bD CS Kl 1IKI L, PE. FI� a,• ctlmt 
0160 �1ms1lJS60235'°'2440211t' .,1m2 4047113moe1000 �100. 76-4411  u• 4251 ooi,'52 u mm12m 10,4 46000 � ,:, 
0260 4749 634 306 121 238 116 -122 40 1, 21 9 4 10 4 1l l 2� 00 709 -Sot 00 00 1 8' 46001 257 112 
03'0 21'82 2310 1121 1182 113 lit 40l 113 S7 � l3 1, 28 2' I 15 451i 00 12:59 28 150 � 18 1 13 4'005 247 94 
0460 3053 2'7 143 124 7' 4-4 lS 11 0. OS 6 l 2 l t 1 3'82 00 1111 · Jtl l  2?. � 2 9' 46007 321 10'5 
0560 9229 12� Hf &26 453 240 23' 57 2' 21 17 10 20 1, 4 I 280J 00 560 -?2 � 21 5 8' 46009 224 US 
06'0 2004' 2017 ffl 1029 "1 331 lSl 1ll S7 76 21 11 2l 14 17 17 3911 00 800 123 6-4 147 11 119 46011 243 17 
0160 34106 3314 1� 1860 1060 m se, t61 ,, " ,1 21 43 3' 10 1, -ms oo 1m -.. m 12 21 u, 46013 254 94 
0860 Ult 711 3S9 359 250 111 132 50 23 I1 1 9 14 4 I 5 4191 00 111 � � 7• 2 m 46015 26' 112 
0'60 1547 102 52 50 2l 10 13 5 2 l 2 0 1 2 0 1 �7 00 � --42 00 00 0 94 46017 37'5 1 10 
1060 1592 ffl 431 457 3U 16-4 14' 4" Z 19 13 I J 6  14 3 l 5062 00 %250 Sl 44 12 " J 12 46019 242 101 
1160 3:Sll 233 124 12' S7 '23 34 10 4 6 2 1 1 4 1 2 �fl 00 732 -127 00 00 1 16 46021 202 65 
1� 111.s 1 112 m sn m m 205 11 30 41 20 6 1� 1 12 9 m2 oo 1097 -m 42 oo 4 90 4'A?3" 2£0 101 
13'0 7134 9lJ 50I 42' 294 1'8 126 3' 24 12 14 S ll 4 7 6 2'41 00 96-4 ·141 00 00 2 92 4'025 m 100 
14'0 10810 11SI 553 605 405 19' 210 7S 2' 4' 10 4 J6 19 11 12 4067 00 405 -17 lO 47 • 12'- 41111.7 "5 92 
1� 20220 223S 1� 1 190 7'92 3'7 i2S 142 f1 7S 31) 22 24 1l 10 I
r 
47'7 00 '87 l7 143 � 22 lOS 46029 231 92 
16'0 5791 431 24' 11:5 134 '1 4l 16 11 l 5 O 8 3 4 1 2'14 00 2470 -.o 24 00 1 9' 46031 2e!I 88 
1760 4906 5'3 283 290 113 '6 17 23 13 10 12 4 6 2 1 0 4212 00 1357 - tu 00 00 2 107 46033 217 104 
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APPEND I X  C 
This appendix entry includes a correlation matrix, 
a summary table � and a regression £ormula £or each Y 
variable included in the study. These entries are 
arranged; 
11 entries £or 1960. 
11 entries £or 1970. 
11 entries £or 1980. 




DRSF 1 ,00000 -o. 106n 
RHHB -0,106n 1 ,00000 
RHB -0,01074 0 , 15790 
RLP -o.un1 0 ,313•\1 
lf'I -0,01511 0 , 07932 
PPf 99,00000 99,00000 
MEL -0,09100 0, 16045 
RDEJI -0,09950 0 ,23104 
CG -o.o� -0,03079 
VARIABLE 
RLP RATIO OF LICENSED PHYSIClAHS 
RMB RA TIO OF HOSP IT AL BEDS 
MFl MEAH FMILY INCOME 
E. MEDIAN EDUCATION LEIJEL 
RNHJ RAIO Of MURSIH6 HONE BOS 
CG GROWTH STATUS 
CtnNSiAHT> 
REGRESSION FOR MULA 
RHB RLP 
-0,01074 -o.14n1 
0, 15790 o .nm 
1 ,00000 0 ,7138-4 
0,71384 1 ,00000 
0,◄3110 0 , 52849 
99,00000 99 ,00000 
0 ,30316 0 ,46ffl 
0 ,2S94l 0 , 51256 
0 , 1 1517 o.22n1 
SUMMARY TABL.E 
itl.TIPLE R R SQUARE 
o . 1 4n1 0 , 02169 
0 , 199&3 0 ,03985 
0,20901 0,04369 
0 ,225ll o . oson 
0 ,22729 0 , 05166 
0 ,22825 0,05210  
- 1 960 174 
KFI PPF MEL RDEH CG 
-0,01511 9'1,00000 -0 ,09100 -0,099:iO -0 ,03604 
0 , 07'32 99,00000 0 , 160�5 C 231� -0 , 03079 
o .m10 99 ,00000 0,3031& 0 , 2S94l 0 , 1 1S 17  
0,52849 99,00000 0 , 4689' 0 ,51�6 0 , 28771 
1 .00000 99,00000 0 , 76025 0 , 32939 0 ,65332 
99 ,00000 1 .00000 99 , 00000 99 , 00000 99 , 00000 
0 ,76025 99 ,00000 1 ,00000 0 ,386'46 0 . 51859 
0 ,32939 9, , 00000 0 ,38o'46 1 , 00000 1) . :2035 
0.6Sl32 99,00000 O ,S1SS9 0 , 22035 1 . 000,,0 
RSQ CHANGE SIMPLE R B BETA 
0 ,02169 -o . 14n1 -9 ,636981 -0 , 27120 
0 ,01816 -0,01074 0 , 493116'4 0 , 15352 
0 ,00383 -0,01511 0 ,2323646£�2 0 , 18054 
0 ,00709 -0,09100 -1 , 410098 ·0 , 12612 
0 ,00089 -0 , lOt.n -0 , 1129539 0 , 03488 
0 ,000..3 -0,0l&Q.1 -0. 1781S3SE-01 ·0 , 0�870 
42 .80650 
Y J = A ( OON�T�NT ) + 81  ( X l )  + 8 2  ( X2 )  + sa ( X a )  • •  - �  �E 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant > = F = 1. 44 
<Error> + 
NULL ACCEPTED 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £amilies <PPF > 
X l . 2 =  median £amily income C MF I > 
X2. 1 =  county growth <CG > 
X2. 2= population density <ROEN > 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB > 
X3. 2 =  ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population <RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP > 
X4. 1 =  median education or � 0£ high school grads ( MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = 'l 
C DRSF > death rate £or population 65 or over 
<DRSS > death rate £or population 75 or over 
<DREF > death rate £or population 85 or over 
C ORF > death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
<DRSFF > death rate £or £emale population 65 or over 
C DRSSF > death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
<DREFF > death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
C ORM > death rate £or ales 65 or over 
<DRSFM > death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
<DRSSM > death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
<DREFM > death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
' 
CORRELATION M A TRIX - 1980 175 
1WtSS RHHB RMI RlP IF1 PPf 11£1. RDElf cs 
DRSS 1 , 00000  0.o-1507 -0.2875-4 -o,21an ➔.08102 '9.00000 ➔, 14-43-4 -0 , 15314 -0 , 11781 
RNHJ. - - 0 , 0-4507 1 , 00000 0 , 15790 0,333-41 0 , 07932 99 , 00000 o. 1o0.-s 0 ,2310-i -0, 0307' 
RHB ➔,2975-4 0 , 15790 1 .00000 0,71:SS.. o .n10 9',00000 0 .30m 0, 25943 0 . 1 1 m  
R1.P -o.21sn o.m.u 0 , 7118,4 1 .00000 0 ,52949 99 , 00000 0, 4o899 o.5 1256 0 . 29m 
lF'I ➔,08102 0 ,07'32 o..13110 o.�, 1 .00000 9'.00000 0, 7&025 0,32'39 0, 45332 
PPF 99,00000 n.00000 n.00000 99 . 00000  9',00000 1 .00000 99 , 00000  9',00000 99 ,00000 
IEl. ➔.1443-4 O. loo-15 0,30316 0,-4o8fl 0, 7&025 99,00000 1 ,00000 0, 38o46 o . 51859 
RIO -0,1:5314 0.23104 0,25943 0 ,5125o 0 .3291' 99 , 00000 0, 38646 1 ,00000 0 , 22035 
cs ➔, 11781 -0,03079 0, 11517 0,29771 0,65332 99,00000 o.51859 0.22m 1 . 00� 
SUMMARY TABL.E 
IJMIAIU 111.TIPLE R It SOOARE RSQ CHANGE SD1PLE R I BETA 
RHB RATIO OF HOSPlTfL BEDS 0 ,21754 0.08268 0.08268 -0,29754 -2.471987 -0,J&US 
RNHI RAID OF HURSIMG H0t£ BEDS 0.30178 0,09107 O,OOSJ, o .�501 0 .82S261 4  0 , 12005 
RIEf POP\JUTlOM DDSITY 0 ,31844 0 , 101-iO 0,010� -0, 1�1! :i,W:436. -0 , 08919 
Mfl l£AH FAMILY DfCONE 0,32703 0, 10695 o.� -0,08102 0.103-47�-01 O,Jm1 
cs 6ROWTH STATUS o.ms:s o.� 0,02109 -0 . 11711 -0.2:i40309 
IE. MEDIM EllJCATlOH LMl. o.� 0 , 1 4484  0,01680 -0. 1«3-4 -4 ,n�:so 
CCDNSiMTl 109 ,0.21 
REGRESS I ON FORM U L A  
Y '  = A < CONSTANT ) + B l  C X l > + B2 < X2 )  + B3 < X3 ) .  
THIS FORM ULA 
< Constant > = 96. 82 -1. 9 < X3. 1 ) + . 73 < X3. 2 )  
< Error ) + = 102. 55 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l. 1 =  percent 0£ poverty families < PP F >  
X l. 2 =  median fami ly income < MF I ) 
X2. 1 =  county growth < CG )  
X2. 2 =  populati on density C RDEN ) 
X3. 1 =  ratio of hospital bed to populati on <RHB > 
. • :!:.. 
X3. 2 =  ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population <RNHB ) 
X3. 3=  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population (RLP > 
X4. l =  median education or ¾ 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = Y 
< DRSF ) death rate £or populat1on 65 or over 
( DRSS ) death rate £or population 75 or over 
( DREF ) death rate £or population 85 or over 
< ORF ) death rate £or £emales 65 or over 
C DRSFF ) death rate £or £emale population 65 or over 
C DRSSF ) death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
< DREFF ) death rate for female population 85 or over 
< DRM ) death rate £or males 65 or over 
< DRSF M ) death rate for male population 65 or over 
< DRSSM ) death rate £or male population 75 or over 




CORRELATION MATRI X  - 1960 176 
DREF RffHB RHB RLP �I PPf in. RDEH CG 
DREF 1 ,00000 -0,00544 -0 . 28131 -0,loSSl -0,28147 n.00000 -o. 2sn4 -0 , 09285 -0 . 13867 
RHHB -0.00544 1 ,00000 0 , 15790 o .n:m 0 , 07'32 99 ,00000 0 , 16�5 0 , 2310-4 -Q . 030i9 
RHB -0,28131 o. 15790 1 .00"00 0 , 71384 o . ◄3110 99,00000 0 .30116 o .�943 0 , 115 1 7  
RLP -0,loSBl o.m.u 0,713� 1 . 00000 0 ,52849 tt .00000 0 . 46899 0 ,51256 0 ,29771 
tlFI -0,28147 0,0n32 0 , 43110 0 . 52849 1 .00000 99,00000 0,76025 0 ,32'39 0 .b5332 
PPF 99.00000 99.00000 99.00000 99 ,00000 99.00000 1 .00000 tt . 00000  99 . 00000 99 . 00000 
E. -o.2sn4 0 , 16045 0 ,3031& 0 , -4689' 0 ,76025 99 .00000 1 . 00000 0 , 38646 0 . 51859 
RDEH -0,09285 0,23104 0 ,25943 0 ,51256 o. 32939 99.00000 0 , 38646 1 . 00000 0 .22035 
cs -0,13867 -0,0307' 0 , 11517 0 ,28nt o.b5332 99.00000 0 ,51�9 0,:2035 1 . 00000 
SUMMARY TABL.E 
UMIABLE 
D.TIPL£ R R SOUME RSQ CHAH6£ SIJ1PLE R B SETA RLP RATIO OF LICE:HSED PHYSICIAHS 
m. MEDIAH EDUCATION L£va 0 , 3o583 0 , 13384 O. 1� -O . lo58l - 109 .8355 --0 , -40130 
POPULATIOH DEMSITY 0 ,le] 0 , 15098 0 . 01715 -o.2an-1 -16,64845 -0 , 1?223 RAID OF HURSIHG HOftE BEDS 0,41236 o.11� 0 , 01906 -0, 09285 o . 9mS20 0 , 1S17S 
- 4.__SROUTH STATUS 0 ,42790 0 , 18310 0 , 01305 :,1,Q.2��! 31.,BCj'� 0 . 1:soJ MFI MEAH FNfilY IHCONE 0 ,43039 0 , 18524 0 , 00214 -0, 13867 0 ,303536� 0 . 06303 <COHSTAHTl 0,43060 0,18541 0 ,00018 -0.28147 -0,2453023E-O� --0 . 0:-t�.; 
◄39 . 2154 
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 
Y '  = A < CONSTANT> + B1 < X l> + B2 < X2> + B3 < X3> • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant> = 422. 11 - 100. 14 ( X3. 3> - 15. 5 C X4. 1 )  
+ 1 C X2 . 2> 
(Error> + 87 
INDEPENDENT VAR I ABLES = X 
X l . 1=  percent of poverty families < PPF> 
X l. 2= median family income < MF I >  
X2. 1= county growth < CG>  
X2. 2= population density < RDEN> 
X3. 1 =  ratio of hospital bed to population < RHB > 
X3. 2= ratio of nursing ho e beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3=  ratio of licensed physicians to population < RLP ) 












DEPENDENT VAR I A BLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or fe ales 65 or over 
death rate - £or £eaale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
death rate £or males 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 




















1 . 00000 




0 .03221 -0.06132 -0.02221 
0, 15790 0.33341 0 .07932 
1 .00000 0 . 71384 0 , ◄3110 
0,71384 1 .00000 0 .52M9 
0 , 431 10 0 ,52849 1 .00000 
99 • 00000 99, 00000 99. 00000 99 • 00000 9', 00000 
-0. 15425 0. 1,o◄s o.3031& o.46899 0.16025 
-0,07700 0,2310◄ 0 ,25943 0, 51256 0,l:?939 













-0 , 15425 -0. 07700 
0 , 160◄5 0 . 23104 
0 . 30316 0 .25943 
0 . 466 , / 0 , 5125o 
0 .760� 0 .32939 
99 .00000 99 .00000 
1 .00000 o.38646 
0 ,38646 1 . 00000 
0 ,51859 0 ,22035 
1 77 
CG 
0 .0 1901 
-0 .03079 






1 . 00000 
Jftl.TIJU R R SOUAAE RSQ CHAH6£ 
RH RAID Of HURSIHS HOME BEDS 0,21195 0 .0◄◄92 
SIMPt.E R B BETA 
l1EL. MEDIAH EDUCATIDH LEVa 0.24◄◄7 0 ,05976 
0 ,0«92 -0,21195 -0,7058829 -) . 18063 
MFI NEAH FAMILY IHCCftE 0,27874 o. on69 
0 ,01484 -0, 15◄25 -3.6976n ➔. 2741S 
7RHB�-7RARifJTifoolotnwmintriAL�B0s�--10�.286�1t1 -{0�.0�81�86t-�
o�.o1im�_.=-o�.$.02227��-JO�. 1�9�8S«◄E--02 _ o , 127�1 CS GROVTH STATUS 0.29025 
0,00416 0 .03221 0 .4134980 0 , 1 0666 -RLP RATIO OF LICOfSED PHYSICIAHS 0,29109 
O , OB424 0 •00239 0·.01901 0 ,5267169£-0l O . Oi03l CaJHSTMT> 0 , 08473 0.00049 -0.0613:? -1 .55 1 401 -? . 03644 
81 .56023 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
Y '  = A < CONSTANT) + B l  C X l )  + B2 < X2) + B3 < X3 >  • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant> = F = 3. 05 NULL ACCEPTED 
< Error> � 
INDEPENDENT VARIA BLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty families <PPF) 
- X l. 2=  median· family income < MF I> 
X2. 1 =  county growth < CG >  
X2. 2=  population density < RDEN> 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population ( RHB > 
X3. 2 =  ratio 0£ nursing ho e beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio of licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. l =  median education or � of high school grads < MEL> 
DEPENDENT VARIA BLES = y 
< DRSF> death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
C DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
C DRF> death rate £or fe ales 65 or over 
< DRSFF> death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
C DRSSF> death rate £or female population 75 or over 
< DREFF> death rate £or fesnale population 85 or over 
C ORM> death rate £or males 65 or over 
< DRSFM> death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
C ORSSM> death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
< DREFM> death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1960 
DRSfF RHHI RHI RI.P MF1 PPF IE. 
DRSFr 1 .00000 -0. llm 0 , 12245 �.01500 o.omo 99.00000 -0,06221 
Rtltl -0. 13'34 1 .00000 0 . 1S790 0,333·U o . 07'l2 99.00000 0 . 160◄5 
RHB 0 . 12245 0 . 15790 1 .00000 o. '1384 0 . 4lUO 99.00000 0 .30316 
RLP -o.01soo 0.33341 0 , 7138◄ 1 . 00000  o .� .J 99.00000 0, 4689' 
SI o.omo 0.07932 0.-13110 0, 528-49 1 .00000 99.00000 0,76025 
PPF 9',00000 9'.00000 99.00000 99.00000 n.00000 1 .00000 9'.00000 
MEL -0.0,221 0 . 164◄5 0 .3031& 0,468" 0 ,76025 99.00000 t .00000 
RIO -o.Ooo95 o.m� 0.2:i943 o .s125o 0 .32939 99.00000 o .Jao.46 
cs 0 . 17333 -0.0307' 0 . 1 1517 o.3n1 o.om2 99.00000 0 .518:59 
SUMMARY TABLE 
IJMJAILE lU.TIPlE R R SWME  RSQ OW& SIMPU R 
CS 6ROITH STATUS 0,173I3 0 . 0300.. . 0,03004 
IE. EIAH EDUCATION LEVa 0,24842 O .Oo171 0 ,03167 
RMI RATIO IF HOSPITAL BEDS 0,2'600 0 . 08741 0 .0�90 
RlP RIITIO OF llCEfSED PffYSICIAHS 0,33113_J,!.�6:4 _ ___ �.0220l _ 
RHH1 RAID C.: MURSi1ftnlJHCd-0.l3ffi 0. 11517 0 . 00553 
Mn MEAN F'MIU IMCm£ 0.3�7 0,11626 0,00108 
RDEM PQP\UTlDN DEHSm o.3-41� o . 11652 O,OOO'lo 
(CDNSTMT> 
0 . 11m 
�.Oo227 





















0 . 17m 
-O. Ol07' 








. !_  SE 
<Constant> = F = 2. 01 NULL ACCEPTED 
<Error> + 
INDEPENDENT VAR IABLES = X 
X l. 1 =  percent of poverty families C PPF> 
X l . 2= median family income <MF I> 
X2. 1= county growth <CG> 
X2. 2= population density <RDEN> 
X3. 1 =  ratio of hospital bed to population C RHB> 
X3. 2 =  ratio of nursing home beds to population < RNHB> 
X3. 3=  ratio of licensed physicians to population C RLP> 












DEPENDENT VARIABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or femal s 65 or over 
death rate £or fe ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or female population 75 or over 
death rate £or fe ale population 85 or over 
death rate £or ales 65 or over 
death rate £or male population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRI X - 1960 
DRSSF RHHB RHB RLP t1fl 
DRSSF 1 .00000 -0.27432 -0. 16291 -0 .22452 -0. 15791 
RHHB -0.27432 1 . 00000 0, 15790 0.33341 0 .07932 
RHB -0 , 162?1 0, 15790 1 .00000 o . 71384 0 , 43110 
RLP -0.22◄52 o .nm 0,71384 1 .00000 O ,S2B◄9 
lf'l -0,157?1 0,0Jf132 0 . 43110 0,52�9 1 ,00000 
PPf 99.00000 99,00000 99,00000 99,00000 99,00000 
JE. -0.11111  0 , 160◄5 0 ,30316 0 . 4o899 o .1o02s 
RDEM -0,17-432 0 ,23104 0,2S943 o.s12:so 0 ,32939 
C& -0.21�3 -0,0307' 0 ,11517 0 ,2U71 o.65332 
SUMMARY TABLE 
VARIABLE 
itl.TIJU R R SQUARE RSO CWfGE 
RHHB 
CG 
RAIO OF HURSIH6 HOME BEDS 
GROWTH STATUS 
0 ,27432 0 .0�25 0 .0�25 















m. RDEM CG 
-0, 1711 1  -0. 17432 -0,21203 
0,16045 o .mo◄ -0. 030i9 
0 ,30316 0 . 25943 0 . 11517 
0 ,4o899 0 ,51256 o.2sm 
0,76025 0 ,32939 0 .6533'2 
99,00000 99 ,00000 99 ,00000 
1 , 00000 0 .38646 0.5 1859 
0 .38646 1 , 00000 0,22'llS 
0 ,51859 0 ,22035 1 , 00000 
B am. 
-2.533:515 ·0.�460 
-0 . 49�172 -0 .26083 RHI RATIO OF HOSPITAL BEDS o.Jc:i6Q Q.lJm 2122!.22 �1U�U -1.Z:?6710 � . 12427 !Fl MEAH FMILY IHCOME O,Jl,989 0,13o82 0 . 00389 -0, 15791 O .S228100E-02 o . m1t RDEM POPULATION OEMSITY 0 ,3739' 0 . 13987 0 .00305 -o . m32 -:-1, 14090� -0 . 055:4 ltEl. 11EDIAH EDlx:ATIDH LEVa O ,l74'8 o. 14039 0 ,00052 -0.17111  -1 .252075 -0 ,036�6 <cmtsTAHT> 
86.8-1437 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
Y '  = A < CONSTANT> + Bl (X l> + B2 C X2> + B3 < X3> • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant> = 91. 85 - 2. 64 C X3. 2 )  - . 4 < X2. 1> - . 96 C X3. 1> 
. 0037 C X 1. 2> 
< Error> � = 35. 55 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l. l =  percent 0£ poverty £amilies < PPF> 
X l. 2= median £amily income CMF I> 
X2. 1= county growth < CG> 
X2. 2= population density < ROEN> 
X3. 1= ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB> 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population (RNHB> 
X3. 3= ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP> 
X4. 1 =  median education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL> 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = y 
< DRSF> death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
< DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
< ORF> death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
< DRSFF> death rate £or £e a l e  population 65 or over 
< DRSSF> death rate £or £ema le population 75 or over 
< DREFF> death rate £or £emale population 85 or over 
< ORM> death rate £or ales 65 or over 
< DRSFM> death rate for ale population 65 or over 
< ORSSM> death rate . for ale population 75 or over 
< DREFM> death rate for ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1960 180 

















0 . 1S790 
0 ,333,U 
0.07'32 
-0.07733 -0,07939 -0 . 18125 99 ,00000 
0. 15790 0 . 33341 0 . 07932 99,00000 
1 , 00000 0 , 71384 0 . 43110 99,00000 
0,71l84 1 ,00000 0 , 52849 99 ,00000 
0 ,43110 o .52849 1 .00000 99 .00000 
-0 . 190-4S 
0, 16045 
0 .30316 
0 , 46899 
0 ,76025 
0. 00548 -o .01ao1 
0 .23104 -0 , 03019 
0 ,25943 0 , 11517 
O , S125o 0 , 28771 









99 • 00000 99, 00000 99 ,  00000 1 ,  00000 
0 .30316 0 . 4o899 0.76025 99.00000 
0 .25943 o .s125o 0 .32939 99 ,00000 
0 . 1 1s11 o .2an1 o.6SlJ2 99.ooooo 
99,00000 
1 , 00000 
0 ,38o-4o 
0 .51859 
99,  00000 99 , 00000 
0 , 381>46 0 , 518S9 
1 .00000 0 ,22035 
0 ,22035 1 . 00000 
SUMMARY TABLE 
IJMIAILE U.TIPlE R R SUUARE RSQ CHANG£ SIMPlE R 
1£1.. KEDIAH EDUCATION LEVEl.. 0, 19045 
RHHB RAIO Of NURSillG HOME BEDS 0,20973 
RDEH POPULATION DENSITY 0.23404 
KFl KEM FMIU IMCOME 0.24-426 
CG 6ROUTH STATUS 0 ,:?4824 
R1.P RATIO rF LIC!MSED PHYSICIAH: 0 . 24982 









0 , 06260 






0 , 00018 
-0, 19045 







-17 , 10643 -0 , 1 4284 
-4, 132500 -0 , 1 1910 
0 , 927-4-416 0 , 10426 
-0 ,21297«E-OI -M5•4◄1 
0 ,3801371 0 , 05715 
20 ,33400 0 , 0S379 
-0 , 7120ol6 --l , 02069 
4�.81 17 
Y '  = A <CONSTANT> + B 1  <X l) + B2 <X2) + B3 C X3> • • 
THIS FORMULA 
- =.. SE 
(Constant> = F = 2. 44 NULL ACCEPTED 
(Error> !. 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l . 1= percent 0£ poverty £amilies C PPF> 
X l . 2 = median £amily income C MFI> 
X2. 1= county growth <CG> 
X2. 2= popul ation density C RDEN> 
X3. 1= ratio 0£ hospita l bed to population ( RHB> 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing ho e  beds to popul ation C RNHB> 
X3. 3= ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population C RLP> 












DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = Y 
death rate £or popul ation 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £e ales 6S or over 
death rate £or fe a le population 65 or over 
death rate £or female population 75 or over 
death rate for fema le population 85 or over 
death rate £or males 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
death rate for a le population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATR I X  - 1 960 181 
BRM RHHB 
flRl'i 1 . 00000 0 . 24423 
� .mE: 0 , 24423 1 . oc,000 
F:�P -0 .21859 0 . 33341 
RHB -0 .27428 0 . 15790 
MF I -0 .07247 0 . 01932 
Pf'F 99 . 00000 99 . 00000 
MEL -0 .07700 0 . 16045 
"'G -0 . 04129 -0. 03079 
DEN 0 . 14258 -0 .23822 
lJAAIABt.£ 
RLP RHB MFI PPF 
-0 .21859 -0 . 27428 -0 .07247 99 . 00000 
0 . 33341 0 , 15790 0 . 07932 99 .00000 
1 . 00000 o. 7 1384 o .s2s49 99 . 00000 
o . 71384 1 . 00000 0 . 431 10 99 . 00000 
o .52849 0 . 431 10  1 . 00000 99 . 00000 
99 , 00000 99 . 00000 99 . 00000 1 . 00000 
Ci .46899 0 . 30316  0 . 76025 99 . 00000 
0 . 28771 o . 1 1s17 0 . 65332 99 . 00000 
-Ci . 1 1723 -0 . 01 185 ,:, . 28774 99 . 00000 
Ml.l.TIPlE R R SQUARE RSO CHANG£ SIMPU R 
MEL CE. IIEN 
-0 . 07700 -0 . 04129 0 . 14258 
0 . 1 6045 -0 .03079 -0 . 23822 
o . 46899 o • .2a111 -0 . 11723 
0 . 30316 0 , 1 1517 -Q . 01 185 
0 . 7602:5 0 . 65332 0 .28774 
99 . 00000 99 . 00000 99 .00000 
1 . 00000 o .51859 0 . 1 3848 
o . s1as9 1 . 00000 0 .23386 
0 . 13848 0 . 23386 1 . 00000 
) BETA 
RATIO OF llOSPiiM. BEDS 0.24765 o .0,1l3 
o . 09519 
o.m97 
0 . 14520 
0 , 15417 
o .001ll 
o . o338o 
0 , 03978 
0.01023 
0 . 00896 
0 .24765 




1 .JB9187 o . :9052 
RDEM POPU\.ATIOH DENSITY 0.308S4 -0.2034917 -0 , 17357 
� MEAN FAMILY IMCOME 0.34738 o .so58t3S£-02 o . 34972 
ai GROVTll STATUS o .l8105 -o . 1offl97 -o . 1 1s1 1  
. RAi!O Of LICE:MSED PHYSICIAiMS 0. 311'2� 
PPF PERtaT (f' POVERTY FAKlll O ,l9673 
cCDMSTt'tHll 
REGH�SSION FORMULA 
o. 157� 0 . 04323 -0 . 16976 o .22g9447 
30 .30282 
Y '  = A < CONSTANT > + B l  <X l >  + B2 <X2) + B3 <X3> • •  
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant> = 65. 53 - . 99 <X3. 1 )  + 1. 78 C X3. 2> -
14. 3 C X3. 3> + . 0024 C X 1. 2> 
< Error> + = 17. 54 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l. 1 =  percent of poverty families C PPF> 
X l . 2 =  median family income <MFI> 
X2. 1 =  county growth <CG> 
X2. 2=  population density <RDEN> 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB> 
X3. 2 =  ratio of nursing home beds to population <RNHB> 
X3. 3 =  ratio of licensed physicians to population <RLP ) 












DEPENDENT VARIABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate for population 85 or over 
death rate for fe ale& 65 or over 
death rate for female population 65 or over 
death rate for female population 75 or over 
death rate for female population 85 or over 
death rate for ales 65 or over 
death rate £or .ale population 65 or over 
death rate for aa le population 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
SE 
CORRELAT ION MATRIX - 1960 182 
MSf}I RHHB RHB RlP MFI m tlEl RDEM CG 
DRSFM 1 .00000 -o.04o51 -0 . 10153 -0. 170S7 -0.06462 99.00000 -0 . 06092 -0 .06470 -0 . 1 4098 
RNHB -0.04651 1 .00000 0 . 15790 o .mu 0 .07'32 9' , 00000 0 . 16045 0 .23104 -0. 03079 
RHB -0 .10153 0 , 15790 1 .00000 0 . 7ll84 0 .43110  99,00000 o .30316 0 .259◄3 0 . 1 1517 
RLP -0.17057 0,133·41 0,71384 1 , 00000 O .S2949 99 .00000 0 . 46899 O . S125o 0, 28771 
NF! -0,064o2 0,07?32 0 ,43110 0 .52849 1 .00000 n.00000 0 . 76025 0 .32939 0 . 6Sll2 
Pff' 99.00000 n.00000 99 .00000 99 ,00000 99.00000 1 . 00000 99 .00000 99 . 00000 99 . 00000 
MEL -0.06092 0, 16045 0 .30316 0. 46899 o.1o02S 99.00000 1 . 00000 0 , 38�46 0 , 518S9 
RilEM -0.0�70 0.23104 0 ,25943 O.S125o 0 .3�39 n.00000 0 . 3� 1 .00000 o .:m35 
cs -0.14098 -0.03079 0 . 11517 o .�nt O.o5ll2 99.00000 o .s1as, 0 .2203S 1 . 00000 
SUMMARY TABLE 
'IMIABLE Mll.TIPlE R R SOUARE  RSQ 0WIG£ SIMPLE R B BETA 
RLP RATID OF UC[MS[D PHYSICIAHS 0 , 17057 0. 02909 0 .02,09 -0. 17057 -12 .  1 4030 -0 ,21212 
GROWTH ST A TUS 0. 1�1 0 .03830 o .oocni -o . 14099 -v. 1874800 -0 ,  19494 
!'FI llEAH FAMILY IHCOME 0.22615 o.05115 0 . 01284 -0,0Mol O .JJS09S4E-02 0 , 1 6603 
POPULATION DEMSITY 0.Z?SJJ 0 . 05213 0 .00099 -0 . 06470 0 . 47271 13E-01 0 , 036i� 
<CDHSTAHT> 35.59898 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
Y '  = A <CONSTANT) + Bl <X l) + B2 <X2> + B3 <X3> • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant) = F = 1. 94 NULL ACCEPTED 
<Error> + 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l . l =  percent 0£ poverty £smilies <PPF > 
X l. 2= med ian £ami l y  income <MF I) 
X2. 1= county growth C CG>  
X2. 2= population density C RDEN> 
X3. 1= ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB ) 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing ho e beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3=  rat io 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP > 
X4. 1= median education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL> 
DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = y 
C DRSF> death rate £or population 65 or over 
C DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
C DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
<DRF> death rate £or £ema l es 65 or over 
<DRSFF> death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
<DRSSF> death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
C DREFF> death rate £or £emale population 85 or over 
<DRM> death rate £or a l es 65 or over 
<DRSFM> death rate £or mal e  population 65 or over 
<DRSSM> death rate £or mal e  population 75 or over 
<DREFM> death rate £or ale population 85 or over 




























99. 00000 99. 00000 99. 00000 
-0.00150 0. 16045 0 , 30316 
-0.01755 0.2310-\ 0,25943 








0 , 46ffl 
o .51256 






















VMIABI.£ ill. TIPlE R R SQUARE RSQ CHAHGE SIMPLE R 
RNHI RAID tJ: HURSIHG HOME BEDS 0.33923 0 , 11507 0 . 1 1507 
RHB RATIO OF HOSPITAL BEDS 0, 44559 0, 19855 0.08348 
� lt£AH FAMILY IMCONE 0,48331 0 .23358 0,03503 
MEL KEDIAH EDUCATION LEVEL 0 ,51034 0.26045 
RbtU POPUlATIOH DENSITY 0 ,51278 
CS 6ROUlH STATUS 0,51489 











0 . 07331 
-0,00150 


































4 ,062187 0 . 42929 
-l.380762 -0 . 35931 
0 . 1376244£-01 0 , 36504 
-7 ,882817 --0 , 24080 
-0 . 1255188 --0-: 05102 
0 . 1 19ml 0 . 06589 
-2,o9◄no -� . 02608 
130 .9192 
Y '  = A <CONSTANT > + Bl <X l >  + B2 <X2 >  + B3 C X3 > . . • !. SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant) = 1 28. 95 + 3. 89 <X3. 2 >  - 3. 70 <X3. 1) + 
. 02 <X 1. 2>  - 8. 33 C X4. 1 >  
<Error > � =  3 1 . 57 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l. 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £smilies <PPF > 
X l . 2= median £amily income <MF I >  
X2. 1 = county growth <CG > 
X2. 2= population density ( RDEN > 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB > 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population <RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP > 












DEPENDENT VARIABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £emales 65 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £e•ale population 85 or over 
death rate £or males 65 or over 
death rate £or aale population 65 or over 
death rate £or aale population 75 or over 
death rate £or male population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1960 1 84 
DRmt RMHI . RHJ  R1.P tf'I m MEL. RDEM CG 
IltEFM 1 .00000 o. 121so -o.mu -O.l2132 -o . 1s.1o 99.00000 -0.16838 -0,  1186-4 -o .°'297 
RMHB 0 . 12150 1 .00000 0 . 1� o.m.u 0 . 07932 99.00000 0 . 16o.lS o .m� -0 . 03079 
RHB -0.24711 0 , 15790 1 .00000 o .n� o .m10  99 .00000 o . 30316 ,259�3 0 . 1 1517 
RLP -0,321l2 o.m.41 0,7138-4 1 . 00000  o . s29 .. , 9' , 00000 0, 41>899 0 ,S125o o .ism 
JFI -0,15'16 0.07932 o .m10 0.529-49 1 .00000 n.00000 o .76025 0 .l2939 o .o5332 
m 99.00000 99,00000 99,00000 n.00000 9' , 00000  1 .00000 99,00000 n.00000 99 , 00000 
JE. -0.1&838 0 . 1,0..s 0 .3031& 0 , -4'899 0 ,76025 99,00000 1 .00000 o . J&m 0 .S18S9 
RDEM -0 , 118&4 0,2310'4 0.259-43 o.s125o o . 32'3' 99 ,00000 o .38646 1 ,00000 o .noJS 
cs -o.09297 -0.03079 0,11517 0 ,28771 o.o5332 99 .00000 0 ,51859 0 ,22035 1 , 00000 
SUMMARY TABL.E 
YMIAILE 111.TIPU R R SOUARt: RSQ QW&:  SIMPU R ) BET!\ 
Rl.P RATIO OF LICEtSD PHYSICIANS 0 ,32132 0 . 10:m 0 , 10325 -O ,l2132 -233,0711 ..) .�5407 
RNHI RAIO OF MURSDfG HOME BOS 0 • ..0257 o. 16206 0 , 05881 o . 121� 12 ,69767 •) , 2�9�( 
tf'l MEAN FMll.Y IHCOitE MOS16 o. 1�1o 0. 00210 -0. 15'16 0 ,2640141E-01 ,) , t 4097 
NE!. EIAN E:tu:ATION LEJa o.-41165 0. 169� o .00530 -0,16838 -20 .6325-4 .. ) . 1:!�8t 
RDEM PQP1liTlON DEMSm 0,-41417 0 , 1115-4 0 .0020a -0.1186-4 o .o57�552 o . o5«� 
<CDHSTAHTl 431 .502' 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
Y' = A <CONSTANT > + B l  <X l >  + B2 <X2 > + B3 < X3 >  • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant > = 414. 84 - 221 . 23 <X3. 3 >  + 1 2. 85 <X3. 2 >  
. 025 C X 1 . 2 >  - 1 8. 5 C X4. l >  
<Error > � =  165. 13 
I NDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £smilies <PPF > 
X l . 2= median £amil y  income <MF I >  
X2. 1 =  county growth C CG >  
X2. 2=  population density C RDEN > 
X3. 1 =  ra�io 0£ hospital bed to population (RHB > 
X3. 2=  ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB ) 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to popul ation C RLP > 




C ORF > 
<DRSFF > 
C ORSSF > 
<DREFF > 




DEPENDENT VARIABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £e•ale population 85 or over 
death rate £or ales 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 











1 .00000 -0.16031 
-0.16031 1 . 00000 
o.1s9u o.�.A37 
-0.04224 0 ,25249 
0,02879 -0.0-4838 
0, 14331 -0,27502 
-o.on37 -0.04242 
-o,o,m 0, 10273 
0.14134 -0,24007 
RHB RlP 
0 . 15966 -0 . 04224 
0 .25437 0 .25249 
1 ,00000 0,713S1 
0 ,71351 1 .00000 
o .43974 o.&1478 
-0 • ..0799 -0.57006 
0 , 13812 0.39520 
0.24030 0,51719 
-0,00390 0 , 10825 
SUMMARY TABLE 
MFI 
0 , 02879 
-0 ,04838 

















UMIABLE ffl. TI1U R R SQUARE RSQ CJWf6£ SIHPL.£ R 
RHHB RAID Of MURSIM6 Hm£ BEDS 
RHB RA TIO Of HOSP IT AL BEDS 
RLP RATlD OF LICafSEB PKYSICIAMS 
CS GROW1H STATUS 
PPf PERCD£T m: POVERTY FMIUES 
MEI !£AN F' MILY IHCOME 
tE.. ltEDIAM EDUCATIOH LEVEL 
RDEM POPULA TIDH DEHSITY 
<CDHSTAHT> 









0 , 02570 
O .Oo86o 
0 . 10955 
0 , 12769 
0. 1�9 
0 , 1645-4 
0 , 16897 






0 , 03045 
-0. 1-6031 
0 , 15966 
-0,04224 
0 , 1-4134 
0 . 14331 


















-0 . 35792 
0 ,27153 





0 . 14134 
-0 , 24007 
-0 , 00390 
0 , 10825 
0,01427 
0 . 2�509 
0 . 1 3352 
0 , 27645 
1 . 00000 
BETA 
-0.2474S87E-Ot -0 . 0lolO 
1 .046686 0 .35567 
-7 .879055 -0 . 28400 
0 ,9880786£-01 0 . 12�99 
0 ,5025214 0 .38898 
Q .41514Q5f-i)2 0 t 40038 
-1 .069528 -0 , 10504 
-o,o:!099◄7E➔1 -o .os606 
&, 11m9 
Y' = A < CONSTANT> + Bl < X1) + B2 < X2> + B3 C X3) • .  • :!. SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant> = F = 1. 71 
< Error> + = 
INDEPENDENT VARI ABLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £a ilies < PPF> 
X l . 2=  median £amily income < MFI> 
X2. 1 =  county growth < CG> 
X2. 2= population density C RDEN> 
NULL ACCEPTED 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB ) 
X3. 2=  ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population C RNHB ) 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. 1 =  median education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = Y 
< DRSF> death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
< DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
< ORF> death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
< DRSFF> death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
< DRSSF ) death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
< DREFF> death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
C ORM> death rate £or ales 65 or over 
< DRSFM> death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
< DRSSM> death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
< DREFM> death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRI X  - 1970 
.ss RHH) RHB RlP KFI PPF m. 
DRSS 1 ,00000 -0. 03089 -0 ,03896 -0,20426 -0 ,03863 0 ,03355 -0, 10398 
RHHJ -0,03089 1 .00000 0,25437 0 , 25249 -0 , 04838 -0,27502 -0,04242 
RHB -0,03896 o .�l7 J ,00000 0,71351 0 , •'3974 -0, 40799 0 , 13812 
RlP -0,20426 0,25249 0 ,713Sl 1 ,00000 0 ,61478 -O , S7006 0 ,39520 
MFl -0,038ol -0 ,04838 0 .43974 0, 61478 1 , 00000 -0,81◄33 0 , 67422 
PPF 0,03355 -0,27502 -0,40799 -0,57006 -0,81-433 1 , 00000  -0 ,54535 
JE. -0,10398 -o.�242 0 , 13812 0 , 39520 0 ,47422 -O,S'4535 1 .00000 
RDEM -0,18-417 0 , 10273 0 ,24030 0,51719 0 , 39894 -O,lS792 0 , 27153 
CG -0,21177 -0,24007 -0,00390 0 , 10825 0 ,01427 0,20509 0 , 13JS2 
VARIABI.£ SUMMARY TABLE 
Rl.TIPt.£ R R SQUM£ RSQ CHAHG£ SlltPLE R 
6ROlmf STATUS 0 . 211n 0 , 04"8S RATIO CF LICDfSED PHYSIC!AHS 
0 ,0'4485 -0, 21177 
RA TIO OF HOSPIT Al BEDS 0 ,27949 0 , 07812 O , Oll27 -0,20426 
186 
RDEM CG 
-0, 18417 -0,21177 
0 . 10273 -0 ,24007 
0 ,24430 -0. 00390 
O , S1719 0 ,10825 
0 . 39894 0 , 01427 
-o.35792 0 ,20S09 
0 ,27153 0 , 1 3352 
1 ,00000 0.27645 
0 , 2764S 1 .00000 
a BETA 
-0,3128961 0 , 16753 
-22,JZSSl ·1 ,l5238 
HEAN F'NfILY I 0,30870 0 ,09530 0 , 01718 -0,03896 
INI EDUCATIOH 1.£VE1. 0,00970 -0,038ol 
RDEH POPtJlATIDH lletSITY 0 , 10744 0 ,00244 -0, 10398 -!�:������a----::;:-������-�ijg_ _ 
_J�1�.o;s89;60��0 . m3.i 
0 , 4609990£-02 0 , 22645 
-l . o729� � 
�
MT
� OF POVERTY rNfillES 
0 , 10888 0,001.« -0, 1B417 
0 , 10999 0 ,00102 
-0, 6980749£-01 -0 , 04230 
0 , 03:355 0, 1811'"6 0 , 06131 
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 64,-4S----88 
Y' = A < CONSTANT > + B1 < X l > + B2 C X2 >  + B3 < X3 > .  • • !.. 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant > = F = 3. 05 
< Error > !. = 
NULL ACCEPTED 
INDEPENDENT VARI ABLES = X 
X l . 1= percent 0£ poverty families C PPF>  
X l. 2= median £ami l y  income <MFI > 
X2. 1= county growth ( CG >  
X2. 2= population density C RDEN ) 
X3. 1= ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB ) 
X3. 2= ratio o£ _ nursing home beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3= ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. 1= median educat ion or � 0£ high school grads <MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = y 
< DRSF > death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS > death rate £or population 75 or over 
< DREF > death rate £or population 85 or over 
< DRF ) death rate £or females 65 or over 
< DRSFF > death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
< DRSSF > death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
< DREFF > death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
< DRM > death rate £or ales 65 or over 
< DRSFM > death rate £or male population 65 or over 
< DRSSM > death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
< DREFM ) death rate £or mal e  population 85 or over 
SE 
DREF 
1 , 00000 
-0 , 04218 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1970 
RHH) RHB RLP PPF 

















-0 , 11767 
-0 , 12112 
0 ,04351 
-0 , 04218 
1 , 00000  




-0 , 18926 
0 , 03183 
-0,33232 
-0 ,0&528 -0, 07506 
0, 18934 0 , 071 13 
1 . 00000  0,68509 
O , o8509 1 , 00000 
0,29� 0, 56107 
-0 • 4083-i -0. 50898 
0 . 1022, o.�99 
0,25415 0 ,57769 
-0,02559 0 ,247'S2 
SUMMARY TABLE 
-0.09075 -0 , 189« 
0 ,29SC'.J6 -0,40834 
O , S0107 -0 , 50898 
1 , 00000  -0,8'826 
-0 ,  86826 1 ,  00000 
o . no2a -o, 62895 
0 , 57725  -0 , «889 
0,39293 -0 , 09707 
VMIABI.£ U..TIPt.£ R R SQUARE RSU OWfG£ SIMPL[ R 
� ltEAH FANILY IMCOME 0 , 208ia0 
CG GROIITH STATUS 0 ,24926 
MEL. EIAN EillCATIOH LEVE1. 0,25840 
RLP RATIO CF L!CEMSED PHYSICIAHS 0.26-413 
RDElf POPULATION DEMSm 0 ,26578 
PPF PERaJfT OF POCJERTY FAAIL!ES 0 • 2"83 
RlttB RAID CF HIJtSIHG HOH£ )EDS o.26792 
RHB RA TIO CF HOSP IT AL BEDS O ,26836 
CCOHSTAHT) 
REGRESSION FORMULA 


















-0 , 117&7 
-0,07506 
-0 . 12 112 
0 ,20859 
-0 , 04218 
-0 ,06528 
-0 , 11767 
-0 , 18926 
o.  102..,, 
0 , 36699 
0 , 77028 
-o . ,2m 
1 , 00000 
0, -i2428 
0 ,29986 
-0 , 12112 
0 , 03183 





1 , 00000 
0.27�-47 
0 , 0-4351 
-0 , 33232 
-0,02559 
� . 247S2 
0 ,39293 
-0.09707 
0 , 2CJ986 
0 .2�47 
1 , 00000 
a 
-0 , 1029456£-01 -0, 47808 
0 ,6998370 O , l ; ll6 
o .aonJs◄ 0 . 1 1 42s 
10 . 54962 0 . 09770 
-0,9810948£-01 -0 , 03201 
-0,6276214 -0. 09901 
-0, 18311 16 -1 .03054 
-0,3390062 --0 ,02355 
26-1,7471 
Y '  = A < CONSTANT > + Bl < X l > + B2 < X2 >  + B3 < X3 >  . •  - �  
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant > = -8. 18 - 1. 81 < X2. 1 > + . O l < X l. 2 >  -
58. 7 < X3. 3 >  + 4. 39 < X3. 2 >  + 9. 2 C X4. 1 >  
< Error > + =  72. 24 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
x1. 1�  percent 0£ poverty £ami l i es < PPF > 
X l. 2= median £am i l y  income < MF I >  
X2. 1=  county growth < CG >  
X2. 2= population density < RDEN > 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB > 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB > 
• X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. 1 =  median education or % 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
< DRSF > 
< DRSS > 
< DREF > 
< DRF > 
C DRSFF > 
< DRSSF > 
< DREFF > 
< ORM > 
< DRSFM > 
< DRSSM > 
< DREFM > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
death rate £or £eaale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
death rate £or ales 65 or over 
death rate £or male population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
SE 
CORRELATI ON MATRI X  - 1970 
DRf RNHB RHB RLP HFI PPf m. 
w 1 ,00000 0, 1737a 0 , 1 1433 -0 . 1 1890 0 , 03250 -0 ,00So7 o . oom 
RNHI 0 , 17l78 1 .00000 0.25437 0 .25249 -0 .04838 -0 ,27502 -0 ,04242 
RHJ o .ml3 0 ,25431 1 ,00000 0,71351 0 , 43774 -0 , 40799 0 , 13812 
RlP -0,1 1890 0,25249 0 ,11351 1 .00000 0 ,61471 -0,51006 0 . 3�20 
NFl 0, 03256 -0,04838 0 ,-43974 0 , 61478 1 . 00000 -0,81433 0 , 67422 
PPf -0,00567 -o.mo2 -o.4om -0,51006 -0,814ll 1 . 00000 -0 ,54535 
IE. o.oom -0,04242 0 , 13812 0 ,39520 0 ,67422 -0,5-4535 1 .00000 
RIEi -o.033:22 0 , 10273 0 ,24030 0,51719 0 ,39894 -0,35792 0 ,27153 
C& -o.09833 -0,24007 -0,00390 0 , 10825 0 ,01427 o .20� 0 , 13352 
SUKKARY TABLE 
VARIAJlE 11.TIPLE R R SQUARE RSQ OWf6E SIMPLE R 
RHHJ RAID Of HURSING HOt£ BEDS 0 . 17378 
RLP RATIO OF LICDfSED PMYSICIAHS 0 ,24187 
RHB RATIO OF �ITAL BEDS O, lS715 
!FI MEAN FAMILY IffC0ME 0,-40,401 
PPf PERCEMT OF POVERTY F tvfILIES O • 43186 
RDEM POPUt.A TIOH OEMSITY O. U81S 
IE. !DIAM EOOCATIOH LEVE. O. «129 
CG 6ROVTH STATUS 0,«495 
CCDNSTAMT> 





0 , 18651 
0, 19198 
0 , 19473 









0 , 17378 
-0 , 11890 













0 , 27153 









o . 1c,m 
0 ,01-127 
0 ,20�9 




-23 .35774 ··) . 65593 
1 ,51 1870 0 . 40025 
0 ,5204085£-02 1 . 4�548 
0 .5787514 0 . 34902 
o . 1osoo .. 9 0 . 1 133a 
1 , 1 69285 0 . 08947 
-0. 7080321E-Ol -0 .067S5 
-17 ."923 
Y' = A <CONSTANT > + B1 <Xl> + B2 <X2> + B3 <X3> • 
THIS FORMULA 
• - �  SE 
<Constant> = F = 2. 02 NULL ACCEPTED 
<Error> + = 
I NDEPENDENT VARI ABLES = X 
X l. 1=  percent 0£ poverty families <PPF> 
X l . 2= median £amily income <MFI >  
X2. 1=  county growth <CG> 
X2. 2= population density <RDEN> 
X3. 1= ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB> 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to populati on < RNHB> 
X3. 3= ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP> 












DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 85 or over 
death rate £or ales 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATI ON MATRI X  - 1970 189 
ISRS1r RHHJ RH) Rl.P � PPF � RDEH cs 
DRSfF 1 ,00000 -O, OS9ol 0 ,04784 -0, 1 4119 0 .07131 0 .06099 -0, 04102 � .03439 0 , 04003 
RMHB -o.osm 1 , 00000 0.25437 o.2sm -o.o.-838 -o.�.A2 -0,04242 0 . 10273 -0,24007 
RMI o.�n.- o .�n 1 ,00000 0 .71351 0 . 43974 -0,-40799 0, 13812 0,24030 -0 . 00390 
Rl.P -o.m1, 0 ,25249 0 .71351 1 . 00000 o .&u1a -0.57006 0 ,39520 0 .S1719 0 , 10� �1 0 . 07131 -o.�838 0 .4397-4 0 , &1478 1 .00000 -0 ,81-lll o .m22 0.39894 0 ,01427 M 0,0609' -0,27542 -o.-4om -0.5700, -0.81433 1 .00000 -0,54535 -0,35792 0 ,205041 
)£1. -0.0◄102 �.0◄242 0, 13812 0 , 39520 o.m22 -0, 54535 1 .00000 0 ,:?7153 0, 1l352 
IUD -0,03-439 0 , 10273 0 ,24034 o .51719 0 .39894 -o.� 0 , 27153 t .00000 o .276-45 
C6 0 . 0�3 -0,24007 -0,00390 0 . 10825 0 ,01427 o.20so, 0 . 1335:? o . 2ms 1 .00000 
SUMMARY TABL.E 
YMlAILE 111.TIPlE R R S0UAR£ RSa OIAH6E SIJ1PU R a BETA 
V RATIO (f' UCDtS£D PHnICINE 0 , 14119 o.otm 0 .01m -o.mu -15, 045l2 --).551� 
o .�.m 0.06490 0,0+497 0,04784 o .m.un o.�h887 RHB RATIO Of HOSPITAL BEDS 
lift £AM FNtllY DICONE o.mn 0, lo.\92 0 .0�2 0 ,07131 0 ,5944021£-02 0,07964 
PPF PERCa(T OF POVERTY FAMILIES O,looo-4 0, 13-\<12 o . o� o.°'o" 0 ,51121&2 0 , -40277 
0 , 15.\11 RMHI 
IE. 
RAID Of �IHG Hnlf' 3fDS 
ibIM EilJCATIOM LEVEL 
Q.��1� 
0,39187 
o .�z,z __ o .oms -o.059ol o .mmo 
o�oo!ff- ·-o.�io2- · · # -1 . 1m�· 0 . 1� � . 1 1 493 
RIO PON.ATIOM IJEHSffi o.l9696 0 . 1�..a 0 ,00<402 -o.o� 0 , 44S4714E-Ol o . oo� 
CG GROVTH ST A T\JS o.39W 0. 15893 o .001� 0 ,0'4003 O,l490010E-01 0 , 04350 
<COMSTAHT> -lo.� 
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 
Y '  = A < CONSTANT> + Bl  < X l> + B2 < X2> + B3 < X3> • .  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant> = F = 1. 32 NULL ACCEPTED 
< Error> � = 
INDEPENDENT VAR I ABLES = X 
X l. 1=  percent 0£ poverty £a ilies < PPF> 
X l. 2= median £amily income C MFI> 
X2. 1= county growth < CG> 
X2. 2= population density < RDEN> 
X3. 1=  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB > 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3= ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population CRLP> 
X�. 1 =  median education or � 0£ high school grads CMEL> 
DEPENDENT VAR I ABLES = Y 
< DRSF> death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
< DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
< DRF> death rate £or £eaales 65 or over 
< DRSFF> death rate £or £eaale population 65 or over 
< DRSSF> death rate £or £e ale populati-on 75 or over 
< DREFF> death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
C ORM> death rate £or ales 65 or over 
< DRSFM> death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
< DRSSM> death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
C DREFM> death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELAT ION MATR IX - 1 970 1 90 
DRSSf RNHB RHB RLP � PPF m. RDEM CG 
DRSSF 1 .00000 0 . 12147 0 .09S48 -0 , 1 1120 -0,16991 0 , 12431 -0 . 1913-1 -0, 108ll -o.m19 
RNHB 0 , 12147 1 ,00000 0.25.-37 0,25249 -0,0-4838 -0 , 21502 -0,0-4242 0 , 10271 -0,:?4007 
RHB 0,0"48 0 ,25m 1 ,00000 0,71 351 0 , 43974 -0, 40799 0 ,13812 0 ,24030 -0 . 00310 
RLP -0,11920 0.25249 0 .11�1 1 .00000 0 ,61478 -0,57006 0 .3�20 0 ,51719 0 . 1 0825 
tF1 -0.1&991 -0,0-1838 0 ,-13974 0.01478 1 ,00000 -0, 81-433 0 , 67-122 0 . 39894 0.01m 
PPF 0, 12431 -0.27502 -0. 407" -0,57006 -0,81433 1 , 00000 -0.54535 -o.357?2 0 . 20:;09 
IE. -0,1913-4 -0.04242 0 ,13812 0 .39520 0,0422 -0 , 54� 1 ,00000 0 .27153 0 . 1 �  
RDEM -0 , 10831 0 , 10273 0,24030 0,51719 0,3'894 -O.JS7'2 0 .27153 1 , 00000 o . 27645 
cs -0,07519 -0,24007 -0.00390 0,10825 0 , 01"27 0 , 20509 o. 1m2 0 . 276"4S 1 . 00000 
SUMMARY TABLE: 
111.TIPl.E R R SQUARE RSQ CHAHGE SIMPU: R I BETA 
lE. l1EDIM EDUCATION lEVEl 0, 1913" O .OJool 0.03"1 -0 . 1,m -1 . -420520 �.o�� 
RMI RATIO or HOSPITAL BEDS 0 ,227'51 0,051'6 0 , 01:51:S 0 ,09548 2 ,540029 o .�.u1 
RLP RATIO or ucasa PHYSICIAMS 0 , 30166 0 .0,100 0 .03924 -0. 11920 -23 , 18639 -0 .�5i 
RNHB RAIO OF MURSDIG HM£ BEDS 0 .32323 0. 1�8 o . om1 0 . 1210 0 ,53-45003 0 , 1 342� 
PPf PERCOO' (f' POVERT'f F AAllliS o.J2sss 0 . 10m 0,003-17 0 , 12431 O,J2300o8 0 . 09650 
cs 6ROVTH STATUS o.m,, 0, 10824 0 ,00029 -0.07519 -0 .5308792£-01 -0 . 02509 
RID �TION DEMSm 0 ,32941 o . 10�1 0,00027 -0. 10831 o.38808m-01 o .�2010 
<CONStAITl o2,5n67 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
Y '  = A C CONSTANT> + Bl < X l>  + B2 C X2> + B3 C X3> • .  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant> = F = 2. 47 NULL ACCEPTED 
< Error> � = 
INDEPENDENT VAR IABLES = X 
X l. 1 = percent 0£ poverty £a ilies C PPF> 
X 1. 2= median £amily · inco e < MF I) 
X2. 1 = county growth C CG> 
X2. 2= population density < RDEN> 
X3. 1 = rat£o 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB ) 
X3. 2 = ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB> 
X3. 3 = ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. 1 =  median education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL> 
DEPENDENT VAR IABLES = Y 
< DRSF> death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or ov r 
< DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
< ORF> death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
< DRSFF> death rate £or £eaale population 65 or over 
< DRSSF> death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
< DREFF > death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
< ORM> death rate £or ales 65 or over 
< DRSFM) death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
< DRSSM ) death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
C DREFM > death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1970 
DREff RNH! RHB RLP Jlfl PPf 1£1. RDEM 
191 
cs 
DREFF - 1 .00000 -0,10856 -0 , 05859 -0 . 16700 -O.Ot9o0 0 .08083 0 .03020 -0 ,07513 -0 , 173l3 
RNHB -0 , 108So t .00000 0 ,25437 0 , 25249 -O, o..838 -0,27502 -0,04242 0 , 10273 -0 .24007 
RHB -0,05859 0.�37 1 ,00000 0.71351 0 ,43974 -0 ,40799 0 . 13812 0 ,24030 -0.00390 
RLP -o.1�100 o.25249 0 .11351 1 . 00000  0, 61471 -o.s,006 0 . 39520 o .s1� .9 0 . 10m 
!if'! -0.01960 -0 .04838 0,43974 0 ,&1478 1 ,00000 -0.81433 0 ,67422 O.J9894 0,01427 
PPF 0.08083 -0,27502 -0 ,-40799 -O.S7006 -0 , 81433 1 , 00000 -0 , 54535 -0.3S792 0 ,20509 
MEL 0.03020 -0,04242 0 , 13812 0.39520 0,67422 -0 ,54535 1 .00000 0,27153 0 , 1135� 
RDEH -0.07513 0 , 10273 0 ,24030 0 , 51719 0 , 39894 -0 ,35792 0,271Sl 1 ,00000 0 .2764S 
CS -0.17333 -0,24007 -0 ,003,0 0 , 10825 0.01427 0 , 20509 0 , 13352 0.27645 1 .00000 
SUMMARY TABLE 
IJMIAILE 
CG 6ROVTH STATUS 
RllfB RAIO OF NURSIHS HONE BEDS 
RLP RATIO OF LICEHSED PHYSICIAHS 
IE. NEDIAN EilJCATION LEVa 
RHJ RA no OF HOSPITAL BEDS 
m PERa'.MT iJ=' POVERTY FAMILIES 
RDEH POP\1.ATlllf DENSITY 
NF! 1tEAH FMILY IMCOI£ 
<COMSTAHT> 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
'fil. TIPL£ R R SQUARE RSQ CltAHG£ S IMPU R 
0 , 17333 
0.23232 
0.25667 
o . 2ma 
0,29586 
O.Jl1'9 








0 , 10633 
0 . 1 1107 
0 .03004 
0 .02393 
0 , 01191 
0 . 0 1 1 1, 
0 . 01048 
0 .00981 
0 ,00900 





-0 . 05�9 
0 ,08083 
-0,07513 
-0 , 01960 
B BETA 
-2 .000794 -� . 26oo2 
-o ,7685670 -o .os��J 
-80 . 13183 -l , 31 �32 
16,JJSol 0 , 17�59 
� .560994 0 ,  10866 
3 .35ss92 o . �s26c 
0 .7�87363 0 , 11292 
0 . 1l7�697E-01 0 , 16806 
-ln.0806 
v �  = A < CONSTANT > + Bl < X l > + B2 < X2 >  + B3 < X3 >  • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant > = F = 2. 01 NULL ACCEPTED 
< Error > !.. =  
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £smilies C PPF > 
X l . 2=  median £amily income C MFI > 
X2. 1= county growth ( CG >  
X2. 2= population density < ROEN > 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB > 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. 1 =  median education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = y 
< DRSF > death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS > death rate £or population 75 or over 
< DREF > death rate £or population 85 or over 
< ORF > death rate £or £emales 65 or over 
< DRSFF > death rate £or £eJRale population 65 or over 
< DRSSF > death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
< DREFF > death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
< O RM ) death rate £or males 65 or over 
< DRSF M >  death rate £or male population 65 or over 
< DRSSM ) death rate £or male population 75 or over 
< DREFM > death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRI X  - 1 970 192 
DRM RHHJ RHB RlP tf'I PPf MEL. RDEM CG 
DRtl 1 ,00000 -0.00013 0 .2476S 0 . 10099 0 ,22199 -0 , 16976 0 .09103 -o , 1 191 1 -0 . 16670 
-0,00013 1 .00000 0 ,25437 0 . 25249 -0 ,04838 -0 . 27502 -0 , 042◄2 0, 10273 -0 . 24007 
0 ,247'5 0 ,25◄37 1 ,00000 0 , 71351 o .4:m4 -0 .40799 0 . 13812 0 ,24030 -0,00390 
0 , 10099 0,25249 0,71351 1 .00000 0 , 61478 -O,S7006 0 , 39520 0 , 51719 o .  10825 
0,22199 -0,04838 0,◄3974 0 ,61 478 1 ,00000 -0,81 'Jl 0 , 67422 0 , 39894 0 ,01427 
PPf -0, 16976 -0.27502 -0,40799 -O.S7006 -0,81433 1 . 00000 -O ,S45JS -43 , 35792 0 . 20509 
0 , 09103 -0 , 0·42-12 0 , 13812 0 , 39520 0 ,67422 -0 ,54535 1 . 00000 0 , 27153 0 , 13352 
RDEN -0,1191 1  0 , 10273 0,24030 0, 51719 0 , 3989◄ -0.35792 0 , 27153 1 , 00000 0 , 27645 
-0,16070 -0 , 24007 -0,00390 0 , 10825 0 , 01427 0 ,20509 0 , 13352 o .m,.-s 1 . 00000 
SUMMARY TABLE 
VARIABLE HU..TIPLE R R SQUARE RSQ CHAHG£ SIMPU R ) BETA 
RMB RA TIO Of HOSP IT Al BEDS 0,24765 0 . 06131 0 .06133 0 , 24765 1 ,389187 0 . :9os2 
RDEM PmJLA TION DENSITY 0,308S4 0 , 09519 0 ,03386 -0 , 1 1911 -0.2034917 -o .um 
tF1 MEAN FAMI\.Y IMCOltE 0,36738 0 , 13497 0 ,03978 0 ,22199 0 ,50S813SE-02 o .mn 
CG GROWTH STATUS 0 ,38105 0 , 1 4520 0 ,01023 -0 , 16670 -0. 16ffl97 -0 . : :21 1 
. RATIO Of LICDfSEll PHYSICIAHS 0,39264 0 , 15417 0 , 00896 0 . 10092 -21QQ�J6� -01 lc;��� 
PERtafT rf' POVERTY FAAILIES m 0,39673 0 , 15740 0 ,04323 -0, 1697o 0 . 2289447 0 , 10?07 
<CDNSTAHT> 30,30282 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
Y' = A <CONSTANT > + Bl <X l > + B2 <X2 > + B3 <X3 > • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant > = 46. 37 + . 97 <X3. 1) - . 27 <X2. 2 )  -
. 33 C X 1. 2 >  - . 14 C X2. 1 >  
<Error > � =  17. 74 
INDEPENDENT VAR I ABLES = X 
X l . 1= percent 0£ poverty £amilies <PPF > 
X l . 2=  median £amily income <MF I > 
X2. 1= county growth <CG>  
X2. 2= population density <RDEN > 
X3. 1= ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB ) 
X3. 2=  ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population <RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP > 
X4. l =  median education or � 0£ high school grads <MEL > 
<DRSF > 










DEPENDENT VAR I A BLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £emales 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £eaale population 85 or over 
death rate £or ales 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 











CORRELATION MATRIX - 1970 
1 .00000 
-0. 12685 
0 . 1�1 
0 ,08337 
0,03451 












0 , 1027l 
-0.24007 
RHB 


















0 . 10825 
JFl 
o . o�s1 
-O .O�l8 



















-0.0-4242 0 , 10273 
0 , 13812 0 .24030 
0 .39520 0 ,51719 
o .&7422 o.39894 
-O ,S'4SJS -0,3S792 
1 .00000 0. 27153 
0,2715:3- i .00000 
0, 13352 0 .276-45 
SUMMARY TABLE 
IILTIPl.£ R R SOOAAE RSQ OWfGE SntPU R 
RHI RATIO Of HOSPITAL BEDS 0 . 19581 0.03834 0 ,0383'4 0 . 1�81 
193 
CG 





o . 2oso, 
0, 1:m2 
o .m4s 
1 . 00000 
EA 
0 . 26866 
PPF PGCEfT OF P1JVERTY FMIUES 0.2SS17 o .081l2 o .o◄m 0 . 10939 O ,o393488 0 . 301?4 
1Fl MEM FAMILY DfCOI£ O ,J28-41 0 . 10785 0 .02653 0 .03'451 0,341191�-02 o . �m, 
lDEM P(J)tJLATillf DEMSITY O.J.4037 o .uz 0.00800 -0,06o27 -o . 1m509 -o . mss 
cs,.,, __ .,..6ROUTH....,.._ST_A_TUS ______ -::o:-.J:S653=::----:o:-. 121=1::"":1_-:o:-.0�1�12�,---..;,.o....;. 1�.:.,4,.;.2 __ _:_o.:..:. 1=6J::.::� o. 1�174 M mo tF HURSDIG HOME u o .JS988 o . 1z,s2 0 .00240 ·-o . 12oas -o. 1mifo - -o. osm lE. IEJIAH EDUCATION LEVEL. o.� 0.13007 o .ooos=s -0.02110 -0,55969411 -0 ,033◄7 
(CDMSTAlfT> 13.�� 
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 
v �  = A <CONSTANT ) + Bl  <Xl>  + B2 <X2 ) + B3 <X3>. • • !.. SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant> = F = 2. 59 NULL ACCEPTED 
<Error> + = 
INDEPENDEN.T VAR I ABLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £a ilies <PPF> 
X l. 2= median £amily income <MF I> 
X2. 1= county growth <CG> 
X2 . 2= population density <RDEN> 
X3 . 1= ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB> 
X3. 2 =  rat io 0£ nursing home beds to population C RNHB ) 
X3. 3=  ratio 0£ licensed phys ici ans to population <RLP> 












DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £emales 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
death rate £or ales 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1 970 
MSSK RHHI RHB RlP tf'I PPf KEl.. RDEM 
DRSSK 1 .00000 -0.14134 -0 .05129 -0 . 10961 0 . 10835 -0.07499 0 .03596 -0 . 15083 
RNHB -0,14134 1 , 00000 0,25437 0,25249 -0 .04838 -0 .27502 -0,04242 0 . 102n 
RHB -0-1)5129 0 ,25437 1 .00000 0 , 71351 0 , 43974 -o.4om 0, 11812 0 .24030 
RLP -0. 10961 0 .25249 0,71351 1 . 00000 0.01478 -O.S7006 0,39520 o .sm, 
tf'I 0 . 1083S -0,04838 0,4397'4 0 , 01478 1 , 00000  -0.81433 o .. m22 o .398,4 
PPF -0,07499 -0.27502 -0.40799 -0,5700& -0 .81433 1 .00000 -0.54535 -0.35792 
MEL 0 ,03596 -0.04242 0 . 13812 0. 39520 0 , 67422 -0,54535 1 .00000 0 . 27153 
RDElf -0, 15083 0. 10273 0.24030 o .sm, O . lffl_. -o.35792 0,27153 1 . 00000 
cs -0,21 175 -0,24007 -0,00390 o . 1om 0 .01427 0 .20509 0 . 13352 0 .27645 
SUMMARY Tl\BLE 
IJARIABLE 







RSQ CHAHGE SIMP\.£ R a 
o .�484 -o.21175 -o .&045182 




-0 . 24007 
-o .00390 
0 . 10825 
0 . 01427 
0, 20S09 




-0 . 19889 
-0 . 12993 
RHHI RAIO OF USING Hm£ BEDS 
IFI l£AN FAMILY IHCm£ o .30741 0 . 09450 o .010-i7 0 . 10835 0 ,8514-473£�2 
o . �01 
RLP RATIO OF LICEMSED PllYSIC A 
POP\JLA TIDN DafSITl 
tE. MEDIAH EDUCATION L.EVa 
<CONSTANT> 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
0 .l�m2 0 . 1 1111 
o .J-U78 0 , 1 1818 
o.l'"-47 0, 1 18" 
o .01n1 -0 . 10961 -o. : sou 
0 .00642 -0 . 15083 -l . 09926 
0 . 00047 0 ,03596 -0 . 03000 
Y '  = A <CONSTANT ) + Bl <Xl ) + B2 <X2 ) + B3 <X3> • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant> = F = 3. 05 NULL ACCEPTED 
<Error> + = 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £amilies <PPF> 
X l . 2= median £amily income <MFI )  
X2. l =  county growth <CG > 
X2. 2= population density <ROEN> 
X3. 1=  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB) 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP> 












DEPENDENT VAR IABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £eaales 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 85 or over 
death rate £or ales 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or male population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATR I X  - 1970 
DREFJI RN1iB RHB RLP MFI 
DREFM 1 .00000 0 .29050 0 . 14573 0 . 09382 0 .2�11  
RHHB o .290� 1 . 00000  0.2S◄l7 0 . 25249 -o . 04838 
o. 14573 0 .25437 1 .00000 0 .71351 0 • •  1397◄ 
0 ,09382 0.25249 0 ,71351 1 .00000 o.&1478 
JtFI 0.25011 -0.04838 o •. um 0.01 478 1 .00000 
-o .367&5 -o.mo2 -o.�799 -o .S7ooo -0.81433 
0 , 12214 -0,04242 0 . 13812 0 .39520 0.07422 
0,032So 0. 10m 0,24030 0,51719 0.39894 
-0,35907 -0 .24007 -0 .00390 0. 10825 0.01427 
SUMMARY TABL.E 







PERCafT Of POVERTY FAMILIES 
GROWTH STATUS 
RAID OF HURSIH& KOltE BEDS 
RATIO Of UcafSED PHYSICIANS 
MEAH FAMILY I 
RA TIO OF HOSP IT AL BOlS 
POPULATIOH DEHSITY 
CCUNSTAHT> 
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 
o.3o7oS 0 , 13517 
o .-46815 o . os4oo 
o • .mso 0.02050 
0 , 00820 
o.s1686 

















KEl RDEM Cu 
0. 12214 O .OJ2U -0 ,35907 
-0.04242 0 . 10273 -0,240�7 
0. 13812 0 .24030 -0.00390 
0.39520 0 .51719 0 . 1 ,j82S 
0 .07422 0 .39894 o . 01 41i 
-O.S◄5lS -0.35792 0 . 20509 
1 .00000 0 .27153 o . 1m2 
0.27153 1 .00000 0 , 276-4S 
O . ll3S2 0.27645 1 , 00000 
B !ETA 
-1 .mm , , 12704 
-2 , 138071 ) , 26081 
3.m689 ) . 24490 
-73. 1◄191 0 .26264 
0 , 26726 
Q .09040 
0 , 04182 
Y' = A < CONSTANT> + Bl < X l  > + B2 < X2 >  + B3 < X3 > .  • • !.. SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant> = 31. 65 -l. 56 (X l. 1 >  -2. 10 < X2. 2 >  + 3. 95 < X3. 2) 
-51. S < X3. 3 >  + . 0125 < X l. 2) 
< Error > + = 102. 55 
I NDEPENDENT V AR I ABLES = X 
X1. 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £amilies < PPF > 
X1. 2 =  median £amily income < MF I ) 
X2. 1 =  county growth < CG >  
X2. 2=  population density < ROEN > 
X3. 1=  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB) 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RN HB )  
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population C RLP > 
X4. l =  median education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = y 
< DRSF > death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS) death rate £or population 75 or over 
< DREF > death rate £or population 85 or over 
C ORF) death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
< DRSFF > death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
< DRSSF > death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
< DREFF > dee.th rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
< DRM > death rate £or ales 65 or over 
< DRSFM > death rate £or m.a le population 65 or over 
< DRSSM > death rate £or m.ale population 75 or over 
< DREFM > death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRI X  - 1980 196 









-0 . 11833 
-0 , 11833 -0 .09961 -0 ,0698& -0,02031 0 , 17374 0 ,00529 -0 , 07394 0 , 15749 
-0.09961 
-0 . 06986 
-0. 02031 
1 .00000 0, 18934 0 . 071 13 -o .090� -0 . 18944 
0 . 18934 1 . 00000 o.68509 o.mso -o .40834 
0 ,07113 O .&eso, 1 ,00000 O,So107 -0 ,50898 
-0.090� 0 ,2'856 0,56107 1 . 00000  -0,86826 
-0, 18926 0 , 03183 -o.33232 
0 , 10229 0 ,2541S -0 ,02559 
o .36699 o .sn&9 0 .24752 
o .no29 o.S112s o .39293 
RDEM 
cs 
0 . 17374 
o.00529 
-0,07394 
0 . 15749 
-0, 189� -0.40834 -o.50898 -o.86826 1 . 00000  
-0. 18926 0 .10229 o.36699 o.no28 -o.,2m 
0 , 03183 0,25415 0 ,57769 0 .57725 -0, 44889 
-0,33232 -0,02559 0 ,24� 0 .3ml -0,09707 
-0,62ffl -0, 4488' -0 .09707 
1 ,00000 0 ,42428 0 ,29996 
0 ,42428 1 . 00000 0 ,27547 
0 ,2998& 0 , 27547 1 .00000 
UMIAJLE 
PPr PERCDfT Of POVERTY FAMILIES 
MF! � FAHIL'! IHCtUE 
RDEH POPULATION QEHSITY 
RHHB RAIO Of HtRSDfG HOME BEDS 
CG 6ROVTH ST A TUS 
R1.P RATIO OF LicafSED PHYSICIME 




11.TlPlE R R SQUME RSQ CHANG£ SIMPU R 
0 , 17374 
0 ,31531 
0 .33o60 




0 . 03019 
0 ,09942 
o,1mo 
0 . 12073 
0 . 12102 
0. 12130 
0 . 1226' 
0 . 03019 
0 ,06923 
0 , 01388 
0 ,0074'3 
0 ,00030 
0 , 00028 
0 ,0013o 
0 . 17374 
-0 , 02031 
-0. 07394 
-0, 1 1833 
0 . 15749 
-0 ,06996 
-0 , 09'61 
B BETA 
0 , 8781&81 0 , 78S60 
0 ,292160SE-02 0 , 76938 
-o ,8222742E-Ot -o . 1s:1• 
0 , 1145777 v :rosu 
o.2oas1&9E-01 o . 02n6 
-1 .267485 -0 , 06656 
0 , 1419292 0 , 05S92 
-30.56249 
Y' = A < CONSTANT > + Bl C X 1 >  + B2 C X2 >  + B3 < X3 >  • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant > = F = 1. 99 NULL ACCEPTED 
< Error > + = 
I NDEPENDENT VARI ABLES = X 
X l � l =  percent 0£ poverty £smilies C PPF > 
X l. 2= median £amily income < MFI > 
X2. 1 =  county growth < CG >  
X2. 2= population density < ROEN ) 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB > 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to populati on < RNHB ) 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. 1 =  median education or % 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = y 
< DRSF > death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS > death rate £or population 75 or over 
< DREF > death rate £or population 85 or over 
< ORF > death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
< DRSFF > death rate £or £emale population GS or over 
< DRSSF > death rate £or £emale population 7S or over 
< DREFF > death rate £or £eJllale population 85 or over 
C ORM > death rate £or ales 65 or over 
C DRSFM ) death rate £or raale population 6,5 or over 
< DRSSM > death rate £or ale population 7S or over 












CORRELATION MATR I X  - 1 980 
DRSS RNHJ RHB RlP m 
1 .00000 -o.osoo6 -o. 09ns -0 .09192 -o.121ss o .um 
-o.os00o 1 .00000 0. 19934 0 . 01113 -0 . 09075 -0. 18944 
-0.09338 0. 18934 1 .00000 0 .68509 0 .298S4 -0,40814 
-0.0,192 0 .01113 o.o8S09 1 .� o .56101 -o.som 
-0.32155 -0.09075 0 ,29956 0.561O7 1 .00000 -0.8o826 
0;34m -0. 189+' -0.40134 -o.soa99 -o.86826 1 .00000 
-0. 10101 -0.18926 o.1om o .:soon o.no� -o.62895 
-o.0578-4 0,03183 o.�415 o. sn69 o.57725 -0,44889 
0 . 101,1 -0.33232 -0.0�9 0 .24752 0.39293 -o.09707 
SUMMARY TABL.E 
-0, 10107 
-0 . 19926 
0 , 102?1 
0 ,3o69' 
0 ,77028 




VMIABl.E Ktl.TIP\.E R R SOOARE RSO CHAHGE SIHPU: R 
PPf P£RCDfT Of PO'JERTY FMll.IES 
ltE1. MEDIAH EDUCATION LEVa 
)'fl KEAN FAKIL.Y IMCM 
CS GROWTH STATUS 
RDE1t POPULATION DENSITY 
RHB RATIO Of HOSPITtL BEDS 
RLP RATIO Of LICENSED PHYSltlAMS 
<tnNSTANT> 
-
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 
o .Jom 
0 ,40411 
0 , 42308 
o.�m 
0 . 49080 
0 ,49767 
0 .49862 
0 , 13526 
0 , 16332 





0 , 13526 
0 . 0�07 
0 . 01567 
0 .03982 
1) . 02207 
0 ,00678 
o . o� 
o .Jom 
-0 . 10107 
-0 ,32155 
o . 10197 
-o.05784 
-0 .09338 
-0 , 09192 
RDO 
-0,05784 











0 , 10197 
-0 ,33232 
-0 . 02559 
0 . 24752 
0 , 39291 
➔,09707 
0 . 29996 
0 , 27547 
1 . 00000 
BETA 
0, 1805� 0 , 05212 
1 .517017 0 .39303 
-0,9612660£-02 -0 , 81694 
0 .6071056 0 . 25617 
0 .2551235 0 ,  15233 
o .4assaso o.u61,4 
3 .247250 0 . 0�03 
92 , 161ol 
Y '  = A -< CONSTANT ) + Bl  < X l >  + B2 < X2 >  + B3 < X3 >  . . - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant ) = 103 + 16 < X l . 1> + 1. 43 C X4. 1) + . 004 < X2. 2) 
-. 62 C X2. 1) + . 31 < X2. 2> 
<Error) � =  27. 43 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l . 1= percent 0£ poverty £amilies <PPF> 
X l. 2=  median £amily income <MFI> 
X2. 1= county growth <CG> 
X2. 2=  population density <ROEN> 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB ) 
X3. 2=  ratio 0£ nursing home beds to populat ion < RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP > 












DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = Y 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 85 or over 
death rate £or ales 65 or over 
death rate £0� ale populat ion 65 or over 
death rate £or male population 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRI X  - 1 980 1 98 
DR[F RMHI RHB RlP tFt PPF MEL Rl)Of CG 
ma:- 1 . 00000  0,09344 o. om, -o.o:ms 0 , 17616 -0 ,23o8S 0 , 12226 -0 . 03389 RHHB 0 ,09l+t -0 .3◄328 1 ,00000 0 ,25437 0.2,249 -0,04838 -0 , 27502 -0,04242 0 . 10273 RHB -o ...  -.007 0,09900 0,25437 1 . 00000 0,71351 0 , 43974 -o.40m 0 . 13812 0 ,24030 -0 , 00390 RLP -0,02405 0.25249 o .ms1 1 , 00000 0,01478 -0,57006 0,39520 0 ,5171 9 )FI o.m1, -0,04838 0 , 10825 0, 43174 0,61478 1 , 00000 -0.81433 o.m22 0 .39894 0 . 01 m  PPF -o.� -0.21542. -0,407'9 -0,5700& -0,81433 1 , 00000 �.5-4535 -0,35792 0 , 20509 )£1,. 0.1222, -0,04242 0 , 13812 0 .39520 0,O7422 -O,S453S 1 , 00000 RIEi -O,Ol389 0 , 27153 0 , 13JS2 0.10273 0,24030 o . s111, 0,39894 -0, 35792 0.27153 1 , 00000 0 ,2764S cs -0,34328 -0,24007 -0,00390 0,10825 0.01m MOS09 0 . 1� 0, 27645 1 . 00000 
SUMMARY TABLE 
VARWU U.TIPl.E R � SQUARE Rsa 0Wf6£  SOOU R B BETA 
GRQWlH STAlUS 0,34328 0 , 11784 0 , 11784 -0,34328 -1 . 74393' ·0 ,31651 cs 
l1f1 8M FMll.Y IllCm£ 0,38811 0 . 1� 0 , 03279 0. 17&16 o . mos13E-02 o .mss 
RATIO OF UCDfSD �YSICUHS 0,40780 o. 1wo 0,015'7 -0,02405 -n.nna -o .3858� RI.P o..42744 0, 18271 0,016-41 0,09906 4 .71◄899 0 . 2:i74t RMB RATIO rF HOSP IT AL BOS 
o.◄l7o9 0 . 19157 o .ooaso 0 , 12226 9 .:?�027 o .u«� l!EL. MEDIAN EDUCATION '-� �.�m �. 1�63� 0,00-482 -O , Oll89  0,3<1S0914  1 , 075c- : IUD PIPOLA I !UH OEff.il l i 0 ,«658 0, 19'43 0 ,00304' -0,23o&S -0,0102471 -0. 0769C PPf pacDfT OF PQVGTT FMn.lES 




Y' = A <CONSTANT ) + Bl (X l> + B2 < X2) + B3 <X3> • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant> = F = 2. 91 NULL ACCEPTED 
(Error> � = 
INDEPENDENT VARI ABLES = X 
X l. 1= percent 0£ poverty £smilies <PPF> 
X l. 2= median £amily income <MFI> 
X2. 1= county growth <CG) 
X2. 2= population density <ROEN> 
X3. 1= ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB> 
X3. 2=  ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population <RNHB> 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP> 
X4. l = med i an education or % 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIA BLES = V 
<DRSF> death rate £or population 65 or over 
<DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
<DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
(ORF> death rate £or £e ales 65 or over 
<DRSFF> death rate £or £emale population 65 or over 
<DRSSF> death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
<DREFF> death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
<DRM> death rate £or males 65 or over 
<DRSFM> death rate £or male population 65 or over 
<DRSSM> death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
<DREFM> death rate £or a le population 85 or over 































-0.09534 -0 . 12219 
0, 18934 0.07113 
1 • 00000 0. 68509 
O ,o8509 1 .00000 
0,298So 0,So107 
-0 , 40834 -0.50898 
























VMIABl.£ lTIPL£ R R SOUAR£ RSQ CHAH6E SIMPLE R 
PPF PaCOO' Of POVERTY F' NfllIES 0 .29714 
HE1. HEDIAH £DUCA TIOH LEVa O .3253o 
RDEH P(l>\JLATIOH DEMSITY 0,33774 
� lt£AH FNfILY IHCOME O.lo217 
CS 6Rosmt ST A TUS 0. 40010 
RHB RATIO (F HOSPITAL BEDS G.40220 
RLP RATIO OF UCBISD PHYSICIANS 0 ,40571 
Rlffl RAIO OF USii.6 HOI£ BEDS 0.40712 
<COHSTAHT> 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
0 , 08829 
0,1058o 
0. 11◄01 
0 , 13117 
0. 16008 
0, 16176 
0 . 1 6-460 




























-0.02994 0 .09540 
0 .03183 -0 . 33232 
0 .2541S -0 ,02559 
O . S7769 0.24752 
o . s1ns o .39293 
-0 . 44889 -0 .09707 
0 . 42428 0 .2?986 
1 .00000 0.27547 
0 . 27547 1 .00000 
B BETA 
0 . 1�40 0 .09184 
O .oo18Jo2 O .JQ652 
0 . 1692268 il . 18063 
-0 • 379'08SE-02 -0 . 57717 
0 , 30So:358 0 . 23054 
0 .  4535457 0 ,  l 0309 
-3.271752 -0 , 09912 
0 , 7686-424£-01 0 , 04 1 94 
49 . 2n1s 
Y '  = A { CONSTANT ) + Bl <X l) + B2 <X2> + B3 <X3> • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant) = 63. 06 +. 18 <X1. 1 )  + . 62 <X4. l )  + 1. 6 <X2. 2 )  
-. 004 <X2. 1> + . 29 <X2. 1 ) = 
<Error> � =  16. 14 
I NDEPENDENT VARI ABLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £amilies <PPF> 
X l . 2=  median £amily income <MFI ) 
X2. 1= county growth <CG> 
X2. 2 =  population denaity <ROEN> 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB> 
X3. 2 =  ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB> 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP > 
X4. l =  median education or � 0£ high school grads <MEL> 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = y 
<DRSF ) death rate £or population 65 or over 
C DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
<DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
<DRF> death rate £or £emales 65 or over 
<DRSFF )  death rate £or £e ale population 65 or over 
C DRSSF> death rate £or £emale popul at.1.on 75 or over 
<DREFF> death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
C ORM> death rate £or ales 65 or over 
<DRSFM> death rate £or ale population 65 or over 
C DRSSM> death rate £or male population 75 or over 
<DREFM> death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1980 200 










1 ,00000 -0,04086 -0,13478 -0 . 18285 
-O.o.\086 1 . 00000 0. 18934 0 . 07113 
-0 . 17325 0 .25976 -0 .08857 -o .mao 
0 . 03183 
0 .2S415 
o . sn69 
0 . 57725 
CG 
-0 ,01050 
-0 .13478 o. 1e,34 1 .00000 o.&8509 
-0 . 18285 0.01113 o,68509 1 ·oooo 
-0,17325 -0,09075 0 .2985o 0.56107 
o ,25976 -0. 19944 -o.-40834 -o.�m 
-0.08857 -o.1m6 0 . 10w 0.10099 
-0. 13186 0. 03193 o.25-41s o .57769 
-o.01oso -o.m12 -0.0�9 0 . 24752 
SUMMARY TABLE 
-0, 09075 -0 . 18944 -0 , 18926 
0 .29854 -0. 40834 0 . 10229 
0 ,56107 -0,50898 0,30099 
1 .00000 -O .So826 o .no2a 
-0,86826 1 .00000 -0,62995 
o .  no2s -o.  o289S 1 • 00000 
0 , 57725 -0,4488' 0. 42428 
0 ,39291 -0.0,101 0 .29� 
IJMIABl.£ lu.TIPU: R R SQUARE RSQ CHANG£ SIMPLE: R 
PPf PERCEMT OF P1JIJERTY FAMILIES 
l1FI MEAH FAMILY IHCOHE 
RLP RATID Of LICENSED PHYSICIAHS 
RNHB RAIO Of USIHG HOl1E BEDS 
RHB RA TIO OF HOSP IT AL BEDS 
IE. MEDIAN ElXJCATIOH LEVEL 
0 .25976 
-0 . 17325 
-0 . 18285 
-0. 0�86 
-0 , 13478 
-0.08857 
-o.44889 
0 , 42428 
1 . 00000 
0 . 27547 
B 









1 .aarn& o , o7no 
0 , 4610474E--02 O . ◄am 
-7 . 599299 -0 . 16019 
0 , 3241�4 0. 1:305 
0 .5590887 0 ,088◄2 
0 . 2443398 0 , 07874 
CS 6ROWTH STATUS 












0 . 09491 
0 , 09871 
0 , 10158 
0 , 10359 
o . 10� 
0 . 06747 






0 . 00187 
-0 .01050 �. 1 155153 -0 .06062 
<CDHSTAHT> 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
-o.mao -0 ,8014◄29E�l �. 0595:? 
-100.2511 
Y '  = A � CONSTANT > + B l  < X l >  + B2 < X2 >  + B3 C X3 ) .  • • !_ SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant > = F = 3. 88 NULL ACCEPTED 
<Error > + = 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l. 1= percent of poverty families < PPF ) 
X l . 2 =  median £amily income < MFI > 
X2. 1 =  county growth < CG >  
X2. 2 =  population density < ROEN ) 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB > 
X3. 2 =  �atio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. l =  median education or % of high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIA BLES = y 
< DRSF > death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS ) death rate £or population 75 or over 
< DREF > death rate £or population 85 or over 
< ORF ) death rate £or females 65 or over 
< DRSFF ) death rate £or female population 65 or over 
<DRSSF )  death rate £or female population 75 or over 
< DREFF ) death rate £or female population 85 or over 
< DRM > death rate £or males 65 or over 
< DRSFM > death rate £or male population 65 or over 
< DRSSM > death rate £or male population 75 or over 
< DREFM > death rate £or male population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1980 
mssr RNHJ RHB RlP tf'I PPf NE1. 
DRSSf 1 .00000 -0,14903 -0,1 1729 -0. 15777 -0,26232 0 . 21.m -0.07456 
RNHI -O,U903 1 .00000 0. 18934 0 ,07113  -0.09075 -0, 1894-4 -0,19926 
RHB -0,11729 0 , 18934 1 .00000 0 . 68509 0. 29856 -0. 40834 0 . 10229 
RLP -o.1sm 0 ,07113 0,68509 1 , 00000 0,56107 -0.50898 0 ,3U99 
MFI -0,26232 -0,090� 0 .29854 o.So101 1 . 00000 -0,86826 o.no2a 
PPF 0.21m -0, 18944 -0.4083-\ -o.S0898 -0.86826 1 . 00000  -0,62895 
KEL -0,0745o -0, 18926 0 . 1022? o .34o99 o.no2a -0.62895 1 . 00000 
RDEJf -0.03678 0,03183 0.2�15 0 ,57769 0,57725 -0,44889 0 ,42428 
cs 0 .0997� -O,ll232 -0.02559 0 , 2-4752 O,Jffll -0 .09707 o .mu 
SUMMARY TABLE 
IJARIABl.£ 
PPf PERCafl' OF POVERTY FMILlES 
CG GROUlH STATUS 
!'FI MEAN FMILY INCOME 
l£l. ltEDIAN EDUCATIDH l.EtJEl. 
RD£H POPUlA TI OH DalSITY 
R AID OF' �SIHG H011E BEDS 
Rl.P RATIO Of LlCEHSBl ?HYSICIAHS 
RHB RA TIO tf' HOSP IT AL BEDS 
CCCHSTMT) 







R SQUARE RSQ CHAHGE SIHPlE R 
0 . 07559 0.07559 0 . 21m 
0 .09173 O .OloH 0 . 09974 
0 , 1 1819 o .�o -0,26232 
0 , 16126 o .�101 -o .074So 




-o . 03678 0 .09974 
0 , 03183 -0,33232 
o .2Sm -0 .02559 
o.sn&9 0 .24752 
0,57725 o.39293 
-0.44889 -0,09707 
o .m2a 0 .2?996 
1 .00000 0 ,27S47 
0,27S47 1 ,00000 
B BETA 
- 1 .249439 -o .nm 
0 .7259653 0 ,28381 
-0 , 1291706£-01 -1 . 017 10  
1 , 32W'3 0 ,l17l8 
o .«89403 0.24836 
-0.5820828 -0 . 16<$60 
-8. 4891 �. Imo ·  
0 . 71�12 0 .08407 
170 .2553 
Y '  = A � CONSTANT> + Bl <X 1> + B2 < X2) + B3 <X3 ) . •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant> = 180. 78 -1. 34 C X 1. 1> + . 70 <X2. 1> -. 013 <X 1. 2 )  
+ 1. 3 ( X4. 1) + . 38 ( X2. 2> = 
<Error> � =  30. 63 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l. 1= percent 0£ poverty £smilies <PPF ) 
X l. 2= median £amily income <MFI> 
X2. 1=  county growth <CG> 
X2. 2= population density <ROEN> 
X3. 1=  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB ) 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population <RNHB ) 
X3. 3 =  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population <RLP ) 
X4. l =  median education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL ) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = y 
<DRSF) death rate £or population 65 or over 
<DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
<DREF> death rate for population 85 or over 
<DRF> death rate for females 65 or over 
<DRSFF > death rate £or fe ale population 65 or over 
<DRSSF ) death rate for fe ale population 75 or over 
<DREFF > death rate £or £emale population 85 or over 
C ORM> death rate £or males 65 or over 
C DRSFM> death rate for ale population 65 or over 
<DRSSM> death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
<DREFM> death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
DREFF RNHB RHB RlP 
DREfF 1 .00000 -o. 1sm -0 . 16154 -0 , 1 1999 
RNHJ -0,15152 1 .00000 o . 1e,� 0 .071 13 
RHB -o.um 0. 18'34 1 .00000 O,o8S09 
RLP -0.11999 0,07113 0 . 68509 1 .00000 
flFI -0.22048 -0,09075 0 .298So 0 ,56107 
PPf 0.28&So -0. 18944 -0,40834 -o.soa,e 
tE.. -O.ll491 -0, 18926 0 , 10�9 O ,lU99 
RDEH -0.10534 0,03183 0 ,2SUS 0 .57769 
C& 0.05410 -o.mn -0,02559 0 ,24752 
SUMMARY TABLE: 
VARIABLE ll.TIPLE R 
PPf PERCOO Of POIJERTY FMILlrS O .  28cS6 
RllfB RAIO Of HURSIHG HOME BEDS 0,.:10317 
C6 GROWTH STATUS 0,30730 
RHB RATIO OF HOSPITAL BEDS 0 ,30931 
RlP RATIO OF LICEHSED PHYSICIANS 0 ,31332 
MF! NEAH FAMil.Y IHCM 0,31696 









0 , 10046 
o . 10074 
- 1 980 202 
)f'l PPF in RDEH CG 
-0 .22049 0 .28656 -0. 13491 -0, 10534 0 .05410 
-0.09075 -0.18'44 -0 . 18926 0 , 03183 -O,l3232 
0 .:?98So -0 . 40834 0 . 10229 o . 2s◄ 1s -0 .02559 
O ,So107 -0 ,50898 0 ,3669' 0 , 57769 0,24752 
1 .00000 -0 , 8o826 o .no2a 0 , 57725 0 ,39293 
-0 .�26 1 . 00000 -0 ,62895 -0 . 44889 -1 ,09707 
o .no2a -o.� 1 ,00000 0 , ◄2428 0, 29986 







0 , 00249 
0 ,00229 
0 ,00029 




0 , 05410 
-O, lo1S4 




1 .3542'd4 0 . 1S768 
-0 , 7964425 -0 ,09903 
0 , 3891S84 o.oob22 
-1 , 9687r. -0 , 10095 
15 , 23:m o .m12 
-0,4891027£-02 -0 , 16763 
0 ,2592:301 O . OZ71)9 
187 ,3075 
Y' = A � CONSTANT > + B l  < X l) + B2 < X2 )  + B3 < X3 >  . •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant > = 117 + 2. 46 < X l . 1 >  - . 82 C X3. 2 > = 
< Error > � =  72. 59 
X l . 1=  
X l . 2= 
X2. 1 =  
X2. 2= 
X3. 1 =  
X3. 2= 
X3. 3 =  
X4. l =  
INDEPENDENT VARIA BLES = X 
percent 0£ poverty £amili es < PPF > 
median £amily income < MFI > 
county growth < CG >  
population density C RDEN > 
ratio 0£ hospital bed to populat ion < RHB > 
ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB > 
rat io 0£ licensed physici ans to population < RLP > 
C DRSF > 
< DRSS > 
< DREF > 
C ORF > 
< DRSFF > 
< DRSSF > 
< DREFF > 
< DRM > 
C DRSFM > 
< DRSSM > 
< DREFM > 
edian education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIA BLES = V 
death rate £or population 65 or over 
death rate £or population 75 or over 
death rate £or populat ion 85 or over 
death rate £or £eaales 65 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 65 or over 
death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
death rate £or £e ale population 85 or over 
death rate £or males 65 or over 
death rate £or male population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale populat ion 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
CORRELATION MATRIX - 1980 203 
DRM RHHB RHB RlP IIFI PPF IE. RDEM CG 
DRM 1 .00000 0.23096 0 . 10269 0 . 10974 -0. 12976 0 . 13811 -0.047SS -o.�n4 o . o-4819 
0 .23096 1 .00000 0 , 18'� 0 . 07113 -0.09075 -0 . 1894-4 -0.18926 0 .03183 -0 .33232 
0 . 10269 0 . 18934 1 .00000 0.6BS09 0.29856 -0.'40834 o . ·n21 0 .25415 -0 , 02559 
0. 10m 0.071 13 O.o8509 1 . 00000  o .So101 -o.sos,a 0 .36699 0 , 57769 0 , 24752 
-0,12970 -0.090� 0 .2985o o.So101 1 .00000 -0,86826 0 ,77028 O .S7n5 0 ,39293 
0 , 13811 -0,1894-4 -0.'4083-4 -o.som -0.86826 1 .00000 -0,62895 -0, 44889 -o.09707 
-0,04755 -0. 18412& 0 , 10229 0 ,loh99 o.no2a -0.62895 1 . 00000 0 , 42428 0 , 29986 
-0.04n◄ 0 .031al 0 .25415 o .sno, 0 ,57725 -o.«889 0,42429 1 , 00000 0.27547 
o .�1, -O.JJ232 -0,02559 0 ,24752 0 ,39293 -0,09707 o .mao 0.2r.i47 1 . 00000 
SUMMARY TABLE 
VARIABlE MULTIPlE R R SQUARE RStJ CHAHG£ SIMPlE R a BETA 
RHM) RAID OF MURSIMG HOME ES o .23096 o.� 0 , 05334 0 , 23096 o .S83703S 0 .38171 
PPf pgaHT m: POV£Rrt FAMILIES o .29606 0 . 08765 0 , 03431 0". 13811 0,7412526 0 . 45854 
IU RATIO 0F LICENSED PKYSitlAHS 0,36712 0 , 13471 0 , 04713 0 , 10974 6.015635 0 . 21845 
l£l.. MEDIAN EDUCATION I.EVE. o .39948 0 . 15"9 0 .02481 -o . 047SS o .4..o29n o .2◄442 
RDEM ?OPULA TION DElfSITY o •. m22 o . 110� 0 ,0 1 1 16 -o .04n4 -0. 1102384 -0 . 14104 
cs SROW'TH STATUS 2a!2ZlJ o.m� 0 ,01169 o .�1, o . Hn6ss o.1m� 
RHB RA TIO OF HOSP IT t4. BEDS o.·43055 0 , 18S37 0 . 002,:s 0 , 10269 0 .3019056 0 .. 082."'5 
CCQNSTAHT> 12 .20048 
REGRESSION FORMULA 
Y' = A � CONSTANT > + Bl C X l) + B2 < X2 >  + B3 C X3 >  • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
< Constant > = 15. 3 + . 59 C X3. 2) + . 71 C X1. 1) + 7. 7 < X3. 3 >  
+ . 4 C X4. 1 > - . 1 2 ( X2. 2) +. 14 C X2. 1 >  = 
< Error > � =  13. 40 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l. 1= percent 0£ poverty families < PPF > 
X l. 2= median family income < MF I >  
X2. 1= county growth < CG >  
X2. 2=  population density < RDEN > 
X3. l =  ratio of hospital bed to population < RHB > 
X3. 2=  ratio of nursing home beds to population < RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio of licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. 1 =  median education or � of high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = y 
< DRSF > death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS > death rate for population 75 or over 
< DREF > death rate £or population 85 or over 
< ORF > death rate £or females 65 or over 
< DRSFF > death rate £or female population 65 or over 
C DRSSF > death rate £or female population 75 or over 
< DREFF > death rate £or fema le population 85 or over 
< DRM > death rate £or males 65 or over 
< DRSFM > death rate for male population 65 or over 
< DRSSM > death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
< DREFM > death rate £or a le population 85 or over 






RNHI RHB RLP 
-0,0S069 -0,03180 0 ,02003 
1 .00000 0. 18934 0 . 07113 
MFI PPF E. RDEH CG 
o .onr.; 0 .01759 o .ouo0 -O.OS-463 0 .08842 
-0.09075 -0 , 18944 -0, 1Bn6 0 ,03183 -0 .33232 
.RHB -o.03180 0 , 18934 · 1 ,00000 O,o8509 0,29856 -0.-40834 0 . 10229 0 .2S41S -0,02559 
RLP 0.02003 0,07113 o . &8509 1 .00000 o .s&101 -0 .50898 O , lU99 O , Sn69 0, 24752 
JFI 0,07m -0,09075 0 ,2985& o .So101 1 .00000 -0,86826 o .no28 o .sms 0,39293 
PPf 0 ,01759 -0, 18944 -0, 4083-4 -0,50898 � .86826 1 . 00000  -o.&289S -0,44889 -0 .09707 
IE.. 0 ,043o0 -0,18'2& 0 , 10229 0,loo99 o .no2a -o .&28� 1 .00000 o .m28 0 , 29986 
RDEH -O,os-\63 0,03183 0 .25m o .sn&9 0 ,57725 -0,4488' 0 ,-42428 1 ,00000 0.27547 









MEAH FAHIL.Y IMCOftE 
PERCDfT (F POtJER 
RAID Of HURSIMG HOME BEDS 
HEL EIAH Eru:ATIOH LEVEL 
RlP .  RATIO Of L1CEMS£D PHYSICIAHS 
RHB RA TIO IF HOSP IT AL BEDS 
(aJHSTAffT) 
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 
























-0.432:?590£-01 -1 . 04215 
-0 . 1591993 -·) .21969 
0 ,l547941E-02 ) .�9685 
o .n&So-47 o . s1a1J 
0 , 1307631 ') .0  223" 
-0 . 1108148 -·l .06635 
1 ,783915 ,) . 06987 
-0. 1091lo5 -0 .032�7 
-20 ,75492 
Y' = A � CONSTANT> + Bl < X l> + B2 < X2 )  + B3 < X3 )  • •  
THIS FORMULA 
• !.. SE 
< Constant> = F = 0. 45 NULL ACCEPTED 
< Error> !.. =  
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
X l . 1 =  percent 0£ poverty £smilies < PPF > 
X l. 2= median £amily income <MF I >  
X2. 1 =  county growth C CG >  
X2. 2= population density < RDEN > 
X3. 1 =  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population < RHB > 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population < RNHB> 
X3. 3=  ratio 0£ licensed physicians to population < RLP > 
X4. l =  median education or % 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES = y 
C DRSF ) death rate £or population 65 or over 
< DRSS> death rate £or population 75 or over 
C DREF> death rate £or population 85 or over 
< DRF> death rate £or £emales 65 or over 
C DRSFF ) death rate £or :female population 65 or over 
< DRSSF ) death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
< DREFF ) death rate £or £emale population 85 or over 
< DRM ) death rate £or males 65 or over 
C DRSFM> death rate :for ale population 65 or over 
C DRSSM> death rate £or male population 75 or over 
< DREFM> death rate £or male population 85 or over 
CORRELATI ON MATRI X  - 1980 205 
DRSSM RHHB RHB RlP Ml PPf IE. RDEM CG 
DRSSM 1 .00000 -o.00368 -o.o.m1 0.0,004 -0.20011 0.29030 0.00355 o . omo 0.09619 
RHHB -o.00368 1 ,00000 0, 18934 0.07113  -0,0,075 -0 , 18944 -0, 18926 0,03183 -0,33232 
RH) -0,04797 0, 18934 1 ,00000 O,o8S09 0 .2985o -0, 40834 0 . 10221 0 , 25415 -"' . 02559 
RLP 0 ,06004 0 ,07113 0 .68509 1 . 00000 0 ,56107 -0,50898 0 ,36o99 0,57769 0, 24752 
!FI -0,20071 -0.09075 o .29856 o.56101 1 .00000 -0 ,86826 o .no28 o .sms 0 .39293 
PPf 0 ,29030 -0,189-44 -o.40834 -0,508'8 -0.86826 1 .00000 -0,62995 -0 ,44889 -0.09707 
MEL. 0 ,00355 -0,18926 0 , 10229 0,36699 o .no2a -o.,2m 1 .00000 0,42428 0 ,29986 
RDE)( 0 , 01370 0.03183 0,25"15 o.sn&9 0 , 57725  -0, 44889 o •. m28 1 . 00000 0 . 27547 
cs 0.09619 -0,33232 -0,02559 0,24752 0,39293 -0,09707 0 ,2?986 0.27547 1 . 00000 
_....,._. .. ..... - · -· .. 
VMIABl.£ U.TIPl.E R R SUUARE RSQ CHANGE SDtPLE R B BETA 
PPf P£RCafT OF POIJERTY FAIIIlI!S 0,29030 0.08427 0,08-427 0,29030 2 ,046185 0 . 45099 
RlP RATIO OF LICDSED PHYSICIANS o.377So 0,14255 0.0�7 0 ,0&004 22.58235 o .:n1a 
MEL IDIAH EWCATION LEVEL 0,43852 0 , 19230 0 .0'4975 o .oom 2 , 157491 o .mn 
RNHB RAID OF USING HM: BEDS 0 . 46793 0, 21896 0 .02000 -o.oo r 0 , 15532 
M U  IMCOI£ 0 . 47096 0 ,22180 o .oo� -o.20071 -0,5270971£�2 -0 . 34199 
cs GROWTH STATUS 0, -47935 o .zi.,11 0 ,00797 0 ,09619 O ,l5m72 
RDEM POP\JlATIDN DENSITY 0, 48042 0 ,23081 0.00103 o .omo 0,8314836£�1 
RHB RA TIO CF HOSP IT'1. BEDS 0 , 48119 0 ,23154 0 ,00074 -0,04797 -0,-4290407 
CCOHSTAHT> -32,09651 
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 
Y '  = A � CONSTANT ) + Bl <X l> + B2 <X2> + B3 < X3> • •  - �  SE 
THIS FORMULA 
<Constant> = -113 3. 17 C X 1. 1 ) + 20. 3 C X3. 3> + l. 9 C X4. 1> 
+ • 73 <X3. 2> 
<Error> � =  36. 14 
X l . 1=  
X 1. 2= 
X2. l =  
X2. 2=  
X3. 1=  
X3. 2= 
X3. 3= 
X4 . l = 
I NDEPENDENT VARIABLES = X 
percent 0£ poverty families C PPF> 
median £a ily income C MFI> 
county growth <CG> 
population density < RDEN> 
ratio of hospital bed to population <RHB> 
ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population C RNHB> 












ed ian education or � 0£ high school grads <MEL> 
DEPENDENT VAR IABLES = Y 
death rate for population 65 or over 
death rate for population 75 or over 
death rate £or population 85 or over 
death rate for fe ales 65 or over 
death rate for fe�ale population 65 or over 
death rate for female population 75 or over 
death rate £or fe ale population 85 or over 
death rate for males 65 or over 
death rate for ale population 65 or over 
death rate £or ale population 75 or over 
death rate £or ale population 85 or over 
0 ,  11417 
0 , 03790 
-0 ,04165 
CORRELATION MATRI X  - 1980 
M£FM RHHB RHB Rl.P NFI m NEL. 
DREFM 1 .00000 0. 14926 o . 1 1507 -0. 00053 -0.0504◄ -0.02421 -0.00750 
RHHB o. 1◄926 1 .00000 0. 1893◄ 0 ,07113 -0 ,09075 -0. 1894◄ -0, 18926 
RHB 0 , 11507 0, 18934 1 .00000 o. oaso, o .mso -0,40834 rqo229 
Rl_) -0,00053 0,07113  0,68509 1 ,00000 0 ,56107 -0,50898 0,36699 
ff'I -0,05044 -0,09075 0.2,aso 0.56107 1 .00000 -0 .8o826 o .nm 
PPf -0.02421 -0, 189◄◄ -0,-40834 -0,50898 -0.86826 1 . 00000 -0,62895 
MEL -0,00750 -0, 18926 0 . 10w 0,loo99 o. no2s -0,62ffl 1 ,00000 
RDEM -0,05-481 0,03183 0.25415 0 ,57769 0 .57725 -0,44889 0 , 42428 
cs -0.04715 -0.33232 -0,02SS9 0,24752 0 . 39293 -0,09707 o .mao 
SUMMARY TABLE 
RlltB RAIO OF HURSIH6 HM BEDS 
RHB RA TIO IF HOSP IT AL BEDS 
RlP RATIO Of LICEHSa PHYSICIAN� 
l1El.. MEDIAH EllJCATION LE\lEl. 
�1 MEAH FAMILY IMCM 
CS GROUl1f STATUS 
PPF P£RCEMT Of POVERTY FAMILIES 
RDEH POPUlA TIDH IOSITY 
<CONSTAMT> 
REGRESSI ON FORMULA 
llTIPLE R R 5'1UARE RSQ OWfG£ SIMPl.E R 
0 . 14926 
0, 173-18 






















































) , 12ffl 
4 , 252256 0 , 19179 
-18. 16685 -Q , 1 09� 
1 .860007 0 , 17101 
-0,1028511E-Ot-0,31007 
0 ,6154848 0 ,09213 
-1 .JSS◄S7 -0 . 1418' 
-o . 12S,m2 -0 . 02122 
216 . 1329 
Y' = A { CONSTANT > + B l  <Xl >  + B 2  <X2 >  + B3 <X3 > • •  
THIS FORMULA 
• .!.. SE 
<Constant > = F = 1. 45 NULL ACCEPTED 
<Error ) + = 
I NDEPENDENT VARI ABLES = X 
X l. 1=  percent 0£ poverty families (PPF > 
X l. 2= median £amily income <MF I > 
X2. 1=  county growth ( CG >  
X2. 2= population density < ROEN > 
X3. 1=  ratio 0£ hospital bed to population <RHB > 
X3. 2= ratio 0£ nursing home beds to population <RNHB > 
X3. 3 =  ratio of licensed physicians to populat1 on <RLP > 
X4. 1=  median education or � 0£ high school grads < MEL > 
DEPENDENT VARI ABLES = y 
<DRSF > death rate for population 65 or over 
<DRSS> death rate £or populat1on 75 or over 
<DREF ) death rate £or population 85 or over 
C ORF > death rate for females 65 or over 
<DRSFF )  death rate £or £emale population 65 or over 
C DRSSF > death rate £or £emale population 75 or over 
<DREFF >  death rate £or £emale population 85 or over 
<ORM > death rate for males 65 or over 
<DRSFM >  death rate for male population 65 or over 
<DRSSM > death rate for ale population 75 or over 
<DREFM >  death rate £or male population 85 or over 
